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Thank you very much for purchasing our Alkaline
Ionizer.
⨀෨ⴆ⫵
ヅ⤟ᖛᮝໞݽȯ
Ș Please read through this manual carefully before using the product to ensure proper operation.
Be absolutely sure to read the “Safety Precautions” (see pages 4 to 5) before use to ensure that
you will use the product safely. After reading the manual, keep it in a safe place along with the warranty
in case you need to refer to it later.
Ș Be absolutely sure to check that the purchase date has been entered on the warranty.
Ș Please keep in mind that the manufacturer of the product will not be responsible for any product
malfunctioning or accidents resulting from the improper installation or operation of the product.
Ș ͐ᮢԊ⦼⦀〇⦦ᆙሬŊ⦀〇⦦ᆙሬരҪᔌᷨ͐ᮢȯ᧚ӲᆯȵમҚᘜาʶㅮȶņ6 Ɯ 7 ㅪŇŊ⦼Ֆൕ߱͐ᮢԊ
⦀₳〇⩊Ŋ˫͵મҚႽ̳ȯ〇⩊ര⦼६ۧΎᾷʏ⎞Ύ⨢ሬᄍ߱ɺ⬚Ŋ˫Јʃᆹʠトȯ
Ș Ύ⨢ሬʀ᱿ȵ⫵⫀ᅺቅȶ⦼Ֆൕࢯ૯ȯ
Ș ߌમ⡶⼂⦡ʃᔌᷨ͐ᮢŊ≟ⳍໞᮟٴᄑゃᱹᮝʶᄑᆹŊҝපʃ⪭⪸ȯ

Use properly to economize on electricity
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The Alkaline Ionizer
eliminates turbidity and odors, and makes your water tasty.

The Alkaline Ionizer produces alkaline ion water and weak acidic water by electrolysis.
It eliminates free residual chlorine, turbidity, total trihalomethane, chloroform,
bromodichloromethane, dibromochloromethane, bromoform, tetrachloroethylene,
trichloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, CAT, 2-MIB (mold smell), soluble lead, so that the
water you drink will be tasty.
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Safety Precautions

These must be observed

Be sure to observe these precautions
● Do not disassemble, repair or remodel the Alkaline Ionizer.
Doing so can lead to a fire and/or electric shocks.
• If the Alkaline Ionizer needs to be repaired, consult your dealer.

● Do not harm the power cord or power plug in any way by, for instance:
• Using staples ( ) to secure it.
• Damaging it.
• Re-working it.
• Bending it unnaturally.
• Twisting it.
• Pulling it.
• Positioning it too close to a heating appliance.
• Placing heavy objects on top it.
• Bundling it.
• Pinching it.
• Sandwiching it.
Using a damaged cord or plug can lead to electric shocks, short circuit and/or a fire.
• When disconnect the power plug from the power outlet, take hold of the molded part of the plug rather
than the cord itself, and pull the plug free.
• If the cord or plug needs to be repaired, consult your dealer.

● Insert the power plug firmly.
If the plug is not inserted properly, electric shocks or a fire caused by heat generation may result.
• Do not use a damaged plug or loose power outlet.

● Remove the dust or other foreign matter on the power plug periodically.
If dust or other foreign matter is allowed to build up on the plug, moisture or other factors may lead to
defective insulation which, in turn, may cause a fire.
• Disconnect the power plug, and wipe it with a dry cloth.

● Do not use the power outlet or wiring device at levels beyond its ratings, and supply
only 220 V – 240 V AC voltage to the Alkaline Ionizer.
If the ratings are exceeded because too many electrical cords have been connected to a single outlet, a
fire caused by heat generation may result.

● Do not connect or disconnect the power plug with wet hands.
Doing so can lead to electric shocks.

● If the Alkaline Ionizer falls into water by mistake, disconnect its power plug from the
power outlet, and take the Alkaline Ionizer out of the water.
Touching the Alkaline Ionizer while it is in water or wet may cause electric shocks.
• If the Alkaline Ionizer needs to be repaired, consult your dealer.

● Use only water (such as tap water) which has been approved for consumption.
Since this Alkaline Ionizer does not sterilize or disinfect the water or remove toxic substances, the
consumption of non-approved water is a health hazard.

● People with the following conditions should consult a doctor before drinking alkaline
ion water.
• People who is receiving medical treatment from a doctor
• People with health problems or weakened constitution (People who is not feeling well)
• People with kidney damage (particularly users who have renal failure or who have difficulty in eliminating
potassium from their systems)
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● People in the following situations should consult a doctor before applying weak
acidic water to their skin.
• People with sensitive skin
• People susceptible to allergic dermatitis

● First-time users should consume small quantities (1 to 2 cupfuls) starting at the
“Alkaline 1” (Drinking water for new user) setting for about two weeks, and then
start using the “Alkaline 2” (Drinking water for Experienced user) setting, and finally
select to the “Alkaline 3” (Drinking water in daily life) setting.
Failure to observe this sequence of settings may cause health problems.

● When storing alkaline ion water or purified water for future consumption, pour it
into a clean sealed container, and consume it within 24 hours if it is kept at room
temperature or within 2 days if it is kept in the refrigerator.
The Alkaline Ionizer removes sterilizers and disinfectants (such as chlorine) so the water may go bad over
time, possibly causing health problems.

● Do not take medicine with alkaline ion water.
● Consult a doctor if you have drunk alkaline ion water and do not feel well as a result
or if the symptoms do not improve after continued use.
● If you have applied weak acidic water to your skin and you experience skin
problems, stop use immediately, and consult a doctor.
● Do not directly consume water (strongly alkaline water) whose pH level exceeds 10.
Doing so may cause health problems.
• It is recommended that the water you consume has a pH level of around 9.5 (provided at the “Alkaline 3”
(Drinking water in daily life) setting). Keep the general amount of water consumed daily at around
0.5 liter to 1 liter.

● Do not drink the following kinds of water:
• Weak acidic or acid water
• Water which comes out of the drain outlet
• Water which comes out of the main spout in the “Preparation time” status or during the automatic
cleaning of the electrodes
• Water which contains pH test liquid.
Doing so may cause health problems.

● Do not allow water above 60°C in temperature to pass through the Alkaline Ionizer.
You may scald yourself if you do so.

● When starting to use the Alkaline Ionizer, flush out the water which has collected
inside.
When starting use every day:
Run about 0.6 liter (about 15 seconds) of water through the Alkaline Ionizer.
When the Alkaline Ionizer has not been used for 2 or more days:
Run about 8 liters (about 3 minutes) of water through the Alkaline Ionizer.
Failure to do this may cause health problems.

● Do not use alkaline ion water, weak acidic water or purified water for fish.
The environment may change as a result, and the fish, etc. may die.

● Do not use aluminum containers that do not stand up to alkalis or copper containers
that do not stand up to acids.
Doing so may cause discoloration of the containers or damage them.
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મҚᘜาʶㅮ

⦼Ֆൕⴃભ

⦼ⴃભʁӬҙૌ
Ȣ ⦼խ⎊⠗Ӡ⤟ȮΔȮᄊⳍ
ⴍ҉ᱹᮝᢜᢤ⤯ヅȯ
Ď ℋΔ⦼ᙛ⺨ۄȯ

Ȣ ⦼խ⩕ヅℬȮヅတㆊሷᶝံ
Ď ʃᮢ U ࠣ⸎ņ

Ňʵ˫ߗહ

Ď խ⩕ံט
Ď ʃԽడ
Ď ʃഈሧ
Ď ʃ༛༿
Ď ʃཚ
Ď ʃㄅⲖᱹᥖʠ⚠
Ď ʃᄍ⇦⸅
Ď ʃप̦
Ď ʃታໞɺྫྷ͐ᮢᾀ
ံࣺⴒᤫ͐ᮢᆹŊૌᆞⳍໞ⤯ヅȮᵬ⭰Ȯُᱹᮝᢜᢤ᱿ߌ׆ȯ
Ď ཥぜヅᆹŊʃףרཚヅℬŊ⦼ဝ┮ヅတㆊⵒӠཥ࿚ȯ
Ď ሷ〦ℋΔ⦼ᙛ⺨ۄ˩ಐȯ

Ȣ ⦼ᷨ૪߸૽ヅတㆊરҚတҘတಚҙ
ⴍ҉တҘʃરҚŊ≟ⳍໞ⤯ヅᱹᥖ≟೧⬚ᢜᢤȯ
Ď ⦼խ͐ᮢᶝံ᱿တㆊȮ㌂೫᱿တಚȯ

Ȣ ⦼હቅᛤぜヅတㆊʀᗹዀ᱿ᢝࢴ
ᯍတㆊʀỬᢝࢴᆹŊሳߌᠪᖎᾀ≟ⳍໞ⃑ℳʃ⏦Ŋⷻໞᢜᢤȯ
Ď ⦼ཥ࿚ヅတㆊŊᮢʯలჍȯ

Ȣ घઋတಚⶪℬݽңŊ⦼խ⬢ⰶ͐ᮢř⦼խ͐ᮢ˅ᙟ 220 V - 240 V ˫क
ⴍ҉घઋတಚᾀ⬢ⰶ͐ᮢŊ≟ߌᱹᥖⷻໞᢜᢤȯ

Ȣ ⦼խ߱༆ᠪ᱿ᗼʁᷤ⤯ヅတㆊ
ⴍ҉ᱹᮝ⤯ヅȯ

Ȣ ㋤ʃଅൔ࿚┛ᖛʑᆹŊ҅૽ヅတㆊཥ⬚Ҫחӛ㋤ʏϟᔋ͐ᮢ
ⴍ҉ᱹᮝ⤯ヅȯ
Ď ℋΔ⦼ᙛ⺨ۄȯ

Ȣ ⦼խ͐ᮢ⎊͗ᖛ˫क᱿ᖛ
᮫ᅠᗞሷᕃⓋ⚠דᗞሷぜሷે⫨Ŋ㇞ᮢʠരᆞံેϨನȯ

Ȣ Ὢ˫ʁጻ˴≛Ŋ߱㇞ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛԊŊ⦼҅⧖⥴ⷪో
Ď ᔌ߱ోⷪטᗶ᱗≛
Ď ᯼≛⯿㋤⚣≛ņ⤌ᯌ≛Ň
Ď ෧ሷ⌚⎀᯼≛ņ᧚Ӳᆯଃ⌚Լ⋱ʃҚ⹔ᗿሷゃḥ≛Ň
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Ȣ Ὢ˫ʁጻ˴≛Ŋ߱͐ᮢඖᖛԊŊ⦼҅⧖⥴ⷪో
Ď ⊨⍋⋷≛
Ď ⳧ᄖඖ㋤⫨≛

Ȣ ԑআ㇞ᮢ᱿ᅞᘍŊᆯ᮫҅ȵ㓇ඖ 1ȶআଇ⸇㇞ᮢņ₎ 2 ⳕŇ
Ŋᯍ⯿㋤⳺ະരŊҪ˫
ȵ㓇ඖ 2ȶȵ㓇ඖ 3ȶ
ሷ⯿ࣺံ⋱ר㋤Ϩನȯ

Ȣ ᄍ⇦㓇ඖサઈᖛᛍᖛᆹŊ⦼˫ʯᛍ᱿ૌݽ⡶ҘŊᝐʁרΎએ 1 टŊҺᾼҙרΎએ
2ट
ぜᖘŊᖛૌᆞ⩐⫨ŊᆞⳍໞံેϨನ᱿ߌ׆ȯ

Ȣ ⦼խ˫㓇ඖサઈᖛሺᮢ♑
Ȣ ㇞ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛരᱹᮝ⯿㋤ᯌᆹŊ≛ྃ↲㇞ᮢʬᤀᘍᄊۧʃ⳺᯽ᨊᆹŊ⦼҅⧖⥴ⷪో
Ȣ ߱͐ᮢඖᖛŊ≟ᱹᮝ⊨⍋ᯌᆹŊ⦼Ἴ֯ϟᔋ͐ᮢŊʏ⧖⥴ⷪో
Ȣ ⦼խ㇞ᮢ⬢⳧ pH ϊ 10ņ㓇ඖŇ
ᆞⳍໞံેϨನ᱿ߌ׆ȯ
Ď ⩀㇞ᮢ pH ϊ 9.5 Ԋരȵ㓇ඖ 3ȶȯᔍकŊ1 ᅺ᱿㇞ᮢ⸇⦼Ӽ߱ 0.5 ҝ֗⎏ 1 ҝ֗᱿ߣȯ

Ȣ Ὢ˫ʁጻ˴᱿ᖛ⦼խ㇞ᮢ
Ď ඖᖛඖᖛ
Ď ᮫ᖛםᙟӛ᱿ᖛ
ĎȵЈʑȶヅᏎ⎊Ւᘺᛍʑ᮫ӛᖛםᙟӛ᱿ᖛ
Ď pH ⥶ԵកҘʠᖛ
ᆞⳍໞံેϨನ᱿ߌ׆ȯ

Ȣ ⦼խ⩕ 60ƫ˫ʀ᱿ᥖᖛᙟ㋤
ⴍ҉ⳍໞᢣЛȯ

Ȣ ۓᮢᆹሳᙟӛᔬᮽᅠ㋤ʑ᱿ᖛ
ᕓᅺӮᓝ͐ᮢŘ₎ 0.6 ҝ֗ņ₎ 15 ấ⾝Ňⳇᖛര͐ᮢ
2 ट˫ʀϟᔋ͐ᮢᆹŘ₎ 8 ҝ֗ņ₎ 3 Ӡ⾝Ňⳇᖛര͐ᮢ
ᆞⳍໞံࣺϨನ᱿ߌ׆ȯ

Ȣ ⦼խ૽㓇ඖサઈᖛඖᖛȮᛍᖛᾀ㌽
ⴍ҉ⳍໞᮝ๗᭔ࣀᄊ⩐Ŋ⎐ᔪ㌽ㆩᔘ˃ȯ

Ȣ ⦼խ͐ᮢʃ≣㓇ඖ⺭⢌ૌݽʃ≣ඖ⺁⢌ૌݽᾀ
ⴍ҉ૌ⏨⩐ݽȮံЛȯ
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Supplied Accessories/ⶪ˴
Before using the Alkaline Ionizer, check that the following supplied accessories are accounted for. If any are
missing, contact your dealer.
͐ᮢԊ⦼҅ው᳖ʁӬ᱿ⶪ˴ȯሷٴㅮʃ㕑ᆹŊ⦼ۄ⺨⫀⫵€חȯ

For Use in Attaching
the Bypass Selector
Ӡᖛ〦મ⡶ᮢ

Bypass Selector
Ӡᖛ〦

For Use in Installing the Main Unit
㋤મ⡶ᮢ

Acidic Water Stand
(with drain outlet and
suction disc)
ඖᖛಚ
ņえᖛםȮؚᲷŇ

Consumables
ᚉ≩ٴ

Mounting Disc
મ⡶ኈ

Hose Strap
Ⱆᾷߗહ⃯

Installation Adaptor
(with 4 screws)
મ⡶Ⱨݽ
( えሷ߈Τ➦⃦ )

With gasket

Outlet Pipe
ӛᖛᾷ

Bushing (with gasket)
ૺहņえሷࣆᦸŇ

pH Test Kit
pH ϊᛵ⥶ह˴

えሷࣆᦸ
Suction Disc
(for acidic water and
drain hoses)
ؚᲷ
ņඖᖛᖛᾷᮢŇ

Caution Label
ᘜาᐻ
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Names of the Parts and Steps to Take Before Operation
Outlet pipe (length: approx. 45 cm)
Control panel
(see page 53)

Water supply hose
(length: approx. 90 cm)
Faucet
(not included)
Main
spout

Hose strap

Bypass
selector

LCD display
Main unit

Drain outlet

Suction
disc

Water quality selector
buttons (see page 34)

Acidic water and drain hoses
Acidic water stand
(length: approx. 60 cm)
(with drain outlet)
Acidic water spout
Acidic water will come out while the Alkaline Ionizer is producing
alkaline ion water. (Use it to wash dishes, vegetables, etc.)

Power plug

Power cord
(length: approx. 3 m)

Steps to take before operation

1
2
3
4

Checking the faucet
(see page 11)

5

Selecting the language of
the LCD displays
(see page 29)

6

Run alkaline ion water through the Alkaline
Ionizer for about 3 or 4 minutes
(to expel the air inside the main unit)
“Preparation time” blinks for about 20
seconds on the LCD display.

Installing the Alkaline Ionizer
(see pages 18 to 21)

7

Check that no water is leaking and also that
water is coming out of the main spout and
acidic water spout (see pages 24 and 25)

Connect the power plug
to the power outlet
(see page 21)

8

Measuring the pH level (ion concentration)
(see pages 26 and 27)

Attaching the bypass
selector
(see pages 12 to 17)

▼
Operation (see pages 34 to 36)

9
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˴ⶪ׳ờُЈ
ӛᖛᾷ
ņŘ₎ 45 ҝӠŇ
Ⴝ̳ㄇኈ
ņא〇 53 ㅪŇ

ͧᖛᾷ
ņŘ₎ 90 ҝӠŇ
ᖛ㕻ㆊ
ņⶪ˴Ň
Ⱆᾷߗહ⃯

ᇘㆴḻ
㋤

ӛᖛם

ؚᲷ

ᖛם

Ӡᖛ〦

ඖᖛಚ
ņえᖛםŇ

ヅတㆊ

ᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹
ņא〇 38 ㅪŇ

ඖᖛᖛᾷ
ņŘ₎ 60 ҝӠŇ

ヅℬ
ņŘ₎ 3 ҝଙŇ

ᖛӛᖛם
͐ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛᆹሳᙟӛඖᖛȯ
ņ˫רᮢ͗ᘺᝬٴᾀȯŇ

͐ᮢԊ᱿Јㅯ

1
2
3
4
5

ው᳖ᖛ㕻ㆊ
ņא〇 11 ㅪŇ
મ⡶Ӡᖛ〦
ņא〇 12 Ɯ 17 ㅪŇ
મ⡶㋤
ņא〇 18 Ɯ 19Ȯ22 Ɯ 23 ㅪŇ
တҘヅတㆊ
ņא〇 23 ㅪŇ
ⴆႹᇘㆴḻ᱿⦝⤵
ņא〇 29 ㅪŇ

6

˫㓇ඖサઈᖛⳇᖛ₎ 3 Ɯ 4 Ӡ⾝
ņᣅӛ㋤ҙ᱿ἇᖎŇ
ᇘㆴḻӛȵЈʑȶŊᥨ₎ 20 ấȯ

7

ᷨ⦓ភᖛ⎞؋Ŋʏᷨ⦓ӛᖛםᖛӛᖛםᙟᖛ
⎞؋
ņא〇 24 Ɯ 25 ㅪŇ

8

ᛵ⸇ pH ϊņサઈಙŇ
ņא〇 26 Ɯ 27 ㅪŇ

▼

͐ᮢņא〇 38 Ɯ 40 ㅪŇ
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Checking the Faucet/ ው᳖ᖛ㕻ㆊ
Water faucet which can not install the Alkaline Ionizer
ʃ⋱Ⳑヅ⤟ᖛᮝໞݽ᱿ᖛ㕻ㆊ
• Faucet without a metal lip end
• ᤀ⸉଼ᾷڝὉⵒ᱿ᖛ㕻ㆊ

Plastic or other material
࢞⍑Ңቨ⫨
• Shower nozzle
• މㆊݝ

• Faucet with an end of 10 mm or less
• ᖛ㕻ㆊ᱿Ὁⵒ߱ 10 ᕥ›˫ʁ≛

less than 10 mm
10 ᕥ›˫ʁ

• Faucet with sensor
• えЗݽ᱿ᖛ㕻ㆊ

NOTE/ ᘜา

Faucet with a flaring end
Ὁⵒצۨاഐ᱿ᖛ㕻ㆊ
• Water faucet which can attach the Alkaline Ionizer using options.
• トᮢⴆ⫵˴༇⋱૽ヅ⤟ᖛᮝໞⳐݽӷᖛ㕻ㆊʀȯ

Diameter of faucet end: 24~32 mm
ᖛ㕻ㆊὉⵒᾷലŘ 24 Ɯ 32 ᕥ›

OPTION
Large-diameter Faucet Fitting
Model No.: P-06JRC
ⴆ⫵˴
ञࠣᖛ㕻ㆊᮢ⸉଼⛲ם
ࠣ⚦ŘP-06JRC
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Attaching the Bypass Selector/મ⡶Ӡᖛ〦
• Keep all parts that are not used during installation, as they may be needed later if the unit is moved or the faucet
is changed.
• ᗞሷ͐ᮢӷ᱿ダ˴Ŋ⦼६ۧΎએŊ˫Јၑ⫵⫀ᅘᖛ㕻ㆊᆹʠトᖣȯ

Outside-screwed faucet
• Water faucet which can attach the Alkaline Ionizer
without an accessory.

क➦ₕᖛ㕻ㆊᆹ
• ʃトえ˴֯૽רヅ⤟ᖛᮝໞⳐݽ⎏ᖛ㕻ㆊʀȯ
Outside-screwed faucet
क➦ₕᖛ㕻ㆊ

Mounting nut
➦

Return to the original
position after removing.

Aerator (not used)
• Do not use the
removed aerator.
҂ᖎݽņʃ͐ᮢŇ
• խ͐ᮢֲʁ͗᱿҂ᖎݽȯ

1

Remove the mounting nut and
adaptor.
ֲʁ➦ُⱧݽȯ

2

Attach the mounting nut and
adaptor.
મʀ➦ُⱧݽȯ

Adaptor
Ⱨݽ

ֲʁരŊ૽Ңᄍߊ̤׆ȯ

Do not remove the gasket
inside the bypass selector.
ʃ⣬ֲʁӠᖛ〦ҙ᱿ࣆᦸȯ

Mounting nut
➦

Gasket
ࣆᦸ

Adaptor
Ⱨݽ
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3

Attach the bypass selector and
tighten the mounting nut.
મʀӠᖛ〦Ŋᤋരℤߗ➦ȯ
• Do not use any tools. (This may damage
the unit.)
• ʃൕ͐ᮢ˶̬డңȯ( Ⳇሳံࣺ㋤ȯ)

Bypass selector
Ӡᖛ〦

Mounting nut
➦
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Attaching the Bypass Selector (continued)/મ⡶Ӡᖛ〦ņ↲Ň
• Keep all parts that are not used during installation, as they may be needed later if the unit is moved or the faucet
is changed.
• ᗞሷ͐ᮢӷ᱿ダ˴Ŋ⦼६ۧΎએŊ˫Јၑ⫵⫀ᅘᖛ㕻ㆊᆹʠトᖣȯ

Inside-screwed faucet
• Water faucet which can attach the Alkaline Ionizer
with an accessory.

Inside-screwed faucet
ҙ➦ₕᖛ㕻ㆊ

ҙ➦ₕᖛ㕻ㆊᆹ
• トᮢɺえ˴༇⋱૽ヅ⤟ᖛᮝໞⳐݽӷᖛ㕻ㆊʀȯ

Aerator (not used)
• Do not use the removed aerator.
҂ᖎݽņʃ͐ᮢŇ
• խ͐ᮢֲʁ͗᱿҂ᖎݽȯ

Mounting nut
➦

Return to the original
position after removing.

1

Remove the mounting nut and
adaptor.
ֲʁ➦ُⱧݽȯ

2

Screw in the bushing. Insert
into the adaptor.
ეҘૺहȯတҘⱧݽȯ

Adaptor
Ⱨݽ

ֲʁരŊ૽Ңᄍߊ̤׆ȯ

Do not remove the gasket
inside the bypass selector.
ʃ⣬ֲʁӠᖛ〦ҙ᱿ࣆᦸȯ

Bushing (Accessory)
ૺहņえ˴Ň

Gasket
ࣆᦸ

Adaptor
Ⱨݽ
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3

Attach the mounting nut and
adaptor.
મʀ➦ُⱧݽȯ
• The adaptor should be screwed on
straight. Screwing it on tilted may strip
the threads, resulting in water leaks.
• ⣬૽Ⱨࠡݽ᳅ეℤȯᅈ┮ეҘ᱿⥾Ŋሳ
ံࣺҢ➦ₕŊⳍໞភᖛȯ

Mounting nut
➦

Gasket
ࣆᦸ
Adaptor
Ⱨݽ

4

Attach the bypass selector and
tighten the mounting nut.
મʀӠᖛ〦Ŋᤋരℤߗ➦ȯ
• Do not use any tools. (This may damage
the unit.)
• ʃൕ͐ᮢ˶̬డңȯ( Ⳇሳံࣺ㋤ȯ)

Bypass selector
Ӡᖛ〦

Mounting nut
➦
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Attaching the Bypass Selector (continued)/મ⡶Ӡᖛ〦ņ↲Ň
• Keep all parts that are not used during installation, as they may be needed later if the unit is moved or the faucet
is changed.
• ᗞሷ͐ᮢӷ᱿ダ˴Ŋ⦼६ۧΎએŊ˫Јၑ⫵⫀ᅘᖛ㕻ㆊᆹʠトᖣȯ

Faucet without an aerator
• Water faucet which can attach the Alkaline Ionizer with
accessory.

ᤀ҂ᖎݽ᱿ᖛ㕻ㆊᆹ
• トᮢɺえ˴༇⋱૽ヅ⤟ᖛᮝໞⳐݽӷᖛ㕻ㆊʀȯ

Mounting nut
➦

Return to the original
position after removing.
ֲʁരŊ૽Ңᄍߊ̤׆ȯ

➀

Bulge
⍖⌎ⵒ

➀

➁
➁
➀ more than 10 mm
➁ greater than 13 mm, less than 24 mm
➀ 10 ᕥ›˫ʀ
➁ ߱ 13 Ɯ 24 ᕥ›ʠ⿵

1

Remove the mounting nut and
adaptor.
ֲʁ➦ُⱧݽȯ

2

Insert the installation adaptor,
and tighten it with the mounting
nut.
တҘમ⡶Ⱨݽʏᮢ➦૽Ңℤߗȯ

Adaptor
(Not used)
Ⱨݽ
ņʃ͐ᮢŇ

Do not remove the gasket
inside the bypass selector.
ʃ⣬ֲʁӠᖛ〦ҙ᱿ࣆᦸȯ

Remove the screws
(4 pcs.)
ֲʁ➦⃦ņ4 ΤŇȯ

Mounting nut
➦

Installation adaptor
(Accessory)
મ⡶Ⱨݽņえ˴Ň
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Screws
(4 pcs.)

Mounting nut
➦

➦⃦ņ4 ΤŇ

3

3-4 mm
3 Ɯ 4 ᕥ›

Tighten the 4 screws
temporarily and loosen the
mounting nut to leave a
3~4 mm gap.
҅ᇺᆹℤߗ 4 Τ➦⃦ŊᤋരҪ㌂Ւ
➦Ŋᮽӛ 3 Ɯ 4 ᕥ›᱿ἇめȯ

4
Water faucet
ᖛ㕻ㆊ

Push the bypass selector
against the faucet and install
the 4 screws as shown below.
૽Ӡᖛ〦ᮢԻҘӷᖛ㕻ㆊʀʏ
ᮢʁⲩ 4 Τ➦⃦Խ˫ߗહȯ
• Top view
• ʀ⣶ߧ

➀

Bypass selector
Ӡᖛ〦

➁

➂

➀ Water faucet
➁ Installation adaptor
➂ Screws

5

➀
➁
➂

ᖛ㕻ㆊ
મ⡶Ⱨݽ
➦⃦

Tighten the mounting nut
securely.
ߗ߸ℤߗ॑➦ȯ
• Do not use any tools. (This may damage
the unit.)
• ʃൕ͐ᮢ˶̬డңȯ( Ⳇሳံࣺ㋤ȯ)

Mounting nut
➦
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Installing the Alkaline Ionizer/ મ⡶㋤
Installation precautions/મ⡶ʀ᱿ᘜาʶㅮ
Do not install the Alkaline Ionizer in any of the following locations: (Doing so may cause malfunction.)
Where there are naked flames or near other high-temperature area (above 60°C)
Where the Alkaline Ionizer will be exposed to direct sunlight
Where oil or grease will stick to the Alkaline Ionizer
Outdoors or where the Alkaline Ionizer will be exposed to the wind and rain
In a bathroom or where the Alkaline Ionizer will be exposed to water or steam
Where it may freeze
Do not use a hose or other such product sold on the market to extend the water outlet. (Doing so may
cause malfunction.)
Do not connect the Alkaline Ionizer to a hot water-only faucet. (Doing so may cause malfunction.)

CAUTION
Install the unit on a level surface.
The unit may topple over if it is installed on an unstable surface, possibly causing injury.
When mounting the unit on a wall for use, be absolutely sure to ask your dealer or a contractor to do
the installation work.
If you try to do the work yourself, the unit may fall off, possibly causing an accident.
For details concerning wall mounting, refer to “Optional Accessories” on page 91.
Do not block the water outlet or bend, twist or flatten the hose.
Doing so may cause water to leak, prevent the output of water with the proper pH level or cause other
malfunctiong.
Do not connect a hose or any other appliances to the main spout.
Doing so may cause water to leak.
Do not connect the Alkaline Ionizer to a hot water supply system which is not equipped with a
directional control check valve (for preventing the backflow of the water).
Doing so may lead to malfunction in the hot water supply system.
Do not connect the Alkaline Ionizer to a main stop system water boiler such as an instantaneous water
heater (whose construction does not permit the water to be stopped at the hot water outlet).
Doing so may lead to malfunction in the water boiler or heater.
⦼խમ⡶Ὢ˫ʁࢍȯņᆞⳍໞᄑゃŇ
͐ᮢᢜ᱿߸ᅞȮㄅⲖҢ˟㋧ᝐ⚠ņ60ƫ˫ʀŇ
㓸えᗴᖸ᱿߸ᅞ
ᙶાૌᆞሷᖛ╯ᖎ᱿߸ᅞ

᳅ᤫૼᅺ҆᱿߸ᅞ
ાकㆺ؛ジ༌᱿߸ᅞ
⋱רሳӉ᱿߸ᅞ ᾀ

⦼խ͐ᮢఱㄇʀ⪵ڰ᱿ᖛᾷᾀԽᅠӛᖛםȯņ ⴍ ҉ ᄑ ゃ Ň
⦼խમ⡶ᅠᥖᖛ૾ᮢ᱿ᖛ㕻ㆊȯņ ⴍ ҉ ᄑ ゃ Ň

ᘜา
㋤⦼⥑⇦ᅠ౹ࠎ᱿߸ᅞ
ⴍ҉⥑⇦ᅠʃỻહ᱿ᨊ๗ʁŊᆞⳍໞ≒┛Ŋ⎐טЛȯ

ᓥ૽㋤⥑⇦ᅠࣦㄇᆹŊՖൕ⦼⺨ۄᖛヅ⠗ᅡడ
ⴍ҉⎊న⥑⇦Ŋˇⳍໞ┛ʁʶᄑ᱿ߌ׆ȯ
ࣦㄇમ⡶Ŋ⦼א〇 91 ㅪȯ

⦼խࢎࢩӛᖛםȮഈሧӚ༿ᖛᾷȮ༛ሧࣱ
ⴍ҉ភᖛᙟʃӛ⳺ᯍ᱿ pH ϊᖛŊ≟ᄑゃ᱿ߌ׆ȯ

ӛᖛ⦼⚠םխᮢᖛᾷҢ˟ݽң
ⴍ҉ⳍໞភᖛᄑゃ᱿ߌ׆ȯ

⦼խમ⡶ᅠᗞሷ〾ⲻᙟ⡶⇦᱿ᥖᖛݽ
ⴍ҉ⳍໞᥖᖛݽᄑゃ᱿ߌ׆ȯ

⦼խમ⡶߱ᥖᖛ૾ݽᮢ᱿ᖛ㕻ㆊʀņᤀᘍӼᥖᖛ᱿ӛᖛ⥑⤺Ň
ⴍ҉ⳍໞᥖᖛݽᄑゃ᱿ߌ׆ȯ
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Preparations/Ј
Extend the power cord and hose in the manner that best suits the
location where the unit is installed.
Do not flatten or bend the cord or hose.

ⶪࢍ⇦⥑ŊཚӛヅℬȮᖛᾷ
⦼խࣱሧ༿

Bottom of the unit/㋤ಎㄇ
When extending the cord and hose from the left/ ഺఢϳཚӛ᱿ᨊᗼ
Spring (to prevent the hose
from being bent)
Front panel of the unit
ഃ ņ〾ᔋᖛᾷ༿ӷŇ
㋤Ԋㄇ
Pulling the drain hose slightly toward
the inside as shown in the figure takes
up any slack between this hose and
the acidic water hose.
ᖛᾷॖߧḻỆെཚӷҙϳŊ߱ඖᖛ
ᖛᾷʠ⿵ᕗⰱʃሳࠡʁ͗ȯ

Condensation water outlet
ヮᖛᖛם

Cutout
⇃⚠ם

Wedge the hoses into this cutout
᮫⇃⚠םတҘᖛᾷ

When extending the cord and hose from the right/ ഺϳཚӛ᱿ᨊᗼ
Front panel of the unit
㋤Ԋㄇ
Position the acidic water hose so that it
will not go over the condensation water
outlet (since the unit will be unstable
when it is placed right side up).
⦼խ⸅ᯘඖᖛᖛᾷᅠヮᖛᖛםȯ
ņߌ⥑⇦ᆹૌᆞⳍໞ㋤⇦ᄍʃỻહŇ

Condensation water outlet
ヮᖛᖛם
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Installing the Alkaline Ionizer (continued)

1

2

After completing the preparations,

connect the water supply hose.

Secure the water supply
hose (using the hose strap)

q Remove the hose fastening nut from the bypass
selector, and pass the hose through the nut.
w Insert the water supply
hose into the bypass
selector as far as it will go.
OK

NG

Gap

e Tighten up the hose fastening nut securely.

Do not use any tools for this job (since the host
fastening nut may be damaged).

Ȣ

4

Install the acidic water stand.

Connect the hoses as instructed on the label.
Do not place a waste container or other such
objects underneath the acidic water stand.
q Insert the acidic water and drain hoses.
Acidic water and
drain hoses

Acidic water
stand

Light gray
Dark gray
Label

w Attach the stand to the side of the sink.
(If the suction disc slips off, stick the
mounting disc onto the side of the sink.)
Adhere to the
side of the sink.
Mounting
disc

Installation position
Main spout
Height difference
Acidic
water spout

Bottom
of unit

The acidic water spout must be below the
level of the bottom of the unit or the difference
in height between the main spout and acidic
water spout must be greater than 10 cm and
less than 50 cm (so that the appropriate pH
level (ion concentration) is achieved).
How to remove the acidic water stand

qHold here

wDetach here
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3

Screw in the outlet pipe until it is secured firmly.
Do not use any tools for this job (since the pipe may be damaged).
Ensure that the gasket is not twisted (since this may cause the water to leak).
Do not lift the unit by taking hold of the outlet pipe (otherwise damage may
result).

Gasket

LCD display

Caution label
Affix the label on
the main unit or at
an easily viewable
location near the
main unit.

5

Secure the acidic water
and drain hoses using the
suction disc.
Secure the hoses so that they will not
move out of place.
Note

If the hose is too long, it is recommended
that you cut it to the proper length (cut it
straight down).
Immediately after the Alkaline Ionizer has
been installed, “Preparation time” blinks
for about 20 seconds on the LCD display
when water is run through the Alkaline
Ionizer. (See page 9.)
The language of the LCD displays can be
selected from English or Chinese.
(See page 29.)

6

Connect the power plug to
the power outlet (AC 220V-240V).
The buzzer sounds, about 15 seconds
later the LCD display lights up in blue,
and “ 㓇ඖ 1ņ㇞ᮢӮቅŇ” appears on the
display.
The Alkaline Ionizer’s power consumption
is 1 W even in the standby status.
Important

After installing the Alkaline Ionizer, run
alkaline ion water through the unit for
about 3 or 4 minutes to expel the air
inside the main unit.
The power plug is normally kept connected
to the power outlet (to keep the automatic
electrode cleaning function working).
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મ⡶㋤ņ↲Ň

1

2

Јરᯃᆹ

Ⳑͧᖛᾷ

ߗહͧᖛᾷ
ņ͐ᮢⰖᾷߗહ⃯Ň

q ᮫Ӡᖛ〦བྷ࿚⽁ℤᖛᾷᮢ᱿➦Ŋ͐ͧᖛᾷ
ᯛⳇ

w ͧᖛᾷတҘӷಎ
ᔌᷨ͛ ⼂⦡͛
e ᷨ૪⽁ℤ⽁ᖛᾷ
ᮢ᱿➦

ἇめ

Ȣ ⦼խ͐ᮢడң

ņⴍ҉⽁ʀᖛᾷ᱿➦ံࣺŇ

4

મ⡶ඖᖛಚ

⦼ͩൂᐻ

ḻŊⳐᖛᾷȯ

મ⡶̤⇦

ඖᖛಚʁ⦼խᄍ⇦ࠢጝᾀグȯ

ӛᖛם
㋧̥ద

q တҘඖᖛᖛᾷ
ᖛӛᖛם
ඖᖛᖛᾷ

ඖᖛಚ

㋤ಎㄇ

ᛞᢝ⏨
ᛖᢝ⏨

͐ᖛӛᖛ̤םᅠᕗ㋤ಎㄇሩ̥᱿̤⇦Ŋ

ᐻ

˫ʀדʃ⬢⳧ 50 ҝӠȹᣅʴחവ⳺ᯍ᱿ pH

ӛᖛ⎞םᖛӛᖛם᱿㋧̥దᣅ 10 ҝӠ
ϊņサઈಙŇȺ

w મ⡶ᅠᘺᝬᐥҙ
ņᯍؚᲷ⌉┛ᆹŊ⦼૽え଼᱿મ⡶ኈ⫅ᅠᘺ

ඖᖛಚ᱿ֲぜᅞᘍ

ᝬᐥҙȯŇ
⫅ᅠᘺᝬᐥ
q ࣱ̦

w חӛ

મ⡶ኈ
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3

ᷨ૪⽁Ҙӛᖛᾷӷಎᣅᔋ
⦼խ͐ᮢడңȯņⴍ҉ံࣺ᱿ߌ׆Ň
⦼խ༛ሧࣆᦸȯņⴍ҉ⳍໞភᖛ᱿ߌ׆Ň
⦼խ༆ྃӛᖛᾷŊ૽㋤ദʀང⬚ȯņⴍ҉ⳍໞံࣺ᱿ߌ׆Ň

ᇘㆴḻ

ࣆᦸ
ᘜาᐻ
⦼⫅ᅠ㋤
㋤えⲖᆞ⣲᱿߸
ᅞȯ

5

͐ᮢؚᲷߗહඖᖛ
ᖛᾷ
⦼ߗહᖛᾷⴍ҉ှᆺȯ

6

တҘヅတㆊņ˅ᙟヅ 220 V-240 VŇ
⨸⊖بȵܶȶㅨ⬚₎ 15 ấരŊᇘㆴḻ☾ᥨˌ
⬚Ŋㆴḻȵ㓇ඖ 1ņ㇞ᮢӮቅŇȶȯ
ഩᑨᆹ⿵₎ᚉ≩ 1 W ᱿ヅԻȯ

⥑⇦രŊ⦼ⳇ⳧ 3 Ɯ 4 Ӡ⾝㓇ඖサઈᖛŊ
ӛ㋤ҙ᱿ἇᖎȯ
౹⦼խཥ࿚ヅတㆊȯ
ņᣅ⋱⳥ⱧヅᏎ⎊Ւᘺᛍᑨ⋱Ň
ᯍᖛᾷ⳧ᆹŊ⩀෨૽ᖛᾷԙᵬ͐ᮢȯņԙᵬᆹŊ⦼᳅ℬӡぜȯŇ
⥑⇦രⳇᖛᆹŊᇘᯉㄇㆴḻȵЈʑȶᥨ₎ 20 ấఢȯņא〇 10 ㅪŇ
ᇘㆴḻ᱿⦝⤵ⴆרႹᄽʑᄽȯ( א〇 29 ㅪ )
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Installing the Alkaline Ionizer (continued)/મ⡶㋤ņ↲Ň
Checks after installation/મ⡶ര᱿ᷨ⦓
After installing the Alkaline Ionizer, run water through it, check the following, and take the suggested
action if there is any trouble.
⥑⇦ര⦼ᷨ⦓˫ʁㅮᲿŊᱹᯌᆹ⦼א〇⚠̤ⵒ׳ᅞೣȯ
Trouble inspection location and remedial action Reference page
Check item
א〇ㅪᄲ
ᯌᆹᒑውㅮᲿ⎞⚠⇦
ᷨ⦓ㅮᲿ
Is water coming out of
the main spout?
ӛᖛםᆯ؋ሷᖛᙟӛ

Main spout
ӛᖛם
Is water coming out of the
acidic water spout when
alkaline ion water has passed
through the Alkaline Ionizer?
㓇ඖサઈᖛⳇᖛᆹŊᖛӛ
ᖛםᆯ؋ሷᖛᙟӛ

Acidic water spout
ᖛӛᖛם
Is any water leaking
from where the bypass
selector is connected?
Ӡᖛ〦Ⳑ⚠ሷᤀភᖛ

Is the water supply hose bent or flattened.
If it is, straighten it out.

20
21

ͧᖛᾷᆯ؋༛ሧ⩐ഐȯ

22
23

⦼ཚ᳅͐ᮢȯ

Are the acidic water and drain hoses bent or flattened?
If they are, straighten them out.
Have the acidic water and drain hoses been connected
properly.
If not, check their connections to the acidic water
stand.

20
21

ඖᖛᖛᾷᆯ؋༛ሧ⩐ഐȯ
⦼ཚ᳅͐ᮢȯ
ඖᖛᖛᾷሷᤀᔌᷨⳐમ⡶ȯ
⦼ᷨ⦓Ⳑඖᖛಚᅞȯ

22
23

Does “Reduce flow” appear on the LCD display?
If so, gradually reduce the flow at the faucet until the
display is cleared.

36

ᇘㆴḻᆯ؋ㆴḻȵ⦲ଅӛᖛ⸇ȶȯ
⦼Ⱨℤᖛ㕻ㆊ᳅ӷㆴḻᚉदᣅᔋȯ

40

Has the bypass selector been installed securely on
the faucet?
Check again the instructions for “Attaching the
Bypass Selector”, and install it securely.
Have the parts inside the bypass selector been
inserted properly?
If not, install them properly.
ᆯ؋ᷨ૪મ⡶Ӡᖛ〦ᅠᖛ㕻ㆊʀȯ
⦼Ҫಙᷨ⦓ʏᷨ૪મ⡶ȵમ⡶Ӡᖛ〦ȶȯ
Ӡᖛ〦ҙ᱿ⶪ˴ᆯ؋ᔌᷨᄍҘȯ
⦼ᔌᷨમ⡶ⶪ˴ȯ

12 – 17

Are there any cracks at the end of the faucet (in the
insulating cap, for instance)?
Consult a plumber.
ᖛ㕻ㆊ᱿ԊὉņᅜᥖ╾ㆊᾀŇᆯ؋ሷᶝံᅜ⡣ȯ
⦼ᙛ⦹ᖛヅ⠗ȯ

—
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Check item
ᷨ⦓ㅮᲿ
Is there any water
leaking from where the
water supply hose is
connected?
ͧᖛᾷⳐ⚠ሷᤀភᖛ

Trouble inspection location and remedial action
ᯌᆹᒑውㅮᲿ⎞⚠⇦

Has the water supply hose been attached securely to
the bypass selector?
Insert it as far as it will go, and use the hose
fastening nut to secure it.

ͧᖛᾷᆯ؋ᷨ૪મ⡶ᅠӠᖛ〦ȯ
⦼တҘӷಎʏ˫➦⽁ℤᖛᾷȯ

Is there any water leaking
from where the outlet
pipe is connected?
ӛᖛᾷⳐⵒ̤ᆯ؋ភᖛ

Is water leaking from the
faucet?
ᖛ㕻ㆊᆯ؋ភᖛ

Reference page
א〇ㅪᄲ

20

22

Has the outlet pipe been attached securely to the unit?
Insert it securely as far as it will go.
Is the gasket installed on the outlet pipe or is it
twisted?
Install the gasket properly.

21

ӛᖛᾷᆯ؋ᷨ૪મ⡶ᅠ㋤ʀȯ
⦼ᷨ૪⽁Ҙӷಎᣅᔋȯ
ӛᖛᾷʀᆯ؋ሷࣆᦸえ┮≛ሷᤀ༛ሧ⩐ഐȯ
⦼ᔌᷨમ⡶ࣆᦸȯ

23

If the gasket on the faucet old?
Consult a plumber.
Are there any cracks in the faucet (in the insulating
cap, for instance)?
Consult a plumber.

—

ᖛ㕻ㆊ᱿ࣆᦸᆯ؋≘ջȯ
⦼ᙛ⦹ᖛヅ⠗ȯ
ᖛ㕻ㆊņᅜᥖ╾ㆊᾀŇᆯ؋ӛ⡣Ⅵȯ
⦼ᙛ⦹ᖛヅ⠗ȯ

CAUTION
Do not put the supplied accessories within the reach of infants and toddlers.
Otherwise, they may be swallowed by mistake.
Consult with a doctor immediately if you suspect that an accessory has been swallowed.

ᘜา
ⶪ˴⦼ᄍ⇦ᅠҊὄ༆ေʃӷ᱿߸ᅞ
ⴍ҉ᱹᮝ؆Ҙםʑ᱿ᗼᱹᮝȯ
┋ɺᱹᮝ؆Ҙםʑ᱿ᆹαŊ⦼Ἴ֯ᙛ⥴ⷪోȯ
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Measuring the pH Level (Ion Concentration)/ ᛵહ pH ϊņサઈಙŇ
After the Alkaline Ionizer has been installed or after it has not been used for a prolonged period
(generally, a week or more), be absolutely sure to measure the pH level, and check that it is within the
“pH standard” before using the Alkaline Ionizer.
Remember to measure the pH level periodically (at least once a month).
⥑⇦രᆹ⿵ņᐻŘ₎ɺᆣቅ˫ʀŇϟᔋ͐ᮢᆹŊՖൕᛵ⥶ pH ϊŊ⦼ᷨ⦓ᆯ؋ᣅȵpH ᱿ᐻȶ
ߣҙരҪ͐ᮢȯᅺര⦼હቅᛵ⥶ņɺΤሶɺᓝ˫ʀŇȯ
What to have ready: pH test kit (supplied accessory)/Ј᱿ٴŘpH ϊᛵ⥶ह˴ņⶪ˴Ň

Ș Procedure for measurement/ᛵ⥶᱿ᅞᘍ

1

Let alkaline ion water or weak acidic water (water generated by the
main unit) flow for approximately 10 seconds.
⩕㓇ඖサઈᖛඖᖛ ( ᮝໞᖛ ) ᙟ⳧₎ 10 ấ⾝ȯ
(In order to obtain a stable pH value).
( ᣅʴᛵӛỻહ᱿ pH ϊ )

2

Remove the test tube lid and
put in the sample water.
חʁ⥶ᾷ᱿╾ઈŊ⡶Ҙᑂᖛȯ

Lid
╾ઈ

Alkaline ion water or
weak acidic water
(water generated by
the main unit)
㓇ඖサઈᖛඖᖛ
( ᮝໞᖛ )

Fill up to
the line.
Խ⎏ℬᣅᔋ

3

Put in 2 drops of pH test liquid and attach
the lid. Shake the test tube gently.
កҘ 2 ក pH ⥶ԵŊࢩʀ╾ઈŊᤋരⱀⱀှՒȯ
➊ Put in 2 drops.

(The pH cannot be determined accurately with any
amount other than 2 drops.)
➋ Attach the lid.
➌ Shake it gently.
➊ កҘ 2 កȯ
( ʃᆯ 2 កଔᤀᘍᔌᷨ߸ӱહȯ)
➋ ࢩʀ╾ઈȯ
➌ ⱀⱀှՒȯ

4

Under the enough light,
compare the result with the
pH Chart.
߱҆ℬᆙˌ᱿߸ᅞ⎞ pH ϊߧ⠧
ᕗⰱȯ

pH Chart
pH ϊߧ⠧

2

1

3
pH standard
pH ᱿ᐻ
Alkaline 4 (Strongly
Alkaline)/㓇ඖ

9.5 Ɯ 10.5

Alkaline 3/㓇ඖ 3

9 Ɯ 10

Alkaline 2/㓇ඖ 2

8.5 Ɯ 9.5

Alkaline 1/㓇ඖ 1

8Ɯ9

Weak Acidic/ඖ

5 Ɯ 6.5
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CAUTION
Do not bring the pH test liquid near a naked flame.
Doing so may cause the reagent to ignite, causing a fire.
Do not drink the pH test liquid or the water containing the test liquid or put in your eyes. (Keep these
liquids away from children.)
Failure to observe these instructions may cause health problems.
If the reagent or water containing it has been swallowed, drink volume of water; if it has made contact with
your eyes, rinse thoroughly with clean water and, in either case, consult a doctor.
Place the cap on the test liquid container, and keep it out of the reach of infants and toddlers.

ᘜา
⦼խ૽ pH ⥶ԵㄅⲖᢜ⚠
ⴍ҉㔄ᢜȮᢜᢤ᱿ߌ׆ᱹᮝ
⦼խ૽ pH ⥶Եؐሷ pH ⥶Ե᱿ᖛŊ㇞ᮢ㔄ҘᳵʑņҢ⣬ᘜาҊὄŇ
ⴍ҉ံેϨನ᱿ᱹᮝ
ॖኞ⦡㇞ᆹŊ⦼घۺᖛŊⳖҘᳵᴈᆹ⦼҂Ӡ߸˫ᖛᗢᘺŊʏἼ֯ᙛ⥴ⷪోȯ
⦼ᷨ૪╾ℤʀ╾Ŋʏᄍ⇦ᅠઙὄ༆ေʃӷ᱿߸ᅞ६ۧΎᾷȯ

Important
The color of the test water will change as time passes. Compare its pH level against the pH Chart right
away.
The pH level cannot be measured accurately using litmus paper available on the market. Be absolutely sure to
measure it using the pH test kit.
To dispose of the pH test liquid, dilute it with water before pouring it down the drain.

⳧ɺᕀᆹ⿵ᛵ⥶ᖛ᱿㆞⏨ሳᮟᮝ⩐ջȯ⦼խ⇦ᄍ⳧ʝᆹ⿵Ἴ֯⎞ pH ϊߧ⠧ᕗଃᛵ⥶ኞȯ
͐ᮢఱㄇ᱿ᵲ◘ᛵ⥶₣ᾀᤀᘍᔌᷨᛵ⥶ȯՖൕ˫ pH ϊᛵ⥶ह˴͗ᒑᛵᖛ⫨ȯ
ʎፑ pH ⥶Ե᱿׆ᆹŊ⦼҅˫ᖛẽ⸃ȯ

Note
The pH test kit is for measuring the rough pH level.
Ʃ The main components of the reagent are ethanol, methyl red, bromothymol blue and phenolphthalein.
Depending on the water quality, the water treated by the Alkaline Ionizer may not be within the pH standard
range or the alkaline ion water may not be alkaline (a liquid which appears blue or dark blue may change to a
green or yellow color). If this is the case, take the following action.
Ď Use “pH Fine Adjustment” to set the alkalinity or slight acidity to “Stronger”. (See page 42.)
Ʃ In addition, when the unpurified water is measured, the color of the test water may differ from what is on the
pH measurement table (due to the effects of carbonic acid or other components in the water).
If the pH level is high, change the water quality to weak alkaline or mix the water with purified water before
using it.
When the cartridge is new (about a week old), the pH level may be somewhat higher: this is normal and does
not indicate any trouble.

ᔍ pH ϊᛵ⥶ह˴ᣅᛵ⥶ pH ᐻϊ᱿♑Եȯ
Ʃ♑Ե᱿ʙ⣬ໞӠᣅʨⷑȮᮬࡣȮջ㓟㈭⑽ⶴ☾ُⶴ ȯ
ͩᖛ⫨Ŋᮝໞᖛ᱿ pH ϊሳሷ⋱רʃ߱ȵpH ᱿ᐻȶߣŊ≛㓇ඖサઈᖛʃا㓇ඖņ᮫☾⏨ᛖ☾᱿㋤Ŋ
Ⱨ⩐ᣅℂ⏨㓳⏨Ň᱿ᗼᱹᮝȯᔍᆹŊ⦼ͩᤫ˫ʁ⚠ᅞೣȯ
ĎȵpH ϊെ⦲ȶŊ⥑હ㓇ඖඖȵȶņא〇 42 ㅪŇ
ƩנकŊᛵ⥶׆ᖛᆹŊᛵ⥶ᖛ᱿㆞⏨૽ͩ pH ϊߧ⠧≟ʃȯ
ņטӷᖛʑᷦ⎞׳ỚໞӠ᱿ഛㅨŇ
pH ϊ⳧㋧ᆹŊ⦼ӡဘᣅ㓇ඖᖛ⫨⎞ᛍᖛᛜ͐ᮢȯ
͐ᮢᅘ᱿ᡇൔņ₎ɺΤᆣቅŇᆹŊpH ϊሳሷỆെϘ㋧᱿ᨊᗼᱹᮝŊᯌ⩽ȯ
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Operating Precautions
Ș Do not lift the unit by taking hold of the
outlet pipe
(otherwise damage may result).
Ș Do not use the Alkaline Ionizer if the
outlet pipe is loose
(otherwise damage may result).
Ʃ If it has come loose, screw it in securely.
Ș Do not run the following types of water
through the Alkaline Ionizer
(since it will shorten the service life of the
cartridge):
• Water which is very turbid
• Water containing a great deal of red rust.
Ș Do not run well water containing sea water
or other salt content (from wells near
coastal area) through the Alkaline Ionizer
(otherwise trouble may result).
Ș Do not continuously produce alkaline ion
water or weak acidic water beyond the
time spans given in the table on the right.
If water is produced for longer periods than
the ones shown on the right, the “U27” error
code (see page 79) will appear on the LCD
display, and electrolysis will be suspended.

Ș Depending on the region and water
quality, it may not be possible to obtain
the designated pH level. In cases like
this, use tap water.
Ș When using the Alkaline Ionizer in areas
where the water is very hard Ʃ
• Once a day, run weak acidic water through
the Alkaline Ionizer for about a minute
before use (otherwise calcium will build
up on the main spout and along the water
lines, hindering the passage of the water).
Ʃ In areas where the water is very hard,
soap will not lather easily and white
deposits (calcium) will build up in kettles
and pans.
Alkaline 4
(Strongly Alkaline)
Stronger for Alkaline 3
Standard or Milder
for Alkaline 3
Alkaline 2
Alkaline 1
Weak Acidic

Approx. 10 minutes
Approx. 10 minutes
Approx. 30 minutes
Approx. 30 minutes
Approx. 30 minutes
Approx. 10 minutes

͐ᮢʀ᱿ᘜาʶㅮ
Ș ⦼խ༆ྃӛᖛᾷŊ૽㋤ང⬚ȯ
ņⴍ҉ⳍໞᕇံŇ
Ș ⦼խ͐ᮢ㌂೫᱿ӛᖛᾷȯ
ņⴍ҉ⳍໞᕇံŇ
Ʃ ㌂೫᱿ᨊᗼʁŊ⦼ᷨ૪⽁ℤȯ
Ș Ὢ˫ʁጻ˴᱿ᖛ⦼խ͐ᮢȯ
ņⴍ҉ⳍໞᡇൔउ⩐لᵬ᱿ߌ׆Ň
Ď ᛜ᱿ᖛ

Ď ⾪⺩⳧घ᱿ᖛ

Ș ॖᙹᖛᾀؐሷ㓈Ӡ᱿ʾᖛņㄅⲖᙹⴗ᱿
ʾᖛŇ⦼խ͐ᮢȯ

Ș ͩ֒ࡍȮᖛ⫨ʃŊሳሷᤀᘍחവ྆
હ᱿ pH ϊ᱿ᗼᱹᮝȯ⦼͐ᮢ⎊͗ᖛ
ᖛȯ
Ș ߱ᖛ⫨᱿ƩᶶಙϘ㋧߸֒͐ᮢᆹ ...
Ď ᕓटɺᓝŊ͐ᮢԊ₎ɺӠ⾝Ŋ⦼˫
ඖᖛⳇᖛ͐ᮢȯņߌӛᖛםⳇᖛᾷℬҙ
え┮⹀⫨ᆹŊӛᖛᨊᗼሳณջŇ
ƩᶶಙϘ㋧᱿߸֒Ŋ⊸᱾᱿⬚ᘗᄓኞሳ⩐
దȮᖛइ⼎ңᾀሳᔬᮽᱺ⏨⹀Ḯ⫨ᗖ
᠏ȯ

ņⴍ҉ᱹᮝᄑゃ᱿ߌ׆Ň
Ș 㓇ඖサઈᖛඖᖛŊ⦼խⳐ↲͐ᮢॖ
⠧᱿ᆹ⿵˫ʀȯ
͐ᮢॖ⠧᱿ᆹ⿵˫ʀᆹŊᇘㆴḻȵU27ȶ
ņא〇 80 ㅪŇㆴḻŊᔋヅᖎӠ⤟ȯ

㓇ඖ
㓇ඖ 3 ᱿ȵȶ
㓇ඖ 3 ᱿ȵᐻȶȵȶ
㓇ඖ 2
㓇ඖ 1
ඖ

₎ 10 Ӡ
₎ 10 Ӡ
₎ 30 Ӡ
₎ 30 Ӡ
₎ 30 Ӡ
₎ 10 Ӡ
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Before Operation/͐ᮢԊ
Selecting the language of the LCD displays/
ⴆႹᇘㆴḻ᱿⦝⤵
The language of the LCD displays can be selected from English or Chinese. The default setting is
Chinese.
ᇘㆴḻ᱿⦝⤵ⴆרႹᄽʑᄽȯ⫵⫀ᆹ⥑હᣅʑᄽȯ

1

Turn off the faucet, and press
repeatedly until the buzzer beeps four times
(about 3 seconds).
〦ᖛ㕻ㆊŊ᳅ӷȵܶܶܶܶȶ⊖ פ4 ᓝ

ྈ

ņ₎ 3 ấ⾝Ň

When the button is pressed again for about
3 seconds, the language of the LCD displays
returns to Chinese.
Ҫྈ 3 ấ⾝Ŋ֯ߊרӷʑᄽㆴḻȯ

Note
The steps to switch the displays to English cannot be taken while water is running through the
Alkaline Ionizer or while the setting mode or check mode is established.
Even if the displays are switched to English, displays in the setting or check mode will remain in
Chinese.

ⳇᖛʑᆯ⥑હȮᷨ⦓ᑁೣᆹŊᤀᘍⳖ⠗ӡဘᄽㆴḻȯ
֯͐ӡဘໞᄽㆴḻŊ⥑હȮᷨ⦓ᑁೣ᱿ㆴḻ˜ᣅʑᄽȯ
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Before Operation (continued)
Tips on operating the Alkaline Ionizer (using it to suit the intended application)
Alkaline ion water:
The pH level of alkaline ion water increases by about 0.5 per setting in the following sequence:
Alkaline 1 → Alkaline 2 → Alkaline 3 → Alkaline 4 (Strongly Alkaline). In these instructions,
“Alkalines 1 to 3” are collectively referred to as “Alkaline”.
Keep the amount of water consumed daily at around 0.5 liter to 1 liter at the “Alkaline 3”.
Application
pH standard
Removing
astringency,
boiling vegetables

When removing the astringency from burdock and devil’s tongue
(“konnyaku”), parboiling spinach, etc. (Do not drink this water.)

Drinking water
in daily life

For coffee, black tea, green tea, boiling or stewing food,
cooking food in pots at the table, soups

Drinking water for When cooking rice
Experienced user

9~10
8.5~9.5

When starting to drink alkaline ion water
(first two weeks or so)

Drinking water
for new user

9.5~10.5

8~9

Purified water:
This is filtered water which contains
minimal impurities.
Applications

Medicine, baby formula
(for taking medicine or
diluting baby formula, etc.)

The water has not been subjected to
electrolysis.

Weak acidic water:
The mild acidity of this water is close to
the acidity of the human skin.

What is the pH level
(ion concentration)?
The pH level indicates the degree of alkalinity,
neutrality or acidity of water (aqueous solutions),
and stands for “hydrogen ion exponent.”
Acidic

Strong

Alkaline

Mild

Mild

Strong

Neutrality

pH4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Application

Washing the face

pH standard

5 to 6.5

Acidic water:
When
is pressed and the flow is
reduced at the faucet, acidic water with a pH
level of 3 or so comes out of the acidic water
spout.
(For removing tea stains from tableware, odors
left behind by cooking fish dishes, etc.)

pH standard

2.8 to 3.5*

Ʃ When the pH3 water quality indicator lights
up.
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LCD displays which appear during operation
During use

Standby status

Characters and pictographs indicating the application are
displayed alternately.
Example: When the “Alkaline 1” (Drinking water for new user) is
When the
selected

faucet is
turned off ...

At intervals of approx.
2 seconds

The balance cartridge
life is displayed
(see page 62).
Example:

pH fine adjustment setting
displayed here (see page 42)

“Electrolysis On” is displayed
while the Alkaline Ionizer is
making alkaline ion water or
weak acidic water.

Note
The LCD displays will be cleared about 30 to 45 seconds after a button has been operated or after
the faucet has been turned off (in order to conserve power). They light up when another button
is operated or the water flows to the Alkaline Ionizer.
When the water flow has dropped (to less than 1.0 liter or so a minute), the balance cartridge life
is displayed even while water is running through the Alkaline Ionizer. In a case like this, the water
is not electrolyzed (no electrolysis and no water treatment).

Electrolysis signal
While “Electrolysis On” is displayed, a display is provided to indicate roughly the electrolytic strength (amount of
power used for the electrolysis). It does not appear while the water is turned off or while purified water is being
produced.
Ʃ The electrolytic strength changes (in 8 steps) depending on the water quality selector buttons and water flow
(amount of water being electrolyzed) used.

Electrolysis On

Lighted
Indicates the
electrolytic
strength.
Lights one block
at a time from
bottom to top.

During preparations

When the “Reduce flow”
message appears on the
LCD display

Lights one
block at a time
from the top
and bottom
toward the
center.

Blink

To turn off the electrolysis signal
Refer to “How to set” (see page 57), and set “Electrolysis Signal” to “OFF”.
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͐ᮢԊņ↲Ň
ᣅʴ͐ᮢᅞ͵ņ⦼ⶪᮢⳂ͐ᮢŇ
㓇ඖサઈᖛ
ȵ㓇ඖ 1ȶȵ㓇ඖ 2ȶȵ㓇ඖ 3ȶȵ㓇ඖȶ᱿ㅯŊpH ϊ₎ 0.5 ఢ࣑ិⳀȯᔍ˷͐ᮢ⦦ᆙሬ૽ͩ
㓇ඖ 1 Ɯ 3 ⅶờȵ㓇ඖȶ⠧ḻȯ
ɺᅺ᱿ᐻ㇞ᮢ⸇ᣅŊ⦼˫ȵ㓇ඖ 3ȶ0.5 ҝ֗ӷ 1 ҝ֗ᣅ㇞ᮢ᱿ᐻȯ
ᮢⳂ

pH ϊᐻ

ぜػ
ఛᥴ◆ⓖ
ᅺ㇞ᮢ

ぜᧅ╟╝╲᱿ػ
9.5 Ɯ 10.5
ぜ◆ⓖ᱿ᖢᾀ
ņ⦼խ᳅㇞ᮢŇ
ٖ۔Ȯ⑭Ȯℂ⑭ȮᤰⓖȮᢜ⼎Ȯᤰᜭᾀ
9 Ɯ 10

∳㇞ᮢ

ⓖȮᤰ㇝ᆹ

㇞ᮢӮቅ

Ӯᓝ㇞ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛᆹņ₎ 2 ᆣቅఢŇ

8.5 Ɯ 9.5
8Ɯ9

⧨ᛍᖛ
⳧ᡇ⳧グ⫨ⰱଇ᱿ᖛ
ᮢⳂ

ሺ♑Ȯᗢᘗᧅोᮢ
ņ♑ሺᮢᆹᗢᘗᧅो
ᾀ㇞ᮢŇ
ʃヅᖎӠ⤟

⧨ඖᖛ
Ⲗ⊨⍋᱿ඖᖛ
ᮢⳂ
pH ϊ᱿ᐻ

ᘺ⍰

5 Ɯ 6.5

⧨ඖᖛ
̬⧨ pH ϊņサઈಙŇŝ
⠧ḻᖛņᖛŇ᱿㓇ඖȮʑඖȮඖ᱿ỄಙŊᾀ
サઈ྆ᄲȯ
ඖ


pH4

5

6

ʑඖ

7


8


9

Ŋ⦲ଅӛᖛ⸇രሳ᮫ᖛӛᖛ

םᙟӛ pH ϊ 3 ᱿ඖᖛȯ
ņぜ⑭ңʀ᱿⑭࠲Ȯᅆ㌽ʠരᮽʁ᱿
〈ػᾀŇ

㓇ඖ



ྈʁ

10

pH ϊ᱿ᐻ

2.8 Ɯ 3.5 Ʃ

ƩpH ϊ 3 ᱿ᖛ⫨ㆴḻᥨˌᥨᆹ
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〦ᅠ͐ᮢʑ᱿ᇘㆴḻ
͐ ᮢ ʑ

ഩᑨᨊ๗

˫ᄽߧḻ᱿˅ሰㆴḻ͐ᮢᮢⳂ

ᡇൔउلㆴḻ
ņא〇 62 ㅪŇ

ņ͛Ň㓇ඖ 1 ᱿ᨊ๗
₎⿵ぽ 2 ấ

ņ͛Ň
〦ℤᖛ㕻
ㆊᆹ

pH ϊെ⦲᱿
⥑હㆴḻ
ņא〇 42 ㅪŇ
㓇ඖサઈᖛȮඖᖛ᱿ᮝໞʑ
˫ȵヅ⤟ʑȶㆴḻ

ᇘㆴḻŊྈ⸹Ⴝ̳રᯃᆹŊ᮫〦ᖛ㕻ㆊരŊ₎ 30 Ɯ 45 ấര⎊Ւᚉदȯņヅ⡶⇦ŇႽ̳ྈ⸹
㋤ⳇᖛᆹŊ૽ˌᥨㆴḻȯ
ᙟ⸇が̥ņ̥ᅠ₎ 1.0 ҝ֗ / ӠŇᆹŊⳇᖛʑͩᤋሳㆴḻᡇൔउلȯⳆᆹαʃⳖ⠗ヅᖎӠ⤟ņヅ⤟Ȯ
ᮝໞŇȯ

〦ᅠヅ⤟Β⚦
߱ȵヅ⤟ʑȶŊㆴḻヅ⤟ಙņヅᖎӠ⤟ᆹ᱿ヅԻ⸇Ň᱿ᐻȯ
ϟᖛ͐ᮢᛍᖛʑᆹʃㆴḻȯ
Ʃヅ⤟ಙŊͩ͐ᮢᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹ᙟ⸇ņヅ⤟ᖛ᱿ᙟ⸇Ň≟⩐ջȯņ8 ᕀೣŇ
Јʑ

ヅ⤟ʑ

ᯍᇘㆴḻȹ⦲ଅӛᖛ⸇Ⱥ
᱿ㆴḻӛᆹ

ᥨˌ
ㆴḻヅ⤟ಙȯ

ʀʁദʑतⳀិ
ˌᥨȯ

ᥨ

᮫ʁദʀⳀិˌ
ᥨȯ

ʃบㆴḻヅ⤟Β⚦ᆹ
⦼א〇ȵ⥑હ᱿ᅞᘍȶņ57 ㅪŇŊ⦼〦ȵヅ⤟Β⚦ȶȯ
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Operation
Using alkaline ion water, weak acidic water or purified water

1

Set the bypass
selector to
“Purified”.

2

Press the water
quality selector button
corresponding to the type of
water required.

3

“Preparation time”
now appears on the
display.

The buzzer beeps, and the water
quality indicator and LCD
display light.
Water quality
selector button

Open the
faucet.

Application

LCD display color

When removing the astringency
from food or boiling vegetables

Orange

Drinking water in daily life
Drinking water for Experienced user

Blue

Drinking water for new user

1

Washing the face

Pink

2

LCD
display

Acidic water
spout

ZGS0TK7585HKE0Z.indb 34

Green

Continue lamp

3

34

Medicine, milk

Water quality indicators
Drain outlet

Electrolysis signal (see page 31)
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4

Start using the Alkaline Ionizer.
The “Preparation time” display is cleared, and the buzzer
beeps three times, indicating that the Alkaline Ionizer is now
ready to be used.
Ʃ While weak acidic water is selected, the warning buzzer
(weak acidic buzzer) continues to beep to warn you not to
drink the water by mistake.

While alkaline ion water is selected
Acidic water comes out of the acidic water spout.
(For the pH standard, see page 74.)
Ș To obtain acidic water with a pH level of 3 or so from
the acidic water spout
Press

, and gradually reduce the flow of water at

the faucet until the pH3 water quality indicator lights.

While purified water
is selected
No water comes out of the
acidic water spout or drain
outlet.

While weak acidic
water is selected
Alkaline ion water comes out
of the drain outlet (do not drink
this water).

Continue lamp
The Continue lamp lights when “Alkaline” or “Purified Water” is
selected. While it is lighted, the Alkaline Ionizer can be used as soon
as the faucet is opened.
This is a useful function for continuing to use the Alkaline
Ionizer to produce the same water quality from the main spout.
Use it:

When washing rice
When filling glasses with water and
drinking more than one glass of water, etc.

The Continue lamp does not light with Alkaline 4 (Strongly
Alkaline) or weak acidic water.
When “Alkaline” is switched to “Purified Water” or vice versa, the
Continue lamp goes off or it goes off 10 minutes after the faucet
has been turned off.

To stop the weak acidic buzzer
Press

.

Ʃ When weak acidic water is used again, the buzzer will sound.
Ș To turn off the weak acidic buzzer
Refer to “How to set” (see page 55), and set “Weak acidic
buzzer” to “OFF”.

ZGS0TK7585HKE0Z.indb 35

When the faucet is turned off
after use:
When Alkaline 4 (Strongly Alkaline),
weak acidic or purified water
has been used, the water quality
is automatically returned to the
“Alkaline” setting used last (because
the “Alkaline priority” setting is “ON”)
After the Continue lamp has gone
off, water will continue to come
out of the drain outlet for about
90 seconds (because the water
inside the Alkaline Ionizer is
draining).

Note
You can collect the water that comes
out from the acidic water spout or
drain outlet while the Alkaline Ionizer
is being used and use it do to the
dishes or laundry or fill the bathtub.
Ʃ Do not use it to rinse dishes or
clothes.
Even after the faucet has been
turned off, a small amount of water
will continue to come out of the main
spout. This is normal and does not
indicate any trouble.
Braille displays are provided above
the water quality selector buttons.
(See page 73.)

Important
If the Alkaline Ionizer has not
been used for more than 24 hours,
continuous beep will sound when
alkaline ion water or purified water
passes through the unit, and the
automatic electrode cleaning is
started (this will last for about 15
seconds). During this period, do not
use the water which comes out of
the main spout. (See page 67.)

Buzzer volume
The volume can be adjusted to
“High”, “Medium” or “Low”.
(See page 57.)
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Operation (continued)
Using alkaline ion water, weak acidic water or purified water (continued)
Ș When the “Reduce flow” display appears
(only while “Alkaline” or “Weak Acidic” is selected)
This message appears when too much water is
flowing (in which case, it may not be possible to
achieve a high enough pH level).

(Example)
When “Alkaline” is
selected

▼

Gradually reduce the flow from the faucet
until the display is cleared Ʃ .
Ʃ For “Alkaline”: Flow of about 5.0 liters/minute
For “Weak Acidic”:
Flow of about 3.2 liters/minute

Displayed
alternately

Note
If the Alkaline Ionizer is used with the water
quality/application displayed, the flow will be
indicated while the “Reduce flow” message is
displayed. (This serves to provide a guideline
for the flow adjustment.)
When “Alkaline 4 (Strongly Alkaline)” is
selected, the “Reduce flow” message tends to
appear more often. (In this case, it is cleared
at a rate of about 2.2 liters/minutes.)

Ș To find out what the pH level is
Measure the pH level using the supplied pH test kit. (See page 26.)
Note
The balance cartridge life is displayed when the flow drops (to less than 1.0 liter/min or so) because
the flow at the faucet has been overly reduced or because of changes in the tap water pressure.
(Electrolysis will be suspended if “Alkaline” or “Weak Acidic” is selected.) If one of the water quality
selector buttons is pressed in this status, the water quality is displayed for about 4 seconds, after
which the “Flow reduced” and “Too much tightened at the faucet?” displays appear alternately. To
use the Alkaline Ionizer again, open the faucet until the water quality display is restored.

To prevent the setting from returning to “Alkaline” after turning off the faucet
Refer to “How to set” (see page 56), and set “Alkaline priority” to “OFF”.
“Alkaline priority” will be set to “OFF” for purified water only.
(“Alkaline” is restored after producing Alkaline 4 (Strongly Alkaline) or weak acidic and turning off the
faucet.)
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Using the unpurified water (tap water)

By “unpurified water” is meant here the untreated tap water.

Set the bypass selector to “Unpurified” or “Shower”.

The water comes straight out.

The water comes out as a shower.

Bypass selector
If hot water has been run through
the Alkaline Ionizer by mistake, it will
come out of the hot water opening.

[Bypass selector as seen from below]

The hot water guard mechanism is
activated (at temperatures over 60°C) to
protect the cartridge.
A beep may be heard at this time: this is
normal and does not indicate any trouble.
Shut off the hot water immediately, and
run about 0.4 liter of cool water (for
about 10 seconds) through the Alkaline
Ionizer to cool it down.
Water will still come out of the hot
water opening for a few moments: this
is normal and does not indicate any
trouble.

Unpurified water
shower holes
Source water
opening (straight)
Hot water opening

Important

The table on the right shows the temperatures
at which water can be used by the Alkaline
Ionizer. Use water at these temperatures
(otherwise trouble may result).

Position of bypass selector

Water temperature

Purified

Under 35°C

Unpurified
Shower

Under 80°C
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͐ᮢᅞᘍ
͐ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛȮඖᖛȮᛍᖛ

1

૽Ӡᖛ〦

ӡဘӷȵPurifiedȶ

2

3

⦼ྈʁᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹
ᱹӛȵܶȶ⨸⊖بŊᖛ⫨ㆴḻ

ۓᖛ㕻ㆊ
ㆴḻȵЈʑȶ
ȯ

ᥨ⎞ᇘㆴḻሳˌ⬚ȯ
ᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹

ᮢⳂ

ᇘㆴḻ⏨

ぜػȮఛᥴ◆ⓖ

ᑢ⏨

ᅺ㇞ᮢ
☾⏨

∳㇞ᮢ
㇞ᮢӮቅ

1

ሺ♑Ȯᗢᘗᧅो

ℂ⏨

ᘺ⍰

⁆⏨

ྃ↲ᑁೣㆴḻᥨ

3

2

ᇘㆴḻ

ᖛӛᖛם
ᖛ⫨ㆴḻᥨ
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ᖛם

ヅ⤟Β⚦ņא〇 33 ㅪŇ

2009/12/09 9:50:35

4

͐ᮢര

͐ᮢ

〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊᆹ

ᯍȵЈʑȶ᱿ㆴḻᚉदŊ⨸⊖بȵܶܶܶȶㅨ 3 ᓝര֯

͐ᮢ㓇ඖȮඖȮᛍᖛᆹŊ

͐רᮢȯ

ᖛ⫨૽⎊Ւുӷʀɺᓝ͐ᮢ᱿

Ʃᣅⴍ҉⦡㇞Ŋ͐ᮢඖᖛᆹሳྃ↲ㅨ⬚⨸⊖بȯ
ņඖ⨸ḻㅠŇ

ȵ㓇ඖȶȯ
ņߌ҅⥑હᣅȵ㓇ඖѭ҅ȶONŇ
ྃ↲ᑁೣㆴḻᥨ᤹ᝥരŊ૽ഺ

㓇ඖサઈᖛ͐ᮢʑᆹ

᮫ᖛӛᖛםᙟӛඖᖛȯ

ᖛםᙟӛ₎ 90 ấ᱿ᖛȯ
ņᣅぜ㋤ҙᔬᮽ᱿ᖛŇ

ņ〦ᅠ pH ϊᐻŊ⦼א〇 78 ㅪŇ
Șᯍト⣬ഺᖛӛᖛםᙟӛඖᖛᆹ (pH ϊ₎ 3.0)ƥƥ
ྈʁ

⸹ŊpH ϊ 3 ᱿ᖛ⫨ㆴḻᥨˌᥨᣅᔋŊ⦼

૽ᖛ㕻ㆊⱧℤȯ

͐ᮢʑ᮫ᖛӛᖛםᖛם
ᙟӛ᱿ᖛŊ╸רᖛ͐ᮢᅠᛤ
ᘺٴᘺᾀᮢⳂȯ
Ʃ⦼խ͐ᮢᅠᛤᘺ⠥ȯ

ᛍᖛ͐ᮢᆹ

ʃሳ᮫ᖛӛᖛדםᖛ
םӛᖛȯ

ඖᖛ͐ᮢʑᆹ

᮫ᖛםᙟӛ㓇ඖサઈᖛȯ
ņ㇞ᮢᖛȯŇ

〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊരŊሳ᮫ӛᖛםᙟ
ӛଇ⥓᱿ᖛŊᔍᨊᗼᣅᔌ
⩽ȯ
ᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹ʀሷ㔄ㆴḻ⥑⤺ȯ
ņא〇 77 ㅪŇ

〦ᅠྃ↲ᑁೣㆴḻᥨ
ྃ↲ᑁೣㆴḻᥨ߱ȵ㓇ඖȶȮȵᛍᖛȶ͐ᮢᆹˌᥨȯˌᥨᆹŊ༌
ᖛ㕻ㆊ֯͐רᮢȯ
͵ᅠྃ↲͐ᮢᑂᖛ⫨ᆹȯ
͛ :

ᘺ›ᆹ
ྃ↲ᮢቸઈ॑ۺಂቸᆹ

㓇ඖȮඖᆹŊྃ↲ᑁೣㆴḻᥨʃሳˌᥨȯ
ྃ↲ᑁೣㆴḻᥨሳ߱ȵ㓇ඖȶƸƺȵᛍᖛȶӡဘരŊ〦
ᖛ㕻ㆊര₎ 10 Ӡരᝥᥨȯ

ᯍϟᔋ͐ᮢᆹ⿵⬢⳧ 24 ଅᆹŊ
㓇ඖサઈᖛᛍᖛⳇᖛᆹŊ⨸
⊖بሳȵܶܶܶƥȶㅨ⬚Ŋʏ
⎊ՒⳖҘヅᏎᘺᛍȯņ₎ 15 ấŇ
⦼խ͐ᮢᔍᆹӛᖛםᙟӛ᱿
ᖛȯņא〇 67 ㅪŇ

ϟᔋඖ⨸ḻㅠᆹ
ྈʁ

⸹

⨸⊖ب᱿ㅠ⸇

ƩҪಙ͐ᮢඖᖛᆹŊ⨸⊖بሳҪㅨ⬚ȯ

ȵञȶȵʑȶȵଅȶ3 ᕀೣ⦲ῃȯ

Șᓥ〦ඖ⨸ḻㅠᆹƥ

ņא〇 57 ㅪŇ

⦼א〇ȵ⥑હ᱿ᅞᘍȶņ55 ㅪŇŊ⦼⥑હȵඖ⨸ḻㅠȶᣅ
OFFȯ
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͐ᮢᅞᘍņ↲Ň
͐ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛȮඖᖛȮᛍᖛņ↲Ň
Șӛȹ⦲ଅӛᖛ⸇Ⱥ᱿ㆴḻᆹņХくᅠ㓇ඖȮඖ͐ᮢŇ
ㆴḻᖛᙟ⸇⳧घȯ
ņሷ⋱רᤀᘍરҚחവ҂Ӡ᱿ pH ϊŇ

▼

ņ͛Ň͐ᮢȵ㓇ඖȶᆹ

ㆴḻᚉदᣅᔋƩŊ⦼〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊȯ
Ʃȵ㓇ඖȶ᱿ᨊᗼʁŘᙟ⸇₎ 5.0 ҝ֗ / Ӡ
ȵඖȶ᱿ᨊᗼʁŘᙟ⸇₎ 3.2 ҝ֗ / Ӡ
˅ʻㆴḻ
͐ᮢᖛ⫨ / ᮢⳂㆴḻ᱿ᆹαŊӛȹ⦲ଅ
ӛᖛ⸇Ⱥ᱿ㆴḻʠ⿵Ŋሳ⩐ᣅᙟ⸇ㆴḻȯ
ņᣅʴᯍ̳ᙟ⸇⦲ῃ᱿ᐻŇ
͐ᮢȵ㓇ඖȶᆹŊᕗⰱૌᆞӛȹ⦲ଅ
ӛᖛ⸇Ⱥ᱿ㆴḻȯ
ņᔍᆹŊ⦲ᄮӷ 2.2 ҝ֗ / Ӡ᱿ᙟ⸇ㆴḻ
͵ሳᚉदȯŇ

Șบᵧⳬ pH ϊ᱿ᆹα
⦼͐ᮢえ଼᱿ pH ϊᛵ⥶ह˴ᛵ⥶ȯņא〇 26 ㅪŇ

͐ᮢʑŊᯍᖛ㕻ㆊ〦᱿⳧ℤŊߌᖛⳬᖛࣱ᱿⩐ջⲦ͐ᙟ⸇⩐̥ņ̥ᅠ 1.0 ҝ֗ / ӠŇᆹŊሳㆴḻ
ᡇൔ᱿͐ᮢउلȯņ㓇ඖȮඖ᱿ᨊᗼʁ૽ϟᔋヅ⤟ŇΎྃᔍᨊ๗ʁŊྈʁᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹ᆹŊ₎ሷ 4
ấӛᖛ⫨ㆴḻരŊሳ˅ʻㆴḻȵᙟ⸇ሳ⩐̥ȶ⎞ȵᖛ㕻ㆊᆯ؋⽁ठℤȶㆴḻȯᯍҪಙ͐ᮢുᖛ
⫨ㆴḻᣅᔋԊŊ⦼༌ᖛ㕻ㆊȯ

〦ᖛ㕻ㆊരᤀᘍുӷȵ㓇ඖȶᆹƥƥ
⦼א〇ȵ⥑હ᱿ᅞᘍȶņ56 ㅪŇŊ૽ȵ㓇ඖѭ҅ȶ⥑હᣅ OFFȯ
ףく͐ᮢᛍᖛᨊ๗ʁ༇⋱〦ȵ㓇ඖѭ҅ȶ᱿⥑હȯ
ņ͐ᮢ㓇ඖȮඖד〦ᖛ㕻ㆊരŊ૽⎊Ւുӷȵ㓇ඖȶȯŇ
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͐ᮢ׆ᖛņ⎊͗ᖛŇ

׆ᖛଔᆯ⎊͗ᖛȯ

͐ᮢӠᖛ〦ӡဘᣅȵUnpurifiedȶȵShowerȶȯ

᳅ೣᖛᙟ

ᚲᢇೣᖛᙟ

〦ᅠӠᖛ〦
ʃଅൔ૽ᥖᖛⳇ㋤ᆹŊᥖᖛሳഺᥖᖛ
ᖛםᙟӛȯ

ȹ᮫ʁദʀ᳖ᆹȺ

ᣅΎ⩂ᡇൔŊᥖᖛ⨸ᑨᐉ૽ۓՒ⳥Ⱨ
ņ⳥ⱧᝐಙŘ₎ 60ƫ˫ʀŇȯ
ᱹӛȵܶ Ɲȶ᱿⊖ㅠᣅᔌᨊᗼȯ
Ἴ֯ϟᮢᥖᖛŊᣅ൬Ⳍҽִ⦼ᄍҘ₎ 0.4 ҝ
֗ņ₎ 10 ấ⾝Ň⳧ᖛᅠ㋤ȯ
Ệരᖛሳ᮫ᥖᖛᖛםᙟӛŊᯌ
⩽ȯ

׆ᖛᚲᢇೣם
׆ᖛם
ņ᳅ೣŇ

⳺ᮢᖛᝐ⦼ᤫא⠧ȯ
⦼͐ᮢⳆΤᝐಙȯņⴍ҉ⳍໞᄑゃ᱿ߌ׆Ň

Ӡᖛ〦̤⇦
Purified
Unpurified
Shower

ᥖᖛᖛם

ᖛᝐ
ʃ⬢⳧ 35ƫ
ʃ⬢⳧ 80ƫ
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Operation (continued)/ ͐ᮢᅞᘍņ↲Ň
Finely adjusting the pH level (ion concentration)/ െ⦲ pH ϊ
To bring the pH level of the water processed
through the Alkaline Ionizer closer to the pH
standard (water quality indicator number), the pH
levels set for the “Alkaline” or “Weak Acidic” water
quality selector buttons can be finely adjusted in 3
steps: “Stronger”, “Standard” or “Milder”.

1

ᣅʴሩⲖᮝໞʑ᱿ pH ϊȵpH ϊ᱿ᐻņᖛ⫨ㆴḻᥨ᱿
ᄲϊŇȶŊ≟૽ȵ㓇ඖȶȵඖȶ᱿ᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹⥑હໞ pH
ϊᐻŊʏ֒Ӡᣅȵȶȵᐻȶȵȶɿᕀೣെ⦲ȯ

2 Press

.

3 Press

.

Operation
Turn off the faucet, and
press

on the control

panel for 1 second.

Note
The pH level fine adjustment changes the pH level
in a range from 0.2 to 1.5 for “Stronger” or “Milder”
from the “Standard” setting. (Depending on the water
quality and usage conditions, there is some latitude
in the amount of the change.)

pH ϊെ⦲᱿ߣŊଃᤫȵᐻȶ᱿⥑હӠӲ˫

finely adjust the pH level,
4 To
press one of the water quality
selector buttons.

ȵȶȵȶpH ϊ 0.2 Ɯ 1.5 Ễಙ⩐ջȯ
ņͩᖛ⫨͐
ᮢጻ˴᱿ʃŊ≟⩐ջ⸇ሷʃ᱿ౘಙŇȯ

5 Press

, and select the pH

fine adjustment setting.

When it is purchased,
“Standard” is selected.
⫵⫀ᆹ⥑હᣅȵᐻȶȯ
Control panel/ Ⴝ̳ㄇኈ

If there is more than one button for which
the pH level is to be finely adjusted,
repeat steps 4 and 5.

6 Press

.

<The setting is finished>
Adjustment of all the water quality pH
levels set in steps 4 and 5 is completed.

7 Press

, and select

“ ᆯ ”.
LCD display
ᇘㆴḻ

8 Press

.

9 Check the pH level using
the pH test kit.

Water quality selector buttons
ᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹

(See page 26.)
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ņサઈಙŇ
LCD displays/ ᇘㆴḻ

Ⴝ̳

Mode selection
Setting mode
Check mode

▼

▼

Setting mode
pH fine adjustment
Continue mode
Water output buzzer

Example/ ͛

▼

Example/ ͛
When
pressed
ྈʁ

is
ᆹ

▼

Example/ ͛
To set to
“Stronger”
⥑હȵȶ᱿
ᆹα

pH fine adjustment: Alkaline 1
Stronger
Standard
Milder

pH fine adjustment: Alkaline 3
Stronger
Standard
Milder

▼

Fine adjustment of
the water quality
pH level
completed

▼

▼

2 ℋྃ׆ᨊ
ྈʁ

⸹

3 ℋྃ׆ᨊ
ྈʁ

⸹

pH ϊ
4 െ⦲
ྈʁᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹

5 ྈʁ
pH fine adjustment: Alkaline 3
Stronger
Standard
Milder

After about
3 seconds
₎ 3 ấര

1 〦ᖛ㕻ㆊŊႽ̳ㄇኈ᱿
Ŋྈʁ 1 ấ⾝ȯ

⦲᱿⥑હ
ト⣬घᓝെ⦲ pH ϊᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹᱿ᨊᗼ
ᆹŊ⦼⸅⢒Ⴝ̳ 4 ⎞ 5 ᱿ㅯȯ

6 ྈʁ
Exit the
setting mode?
Yes
No

Exit the
setting mode?
Yes
No

Example/ ͛

Note
When
is pressed in steps 2 to 5, the previous screen is
restored. The previous screen will not be restored when it is
pressed after the settings are completed.
Displays on the screens indicated by the asterisks will be in
Chinese even if the English display mode is established.

ŊⴆႹ pH ϊെ

⸹ȹ⥑હરᯃȺ

⥑હ 4Ȯ5 ᱿ㅯര֯રໞሷ pH ϊ᱿
െ⦲ȯ

7 ྈʁ
8 ྈʁ

ŊⴆႹȵᆯȶ

⸹

pH ϊᛵ⥶ह˴͗
9 ˫ᷨ⦓
pH ϊņא〇 26 ㅪŇ

߱ൂᔎ㊾ 2 Ɯ 5 ྈʁ

⸹ŊଔሳߊӷԊɺΤᯉㄇȯ

⥑હʴരŊྈʁ
⸹ʬʃሳߊӷԊㄇ᱿ᯉㄇȯ
ሷƩὪ⚦᱿ᯉㄇŊ֯͐ᆯᄽㆴḻᑁೣ˜˫ʑᄽㆴḻȯ
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For Your Operating Convenience/ ᅞ͵͐ᮢ
Measuring the water output volume/ ᛵ⸇ӛᖛ⸇
Each time water is run through the Alkaline Ionizer, the total water output (amount of water that comes out of the
main spout) is calculated and indicated on the LCD display in 0.1-liter increments. (Water output display)
ᕓᓝⳇᖛᆹŊ₲ᾰӛᖛ⸇ņ᮫ӛᖛםᙟӛ᱿ᖛ⸇ŇŊᇘㆴḻ˫ 0.1 ҝ֗ᣅ⤺̤܈ᾰȯņӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻŇ
In measuring the water output, it is recommended that you set the main spout and acidic water spout as
instructed in the procedure on page 46 (in order to improve the accuracy of the water output display).
ᛵ⸇ӛᖛ⸇ᆹŊ㈪҅ⴃᤫὮ 46 ㅪ᱿ㅯŊⳖ⠗ȵ⥑હӛᖛُםᖛӛᖛם᱿㋧̥దȶȯ
ņᣅʴဏᆒӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻ᱿ᷨಙŇ

1

Turn off the faucet, and press
repeatedly until “Water
output” is displayed.

〦ᖛ㕻ㆊŊྈ

Ŋ᳅ӷᇘ

Example/ ͛

ㆴḻӛȵӛᖛ⸇ȶ
Each time the button is pressed, the display
on the LCD changes.
ᕓྈ 1 ᓝŊᇘㆴḻଔሳ⩐ջȯ

Water output
display
ӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻ

Water quality selector buttons
ᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹

2

Press the desired water quality
selector button, and then turn on
the faucet.

Example/ ͛

ྈʴᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹രŊ༌ᖛ㕻ㆊ

3

As soon as the “Preparation time” display is
cleared, the measuring begins.
ȵЈʑȶ᱿ㆴḻౡᚉदᆹŊ֯আ⤺⸇ȯ

Measure the water output.

ᛵ⸇ӛᖛ⸇
While the output is being measured, the
water output buzzer sounds once for
every 0.2 liters or so of water output.
⤺⸇ʑŊᕓⳏӛᖛ⸇ӷ 0.2 ҝ֗ᆹŊӛᖛ
⸇⨸ḻㅠሳᱹӛȵܶȶ⊖ȯ

4

To turn off the water output buzzer
ʃบ⩕ӛᖛ⸇⨸ḻㅠ㏦פᆹƥƥƥ
Refer to “How to set” (see page 55), and set “Water
output buzzer” to “OFF”.
א〇ȵ⥑હ᱿ᅞᘍȶņ55 ㅪŇ
Ŋ ⦼૽ȵӛᖛ⸇⨸ḻㅠȶ⥑
હᣅ OFFȯ

Important

Turn off the faucet when the water
output display reaches the figure
to be measured.

If there is too large a discrepancy between the water
output display and actual water output, perform
“Correcting the water output display” (see page 48).

ӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻӛบᛵ⸇᱿ᄲϊരŊ

〦ᖛ㕻ㆊ

ӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻُ૪もӛᖛ⸇దᯌബञᆹŊ⦼ϝȵӛᖛ⸇ㆴ
ḻ᱿⡵ᔌȶȯņא〇 48 ㅪŇ
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Ș To sound the advisory buzzer when the amount to be measured is reached
ӛบᛵ⸇᱿ᄲϊരŊ⩕بᵧ⨸⊖بㅨ⊖᱿⥑હ

1

or

repeatedly until the

amount to be measured is reached.
૽ᖛ㕻ㆊ〦ℤŊྈ

Display

⥑હ᱿ߣ
0.6 to 2.0
liters
0.6 Ɯ 2.0
ҝ֗
2.0 to 5.0
liters
2.0 Ɯ 5.0
ҝ֗

Display

ㆴḻ

Higher
⩐ञ

Increased in
increments
of 0.2
ᕓᓝ࣑Խ 0.2
ҝ֗
Increased in
increments
of 0.5
ᕓᓝ࣑Խ 0.5
ҝ֗

ㆴḻ
Lower
⩐ଅ
Each time button is pressed
ྈɺᓝ

With the faucet turned off, press

Setting range
Each time button is pressed
ྈɺᓝ

2

Press the water quality selector
button corresponding to the water
quality that is to be selected.
ྈᓥ͐ᮢ᱿ᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹

Reduced in
increments
of 0.2
ᕓᓝᛧଇ 0.2
ҝ֗
Reduced in
increments
of 0.5
ᕓᓝᛧଇ
0.5 ҝ֗



᳅ӷӛบᛵ⸇᱿ᄲϊ
The LCD display changes to the “Measure
setting” screen.
The water output amount which can be set
ranges from 0.6 to 5.0 liters.
Figures in a range from 0.6 to 2.0 liters can be
set in 0.2-liter increments.
Figures in a range from 2.0 to 5.0 liters can be
set in 0.5-liter increments.
(See table on the right.)
ᇘㆴḻ⩐ໞȵ⤺⸇⥑હȶᯉㄇȯ
⥑רહߣᆯ 0.6 Ɯ 5.0 ҝ֗ȯ
⥑רહ᱿ᄲϊᆯ
0.6 Ɯ 2.0 ҝ֗Ŋ̤܈ᆯ 0.2 ҝ֗
2.0 Ɯ 5.0 ҝ֗Ŋ̤܈ᆯ 0.5 ҝ֗
ņᤫא⠧Ň

LCD display
ᇘㆴḻ

Example:
0.6 liter
͛ )0.6 ҝ֗
Ʃ The previously set figure is
displayed for the second and
subsequent times.
Ʃ Ὦʷᓝ˫രŊሳㆴḻʀɺᓝ⥑હ᱿ᄲϊȯ
LCD display
ᇘㆴḻ

To stop the setting/ ʑᔋ⥑હᆹ
Press another control button or another water
quality selector button.
⦼ྈҢ˟Ⴝ̳⸹ᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹ȯ

3
4

Open the faucet.

༌ᖛ㕻ㆊ
As soon as the “Preparation time” display is
cleared, the measurement begins.
ȵЈʑȶ᱿ㆴḻౡᚉदᆹŊ֯আ⤺⸇ȯ

When the advisory buzzer beeps,

▼
The advisory buzzer beeps when the
set amount is reached.
ӛᖛ⸇⩐ໞ⥑હ᱿ᄲϊരŊبᵧ⨸ب
⊖ሳᱹӛȵܶƞȶ⊖

Note
If the faucet is not turned off even when the set amount is
passed, the measurement will continue and the water output
displayed. In this case, the water output buzzer will beep
once for each 0.2 liter of water output.

turn off the faucet.
بᵧ⨸⊖بᱹӛȵܶƞȶ⊖ᆹŊ

⦼〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊȯ

ଔᾰ⬢⳧⥑હ᱿ᄲϊŊᗞሷ〦ʀᖛ㕻ㆊ᱿⥾Ŋⴒᆯሳ↧↲⤺
⸇Ŋㆴḻӛᖛ⸇ȯⳆᆹαᕓⳏӛᖛ⸇₎Ⳮ 0.2 ҝ֗ᆹŊӛᖛ
⸇⨸ḻㅠሳᱹӛȵܶȶ⊖ȯ
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For Your Operating Convenience (continued)/ ᅞ͵͐ᮢņ↲Ň
Measuring the water output volume (continued)/ ᛵ⸇ӛᖛ⸇ņ↲Ň
Ș Setting the difference in height
between the main spout and acidic
water spout
⥑હӛᖛُםᖛӛᖛם᱿㋧̥ద
It is recommended that this height be set in
order to improve the accuracy of the water
output display.
⩀෨ᣅʴဏ㋧ӛᖛ⸇᱿ᷨಙŊ⦼⥑હȯ
Before proceeding with the setting, check
the difference in height between the main
spout and acidic water spout without fail.
Use the Alkaline Ionizer with a height
difference between the two spouts of 10 to
50 cm.
⥑હԊŊɺહ⣬҅ᷨ⦓ӛᖛُםᖛӛᖛם᱿㋧
̥దȯ
㋧̥ద⦼߱ 10 ҝӠ˫ʀדʃ⬢⳧ 50 ҝӠȯ
Control panel/ Ⴝ̳ㄇኈ

Operation

1 Turn off the faucet, and press

on the control panel for

1 second.

2 Press

.

3 Press

, and select the

“ ⤺⸇ጻ˴⥑હ ”.

4 Press

.

5 Press

.

To perform “Correcting the water output
display”, proceed to step 5 on page 48.

6 Press

, and select the

height difference setting.
Set a value in accordance with the height
difference which you measured.

7 Press

Main spout
ӛᖛם

<The setting is finished>

8 Press

Height
difference
㋧̥ద

Acidic water spout
ᖛӛᖛם
Note
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LCD display
ᇘㆴḻ

9 Press

, and select “ ᆯ ”.

.

When
is pressed in steps 2 to 6, the previous screen is restored. After the settings are completed, the
previous screen will not be restored even when the button is pressed.
Once the settings have been set, they will be stored in the memory until other settings are established
(until they are changed).
Displays on the screens indicated by the asterisks will be in Chinese even if the English display mode is
established.
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LCD display/ ᇘㆴḻ

Ⴝ̳

Mode selection
Setting mode
Check mode

▼

▼

▼

Setting mode
pH fine adjustment
Continue mode
Water output buzzer

Setting mode
Electrolysis signal
Measurement condition setting
Exit

Measurement
condition setting
Height difference
Compensation

▼

▼
Example:
To select “30 to
40 (cm)”
͛ ) ⥑હᣅ 30 Ɯ
40 ҝӠᆹ

▼

Height difference
10 to 20 (cm)
20 to 30 (cm)
30 to 40 (cm)

Height difference
10 to 20 (cm)
20 to 30 (cm)
30 to 40 (cm)

▼

▼

ྈ

2 ℋྃ׆ᨊ
ྈ

Exit the
setting mode?
Yes
No
Exit the
setting mode?
Yes
No

1ấ

⸹

3ྈ

ŊⴆႹ

ȵ⤺⸇ጻ˴⥑હȶ

4ྈ

⸹

ȵӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻ᱿⡵ᔌȶᆹŊӷ 48 ㅪ᱿
ᔎ㊾ 5

5 ℋྃ׆ᨊ
ྈ

⸹

6ྈ

ŊⴆႹ㋧̥ద⥑

હ
ⶪ˫ᷨ⦓᱿㋧̥ద͗⥑હ

7ྈ

After about
3 seconds
₎ 3 ấര
Height
difference is
now set to
30 to 40 (cm)

1 〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊŊ߱Ⴝ̳ㄇኈʀ

⸹

ȹ⥑હરᯃȺ

8ྈ
9ྈ

ŊⴆႹȵᆯȶ

⸹

Example/ ͛
߱ᔎ㊾ 2 Ɯ 6 ྈ

ŊሳߊӷԊɺΤᯉㄇȯ⥑હરᯃരŊଔᾰҪྈ

ŊʬʃሳߊӷԊㄇ᱿ᯉㄇȯ

ɺᅻ⥑હ᱿ҙૌŊӷҪಙ⥑હņ⩐ሩŇʠԊŊⵣሳ⡕⥆ຣ┮ȯ
ሷƩὪ⚦᱿ᯉㄇŊ֯͐ᆯᄽㆴḻᑁೣ˜˫ʑᄽㆴḻȯ
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For Your Operating Convenience (continued)/ ᅞ͵͐ᮢņ↲Ň
Measuring the water output volume (continued)/ ᛵ⸇ӛᖛ⸇ņ↲Ň
Ș Correcting the water output display
ӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻ᱿⡵ᔌ
There is a slight difference between the water
output display and actual output of water. (This
depends on the usage conditions, water
pressure and other factors.) If there is a
significant difference, correct the water output
display.
ӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻُ૪も᱿ӛᖛ⸇ሷదᯌᆹȯņሳטӷ͐ᮢ
ᨊ๗ᖛࣱ᱿ഛㅨȯŇదᯌञᆹŊ⦼ϝӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻ⡵
ᔌȯ
After performing steps 1 to 4 of “Setting the
difference in height between the main spout and
acidic water spout” on page 46, perform the steps
below.
ᤫ 46 ㅪȵ⥑હӛᖛُםᖛӛᖛם᱿㋧̥దȶᔎ
㊾ 1 Ɯ 4 ϝŊҪ↧↲˫ʁ᱿Ⴝ̳ᔎ㊾ȯ
Control panel/ Ⴝ̳ㄇኈ

Operation

5 Press

, and select

“ ⡵ᔌ ”.

6 Press

.

7 Press

, and select one

of the correction values listed in
the table.

Difference between water
output displayed and actual
water output

Correction
value

When the actual water output is
about 20% more than the display

–20%

When the actual water output is
about 10% more than the display

–10%

When the difference is less than
10%

±0% Ʃ

When the actual water output is
about 10% less than the display

+10%

When the actual water output is
about 20% less than the display

+20%

Ʃ No compensation

8 Press

.

<The setting is finished>

9 Press

, and select

“ᆯ”
LCD display
ᇘㆴḻ

10 Press

.

Note
When
is pressed in steps 5 to 7, the previous screen is restored. After the settings are completed, the previous screen
will not be restored even when the button is pressed.
Once the settings have been set, they will be stored in the memory until other settings are established (until they are
changed).
Displays on the screens indicated by the asterisks will be in Chinese even if the English display mode is established.
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LCD display/ ᇘㆴḻ
Measurement
condition setting
Height difference
Compensation

▼

Compensation
–20%
–10%
±0%

▼

Example: When the water output display is 0.5 liter,
and the actual water output is 0.6 liter
(the water output is about 20% more than the
display)

Ⴝ̳

5ྈ

ŊⴆႹȵ⡵ᔌȶ

6ྈ

⸹

7ྈ

Ŋͩ⠧ⴆႹ

⡵ᔌϊ

ņ͛Ňӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻᣅȵ0.5Lȶ
Ŋ૪も᱿ӛᖛ⸇ᣅ 0.6 ҝ֗ᆹ
ņӛᖛ⸇घʴ 20ŃŇ

ӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻُӛᖛ⸇᱿ద

⡵ᔌϊ

ӛᖛ⸇घ 20Ńఢ
ӛᖛ⸇घ 10Ńఢ
దᯌ߱ 10Ń˫ҙ
ӛᖛ⸇ଇ 10Ńఢ
ӛᖛ⸇ଇ 20Ńఢ

ŋ 20Ń
ŋ 10Ń
ą0ŃƩ
ŉ 10Ń
ŉ 20Ń

Compensation
–20%
–10%
±0%

Ʃᤀ⡵ᔌ

▼

8ྈ

After about
3 seconds
₎ 3 ấര

Compensation
now set to
-20%.

▼

▼

Exit the
setting mode?
Yes
No
Exit the
setting mode?
Yes
No

⸹

ȹ⥑હરᯃȺ

9ྈ
10 ྈ

ŊⴆႹȵᆯȶ

⸹

Example/ ͛
߱ᔎ㊾ 5 Ɯ 7 ྈ

ŊሳߊӷԊɺΤᯉㄇȯ⥑હરᯃരŊଔᾰྈ

ŊʬʃሳߊӷԊㄇ᱿ᯉㄇȯ

ɺᅻ⥑હ᱿ҙૌŊӷҪಙ⥑હņ⩐ሩŇʠԊŊⵣሳ⡕⥆ຣ┮ȯ
ሷƩὪ⚦᱿ᯉㄇŊ֯͐ᆯᄽㆴḻᑁೣ˜˫ʑᄽㆴḻȯ
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For Your Operating Convenience (continued)/ ᅞ͵͐ᮢņ↲Ň
Monitoring the water flow/ ⤐ૣᖛᙟ⸇
While water is running through the Alkaline Ionizer, the water flow (total flow of water coming out of the
main spout, acidic water spout and drain outlet per minute) is displayed and can be monitored. (Flow
display)
ⳇᖛʑŊሳㆴḻᖛᙟ⸇ņᕓ 1 Ӡ⾝᮫ӛᖛםȮᖛӛᖛُםᖛםᙟӛ᱿⸇⤺ŇŊ˫רԽ˫ᷨ⦓ȯ
ņᙟ⸇ㆴḻŇ
Example/ ͛

Press

repeatedly until “Flow”

appears on the LCD display.

ྈ

Ŋ᳅ӷᇘㆴḻӛ

ȵᙟ⸇ȶ

Flow display
ᙟ⸇ㆴḻ

Each time the button is pressed, the LCD display changes.
No figure for the flow will be displayed when the supply of water has
been turned off or when the flow is under about 1.0 liter/minute.
ᕓྈɺᓝŊᇘㆴḻଔሳ⩐ջȯ
ᔋᖛʑᙟ⸇ቍⳭ₎ŏ.0 ҝ֗ / Ӡ᱿⥾Ŋʃሳㆴḻᙟ⸇ᄲϊȯ

When the water flow cannot be displayed/ ᤀᘍᙟ⸇ㆴḻᆹƥƥ
When the flow cannot be displayed (such as when the water pressure is too low), it can be monitored
on the “Check flow” display.
ᤀᘍᙟ⸇ㆴḻᆹņᖛࣱठ̥ᾀŇŊרᮢᙟ⸇ᷨ⦓ㆴḻ͗ᷨ⦓ᙟ⸇ȯ

1

Turn off the faucet, and press
repeatedly until the buzzer beeps four times
(about 3 seconds).
〦ᖛ㕻ㆊŊ᳅ӷȵܶܶܶܶȶ⊖ פ4 ᓝ

ྈ

ņ₎ 3 ấ⾝Ň

Check flow
display
ᙟ⸇ᷨ⦓ㆴḻ

When the button is pressed again for about
3 seconds, the display returns to the previous
screen. The water quality is automatically
returned to the “Alkaline” setting used last.
Ҫྈ 3 ấ⾝Ŋߊӷ͗׆᱿ㆴḻȯᖛ⫨ሳ⎊Ւ
ߊӷʀᓝ͐ᮢ᱿ȵ㓇ඖȶ
ȯ

the faucet.
2 Open
ᖛ㕻ㆊ
When the faucet is turned off, the display returns to the previous screen.
〦ʴᖛ㕻ㆊŊଔሳߊӷ͗׆᱿ㆴḻȯ
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Using the timer
The buzzer beeps (for about 10 seconds) when the set time is reached.
This is useful when setting cooking times.

1

Turn off the faucet,

press

, and set the time.

Example

The LCD display changes to the “Set
timer” screen.
Each time the button is pressed, the time
is increased in per 1-minute.
When the button is held down, the time is
increased in per 5-minute.
Any time from 1 to 60 minutes can be
set.
After about
3 seconds

Example

The buzzer beeps twice to signal
the start of the countdown.
Blinks.

When the set time is reached,

LCD display

the buzzer beeps
To stop the buzzer, press

▼

(for about 10 seconds).

Example

.
Lights.

Note
The Alkaline Ionizer can be used while the time is being counted
down. (The LCD display changes to what is shown on the right, for
example.)
The timer setting is released when:
Ď Water is run through the Alkaline Ionizer during the timer setting
operation.
is pressed while the time is being counted down.
Ʃ No timer operations can be performed while water is running
through the Alkaline Ionizer.
Ď The error code has appeared (see page 79).
Ď

changes to

LCD display
Example

Blinks.

when 10 seconds remain for the time set.
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For Your Operating Convenience (continued)/ ᅞ͵͐ᮢņ↲Ň
͐ᮢ⤺ᆹݽ
ᯍ⥑હᆹ⿵ӷᆹŊ⨸بㅠሳ㏦ⳇפᵧņ₎ 10 ấ⾝Ň
⤺ᆹᅆᤰ㇝ᆹᅞ͵ȯ

1

〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊᆹŊ

ྈʁ

⸹Ŋ

ņ͛Ň

⥑હ⤺ᆹ᱿ᆹ⿵
ᇘㆴḻᯉㄇ⩐ᣅȵ⤺ᆹ⥑ݽહȶ
ᕓྈʁɺᓝŊଔሳ࣑Խ 1 Ӡ⾝ȯ
ྃ↲ྈᆹŊ˫ 5 Ӡ⾝ᣅ࣑̤܈Խȯ
⥑רહ᱿ߣ 1 Ɯ 60 Ӡ⾝ȯ
₎ 3 ấര
ņ͛Ň

⨸⊖بȵܶܶȶㅨŊআΪᆹ
ᦗ

⥑હᆹ⿵ӷᆹŊ

ᇘㆴḻ

ņ͛Ň

⨸⊖بሳȵܶܶܶƥƥȶㅨȯ
บ⣬〦⨸⊖بŊྈ

▼

ņ₎ 10 ấ⾝Ň
⸹ȯ
㔄ˌ

ΪᄲᆹŊ㋤͐↲↧רᮢȯ
ņᇘㆴḻॖḻȯŇ

ᇘㆴḻ

˫ʁ᱿ᨊᗼŊ⤺ᆹ⥑ݽહሳ⤟ぜȯ

ņ͛Ň

Ď ⤺ᆹ⥑ݽહႽ̳ʑŊᖛሳⳇ⳧㋤ȯ
Ď Ϊᄲʑྈʁ
ᦗ

Ʃ㋤ⳇᖛᆹŊᤀᘍⳖ⠗Ⴝ̳ȯ
Ď ӛȵᯌㆴḻȶᆹņא〇 80 ㅪŇ
Ԙʁ 10 ấ⾝ᆹŊㆴḻሳ

⩐ໞ

ȯ
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Setting mode and check mode/ ⥑હȮᷨ⦓ᑁೣ
The following items can be set and checked in the setting mode and check mode. (No setting or checking operations can be
performed while water is running through the Alkaline Ionizer.)
߱⥑હȮᷨ⦓ᑁೣʁŊⳖ˫ר⠗ʁ⠧ㅮᲿ᱿⥑હȯ
ņⳇᖛʑʃ⋱Ⴝ̳ȯŇ
Ʃ The settings established when purchased can be used for this mode.
Ʃ⫵⫀ᆹଔ⥑હ॑Ŋ⦼᳅͐ᮢ

Control panel

Selector button/ ⴆႹ⸹

Ⴝ̳ㄇኈ

The setting mode and check mode is started by pressing this button for 1 second.
ྈ 1 ấŊⳖҘ⥑હȮᷨ⦓ᑁೣȯ

Note

Enter button
ᷨહ⸹

The settings and checks will be stopped when:
Ď None of the buttons has been operated for 2 or
more minutes.
Ď Water is run through the Alkaline Ionizer.
Ď One of the water quality selector buttons has been
pressed.

Return button/ ⲙߊ⸹
Press this to return to the previous screen.
Ʃ After the settings are completed, the previous screen will not be
restored even when the button is pressed.
ߊӷԊɺΤᯉㄇȯ
Ʃ⥑હરᯃരŊʃሳߊӷԊㄇ᱿ᯉㄇȯ

˫ʁᗼᆹŊሳʑᔋ⥑હȮᷨ⦓ȯ
Ď ʃႽ̳ྈ⸹ 2 Ӡ⾝˫ʀᆹ
Ď ㋤ⳇᖛᆹ
Ď ྈʁᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹ᆹ
Setting method
Default settings
⥑હᅞᘍ
⫵⫀ᆹ᱿⥑હ
(page/ ㅪ )

Items which can be set
⥑હㅮᲿ
Stronger, Standard or Milder for
“pH fine adjustment”
ȵpH ϊെ⦲ȶ᱿ȮᐻȮ

The pH standard set in the “Alkaline” and “Weak acidic”
water quality selector buttons can be adjusted in 3 steps.
㓇ඖȮඖᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹⥑હ᱿ pH ϊᐻרɿべᕀെ⦲ȯ

“Continue mode” ON and OFF
ȵྃ↲ᑁೣȶ᱿ ON  דOFF

42 – 43

Standard/ ᐻ

When OFF is set, the “Continue” mode is released, and the
continue lamp (see page 35) goes off.
OFF ⥑હᆹŊྃ↲ᑁೣ⤟ぜŊㆴḻᥨņא〇 39 ㅪŇʃሳ⩐ˌȯ

54

ON

“Water output buzzer” ON and
OFF
ȵӛᖛ⸇⨸ḻㅠȶ᱿ ON  דOFF

When OFF is set, the buzzer does not beep during the water
output count.
OFF ⥑હᆹŊӛᖛ⸇⤺⸇ʑ᱿⨸ḻㅠʃሳᱹӛ⊖ㅨȯ

55

ON

“Weak acidic buzzer“ ON and
OFF
ȵඖ⨸ḻㅠȶ᱿ ON  דOFF

When OFF is set, the buzzer does not beep while weak
acidic water is selected.
OFF ⥑હᆹŊඖᖛ͐ᮢʑ᱿⨸ḻㅠʃሳᱹӛ⊖ㅨȯ

55

ON

“Alkaline priority” ON and OFF
ȵ㓇ඖѭ҅ȶ᱿ ON  דOFF

When OFF is set, the “Alkaline” setting is not restored after
using purified water and turning off the faucet.
OFF ⥑હᆹŊ͐ᮢᛍᖛŊ〦ᖛ㕻ㆊരŊʃሳߊӷȵ㓇ඖȶȯ

56

ON

The buzzer volume can be adjusted in 3 steps.
⨸بㅠӠᣅ 3 べᕀ⎊ר᮫⦲ῃ

57

Medium/ ʑ

“Electrolysis Signal” ON and
OFF
ȵヅ⤟Β⚦ȶ᱿ ON  דOFF

When OFF is set, the electrolysis signal (see page 31) does
not light.
⩐ᣅ OFF ᆹŊヅ⤟Β⚦ņא〇 33 ㅪŇʃሳˌᥨȯ

57

ON

Measurement condition setting
ȵ⤺⸇ጻ˴⥑હȶ

This setting is performed to improve the accuracy of the
water output display (see page 44).
ᣅʴဏᆒӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻņא〇 44 ㅪŇಙ᱿⥑હȯ

46 – 49

ŋ

“Buzzer volume” High, Medium
and Low/ȵ⨸بㅠ⸇ȶ᱿ञʑଅ

Items which can be checked/ רᷨ⦓ㅮᲿ

Check method/ ᷨ⦓ᅞᘍ
(page/ ㅪ )

Optional accessories
ⴆ⫵ٴ

The model number of the optional replacement cartridge can
be checked.
רᷨ⦓ᡇൔᾀⴆ⫵⚦ࠣٴȯ

58

Setting check
⥑હᷨ⦓

The settings established in the setting mode can be
checked.
רᷨ⦓⥑હᑁೣʁ⥑હ᱿ҙૌȯ

59
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For Your Operating Convenience (continued)/ ᅞ͵͐ᮢņ↲Ň
Setting mode and check mode (continued)/ ⥑હȮᷨ⦓ᑁೣņ↲Ň
How to set (For details on the items which can be set and the settings established when
purchased, see page 53.)

Operation / Ⴝ̳

LCD display / ᇘㆴḻ

Item set / ⥑હㅮᲿ
off the faucet, and press
1 Turn
1 second.
〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊŊྈ

2 Press

Continue mode OFF (ON) /ȵྃ↲ᑁೣȶ᱿ OFFņONŇ

for
Mode selection
Setting mode
Check mode

1 ấ⾝

▼

.

ℋྃ׆ᨊŊྈ

3˫

Select the item using

▼

.

Setting mode
pH fine adjustment
Continue mode
Water output buzzer

ϝⴆႹ

Each time this button is pressed, the selection changes.
ᕓྈɺᓝ⥿⸹ଔӡဘɺᓝ

4

Setting mode
pH fine adjustment
Continue mode
Water output buzzer

⸹

Press

./ྈ

▼

⸹
Continue mode
ON
OFF

The current setting is displayed in white lettering
against a black background.
˫וᱺ⏨ᄽㆴḻ߱᱿⥑હ

5˫

Select the item using

.

ϝⴆႹ

Each time this button is pressed, the selection changes.
ᕓྈɺᓝଔӡဘɺᓝ

6 Press
ྈ

. <The setting is finished>
⸹ȹ⥑હરᯃȺ

▼
Select “ON” to
set this item
ON
ON ᆹⴆႹȵONȶ

Continue mode
ON
OFF

If “ON” was selected,
the “ ྃ↲ᑁೣȵONȶ
રᯃ ” message
appears.

▼
Continue
mode set to
OFF.

ⴆȵONȶᆹŊㆴḻᣅ
ȵྃ↲ᑁೣȵONȶરᯃȶ
After about 3 seconds
₎ 3 ấര

item using
7 ˫Select theϝⴆႹ

.

Each time this button is pressed, the selection changes.
ᕓྈɺᓝଔӡဘɺᓝ

8 Press

./ྈ

⸹

Exit the
setting mode?
Yes
No
▼
Balance cartridge life
display (standby status)
ᡇൔउلㆴḻņഩᑨᨊ๗Ň

Select “ ʃᆯ ” to
set another item.
↧↲⥑હҢ˟ㅮᲿ
ᆹŊⴆȵʃᆯȶ

If “ ʃᆯ ” was selected,
go back to step 3.
ⴆȵʃᆯȶᆹӷᔎ㊾ 3

Note

54

When
is pressed in steps 2 to 5, the previous screen
is restored. After the settings are completed, the previous
screen will not be restored even when the button is pressed.
Displays on the screens indicated by the asterisks will be in
Chinese even if the English display mode is established.
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Water output buzzer OFF (ON) /ȵӛᖛ⸇⨸ḻㅠȶ᱿ OFFņONŇ

Weak acidic buzzer OFF (ON) /ȵඖ⨸ḻㅠȶ᱿ OFFņONŇ

Mode selection
Setting mode
Check mode

Mode selection
Setting mode
Check mode

▼

▼
Setting mode
pH fine adjustment
Continue mode
Water output buzzer

▼

▼
Setting mode
pH fine adjustment
Continue mode
Water output buzzer

▼

▼

▼

▼
Select “ON” to
set this item
ON
ON ᆹⴆႹȵONȶ

Water output buzzer
ON
OFF

▼

If “ON” was selected, the
“ ӛᖛ⸇⨸ḻㅠȵONȶ
રᯃ ” message appears.

If “ON” was selected, the
“ ඖ⨸ḻㅠȵONȶર
ᯃ ” message appears.

Water output
buzzer set to
OFF.

ⴆȵONȶᆹŊㆴḻᣅ
ȵӛᖛ⸇⨸ḻㅠȵONȶ
રᯃȶ

Setting mode
Weak acidic buzzer
Alkaline priority
Buzzer volume

Weak acidic buzzer
ON
OFF

Water output buzzer
ON
OFF

Select “ON” to
set this item
ON
ON ᆹⴆႹȵONȶ

Setting mode
pH fine adjustment
Continue mode
Water output buzzer

ⴆȵONȶᆹŊㆴḻᣅȵ
ඖ⨸ḻㅠȵONȶરᯃȶ

Weak acidic buzzer
ON
OFF

▼
Weak acidic
buzzer set to
OFF.

After about 3 seconds
₎ 3 ấര
Select “ ʃᆯ ” to set another item.
↧↲⥑હҢ˟ㅮᲿᆹŊⴆȵʃᆯȶ

Balance cartridge life
display (standby status
ᡇൔउلㆴḻņഩᑨᨊ๗Ň

Exit the
setting mode?
Yes
No

▼

If “ ʃᆯ ” was selected, go back to step 3.
ⴆȵʃᆯȶᆹӷᔎ㊾ 3

Example / ͛
߱ᔎ㊾ 2 Ɯ 5 ྈʁ
ŊଔሳߊӷԊɺΤᯉㄇȯ
⥑હʴരŊྈʁ
ŊʬʃሳߊӷԊㄇ᱿ᯉㄇȯ
ሷƩὪ⚦᱿ᯉㄇŊ֯͐ᆯᄽㆴḻᑁೣ˜˫ʑᄽㆴḻȯ
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For Your Operating Convenience (continued)/ ᅞ͵͐ᮢņ↲Ň
Setting mode and check mode (continued)/ ⥑હȮᷨ⦓ᑁೣņ↲Ň
How to set (For details on the items which can be set and the settings established when
purchased, see page 53.)

Operation / Ⴝ̳

LCD display / ᇘㆴḻ

Item set / ⥑હㅮᲿ
off the faucet, and press
1 Turn
1 second.
〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊŊྈ

2 Press

Alkaline priority OFF (ON) /ȵ㓇ඖѭ҅ȶ᱿ OFFņONŇ

for
Mode selection
Setting mode
Check mode

1 ấ⾝

▼

.

ℋྃ׆ᨊŊྈ

3˫

Select the item using

▼

.

Setting mode
Weak acidic buzzer
Alkaline priority
Buzzer volume

ϝⴆႹ

Each time this button is pressed, the selection changes.
ᕓྈɺᓝ⥿⸹ଔӡဘɺᓝ

4

Setting mode
pH fine adjustment
Continue mode
Water output buzzer

⸹

Press

./ྈ

▼

⸹

The current setting is displayed in white lettering
against a black background.

Alkaline priority
ON
OFF

˫וᱺ⏨ᄽㆴḻ߱᱿⥑હ

5˫

Select the item using

.

ϝⴆႹ

Each time this button is pressed, the selection changes.
ᕓྈɺᓝଔӡဘɺᓝ

6 Press
ྈ

. <The setting is finished>
⸹ȹ⥑હરᯃȺ

▼
Select “ON” to
set this item
ON
ON ᆹⴆႹȵONȶ

Alkaline priority
ON
OFF

▼

If “ON” was selected, the
“ 㓇ඖѭ҅ȵONȶરᯃ ”
message appears.

Alkaline
priority set to
OFF.

ⴆȵONȶᆹŊㆴḻᣅȵ㓇
ඖѭ҅ȵONȶરᯃȶ
After about 3 seconds
₎ 3 ấര

the item using
7 Select
˫
ϝⴆႹ

Each time this button is pressed, the selection changes.
ᕓྈɺᓝଔӡဘɺᓝ

8 Press

./ྈ

Select “ ʃᆯ ” to
set another item.
↧↲⥑હҢ˟ㅮᲿ
ᆹŊⴆȵʃᆯȶ

.

⸹

Exit the
setting mode?
Yes
No

▼

Balance cartridge life
display (standby status)
ᡇൔउلㆴḻņഩᑨᨊ๗Ň

If “ ʃᆯ ” was selected,
go back to step 3.
ⴆȵʃᆯȶᆹӷᔎ㊾ 3

Note

56

When
is pressed in steps 2 to 5, the previous screen
is restored. After the settings are completed, the previous
screen will not be restored even when the button is pressed.
Displays on the screens indicated by the asterisks will be in
Chinese even if the English display mode is established.
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Buzzer volume High, Medium, Low /ȵ⨸بㅠ⸇ȶ᱿ञʑଅ

Electrolysis signal OFF (ON) /ȵヅ⤟Β⚦ȶ᱿ OFFņONŇ

Mode selection
Setting mode
Check mode

Mode selection
Setting mode
Check mode

▼

▼
Setting mode
pH fine adjustment
Continue mode
Water output buzzer

▼

▼

Setting mode
Weak acidic buzzer
Alkaline priority
Buzzer volume

▼

▼

Buzzer volume
High

Select the desired volume
level.
Example: Set the level to
High.

ⴆႹᓥ⥑હㅠ⸇
ņ͛Ň⥑હȵञȶ

Medium
Low

▼

▼
Select “ON” to
set this item
ON
ON ᆹⴆႹȵONȶ

Buzzer volume
High
Medium
Low

▼

The selected volume
level is displayed
here.
ㆴḻⴆႹ᱿⨸بㅠ⸇

If “ON” was selected, the
“ ヅ⤟Β⚦ȵONȶરᯃ ”
message is displayed.

Buzzer
volume now
set to High.

ⴆȵONȶᆹŊㆴḻᣅȵヅ
⤟Β⚦ȵONȶરᯃȶ

Setting mode
pH fine adjustment
Continue mode
Water output buzzer

Setting mode
Electrolysis signal
Measurement condition setting
Exit

Electrolysis signal
ON
OFF

Electrolysis signal
ON
OFF

▼
Electrolysis
signal now
set to OFF.

After about 3 seconds
₎ 3 ấര
Select “ ʃᆯ ” to set another item.
↧↲⥑હҢ˟ㅮᲿᆹŊⴆȵʃᆯȶ

Balance cartridge life
display (standby status
ᡇൔउلㆴḻņഩᑨᨊ๗Ň

Exit the
setting mode?
Yes
No

▼

If “ ʃᆯ ” was selected, go back to step 3.
ⴆȵʃᆯȶᆹӷᔎ㊾ 3

Example / ͛
߱ᔎ㊾ 2 Ɯ 5 ྈʁ

ŊଔሳߊӷԊɺΤᯉㄇȯ

⥑હʴരŊྈʁ

ŊʬʃሳߊӷԊㄇ᱿ᯉㄇȯ

ሷƩὪ⚦᱿ᯉㄇŊ֯͐ᆯᄽㆴḻᑁೣ˜˫ʑᄽㆴḻȯ
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For Your Operating Convenience (continued)/ ᅞ͵͐ᮢņ↲Ň
Setting mode and check mode (continued)/ ⥑હȮᷨ⦓ᑁೣņ↲Ň
How to check (For details on the items which can be checked, see page 53.)
Operation / Ⴝ̳

LCD display / ᇘㆴḻ

Item checked / ᷨ⦓ㅮᲿ

Optional accessory: Cartridge / ⴆ⫵ٴŘᡇൔ

the faucet, and press
1 Turn off for
1 second.
〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊྈ

2 “ ᷨ⦓ᑁೣ ”.
Press
ྈ

1 ấ⾝

▼

, and select
Mode selection
Setting mode
Check mode

ŊⴆႹȵᷨ⦓ᑁೣȶ

3 ྈPress ⸹
4

Mode selection
Setting mode
Check mode

▼

.

Select the item using
˫
ϝⴆႹ

▼

.

Each time this button is pressed, the
selection changes.
ᕓྈɺᓝ⥿⸹ଔӡဘɺᓝ

5 Press
ྈ
⸹

.

▼

Check the model number.

.

(Go to step 7)

▼ņӷᔎ㊾ 7Ň

Each time this button is pressed, the
selection changes.
ᕓྈɺᓝ⥿⸹ଔӡဘɺᓝ

8

.

Select the item using
˫
ϝⴆႹ

.

Each time this button is pressed, the
selection changes.
ᕓྈɺᓝ⥿⸹ଔӡဘɺᓝ

9

Press
ྈ

.
⸹

Check mode
Optional accessories
Setting checks
Exit

ᷨ⦓ࠣ⚦

item using
6 ˫Select theϝⴆႹ

7 Press
ྈ
⸹

Check mode
Optional accessories
Setting checks
Exit

Select “ ʃᆯ ” to
check another item.
↧↲ᷨ⦓Ң˟ㅮᲿᆹŊ
ⴆȵʃᆯȶ
Balance cartridge life
display (standby status)
ᡇൔउلㆴḻ
ņഩᑨᨊ๗Ň
Example / ͛

▼

▼

Exit the check
mode?
Yes
No

Exit the check
mode?
Yes
No

If “ ʃᆯ ” was selected,
go back to step 4
ⴆȵʃᆯȶᆹӷᔎ㊾ 4
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Setting checks / ⥑હᷨ⦓
Mode selection
Setting mode
Check mode

▼
Mode selection
Setting mode
Check mode

▼

▼

▼

Example/ ͛

▼

Check mode
Optional accessories
Setting checks
Exit

Check mode
Optional accessories
Setting checks
Exit

Setting checks
Continue mode: ON
Water outlet buzzer: OFF
Weak acidic buzzer: OFF

Check the settings.
⥑હᷨ⦓

▼

Select “ ʃᆯ ” to
check another item.
↧↲ᷨ⦓Ң˟ㅮᲿᆹŊ
ⴆȵʃᆯȶ
Balance cartridge life
display (standby status)
ᡇൔउلㆴḻ
ņഩᑨᨊ๗Ň
Example / ͛

▼

▼

Exit the check
mode?
Yes
No

Exit the check
mode?
Yes
No

If “ ʃᆯ ” was selected,
go back to step 4
ⴆȵʃᆯȶᆹӷᔎ㊾ 4

Note
When
is pressed in steps 2 to 6,
the previous screen is restored.
After step 7, the previous screen will
not be restored when the button is
pressed.
Displays on the screens indicated
by the asterisks will be in Chinese
even if the English display mode is
established.

߱ᔎ㊾ 2 Ɯ 6 ྈʁ

Ŋଔሳߊӷ

ԊɺΤᯉㄇȯ
ᔎ㊾ 7 ˫രŊྈʁ

Ŋʬʃሳߊ

ӷԊㄇ᱿ᯉㄇȯ
ሷƩὪ⚦᱿ᯉㄇŊ֯͐ᆯᄽㆴḻ
ᑁೣ˜˫ʑᄽㆴḻȯ
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Maintenance/ℋΔΎ
Main unit, bypass selector and acidic
water stand/㋤ȮӠᖛ〦Ȯඖᖛಚ
Plated part
⼐⸉ⵒӠ

Soak a soft cloth in water, wring it out
well, and use it wipe the units and
parts.
Use a toothbrush or other implement
to remove dirt at the shower part.
˫Ⱆ᱿లᗹᖛŊᮢԻეʯʠരჍȯ
ᚲᢇⵒ㋢࿚ᆹŊ⦼ᮢᧃӽᾀ૽㋢ቺ⣫
ӽぜȯ

Shower part
ᚲᢇⵒ

The water volume will be reduced if dirt and other foreign matter
are allowed to clog the filter at the bypass selector mount
coupling. Follow the steps below to clean the filter.
Ӡᖛ〦મ⡶ם᱿⳧ᡇℐߎỬᖸ࠲Ŋᙟ⸇ଔሳ⩐ଅȯ
⦼ͩᤫʁ⥆ㅯ͗ᛤ࿕⳧ᡇℐȯ

Bypass selector mount coupling (filter and water intake)/ Ӡᖛ〦મ⡶ם

1

Loosen the nut, remove the bypass selector,

and take out the filter.
㌂➦രŊҪབྷʁ〦Ŋ

2

חʁ⳧ᡇℐ
Set the bypass selector to “Purified”.
⦼૽Ӡᖛ〦ӡဘ߱ȵPurifiedȶ᱿̤⇦ȯ
Gasket
ࣆᦸ

Nut
➦

Wash the filter and
water intake.
ᛤᘺ⳧ᡇℐُ
〦ᘜᖛם
Filter
⳧ᡇℐ

Clean using a
toothbrush or
other implement.
Ӵᮢᧃӽᾀ͗ᛤះ

▼

Filter
⳧ᡇℐ

Bypass selector
Ӡᖛ〦

Gasket washer
Ӡᖛ〦ᮢࣆᦸಚ

Water intake
ᘜᖛם
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CAUTION
Avoid bringing the main unit into contact
with water by spraying it with water or
washing.
Otherwise, power leaks, electric shocks and/or
trouble may result.

Important
Do not use detergents, cleansers, paint
thinners, benzine, alcohol or kerosene
for cleaning purposes. If, for instance, a
detergent has been used by mistake, wipe
the surface with a damp cloth to remove all
traces of the detergent.
(Otherwise, the detergent may get mixed in with
the water running through the Alkaline Ionizer
or the plated parts may be damaged or peel
off or the plastic parts may become damaged,
discolored or deformed.)
Ʃ Use of cleansers may also impair the
workings of the outlet pipe and cause trouble.
Do not use brushes or other implements made
of metal (since they may leave scratch marks).
Do not use a tool to tighten up the nut (since the
nut may be damaged).

ᘜา
⦼խᮢᛤᖛោᢇ㋤ᛤᘺ
ⴍ҉ⳍໞភヅȮ⤯ヅȮᄑゃ᱿ߌ׆ȯ

⦼խ͐ᮢᛤះԵȮᖸ⁆Ȯẽ⸃ԵȮဧᱹᗴȮⶮ
ᥨᗴᾀᛤᘺȯ
⦡ᮢᆹŊ㈸ʀᮢᖛჍᛍŊ૽⠧ㄇ᱿ᛤះԵჍ࿚ȯņ㋤
ሷᗹӷᛤះԵ᱿ᆹαŊˇ⋱ר⎐⼐⸉ⵒӠံטԓ
┛Ȯᑋ⋵ԟ⡣Ȯ⩐⏨Ȯ⩐ഐ᱿ߌ׆Ň
Ʃ ͐ᮢᖸᛤះԵ᱿⥾ŊӛᖛᾷሳӛᖛʃㅯŊ⎐ᄑ
ゃȯ
⦼խ͐ᮢ⸉଼⢌᱿ӽઈᾀȯ
ņⴍ҉ⳍໞံࣺ᱿ߌ׆Ň
ᅩⱧ➦ᆹŊ⦼խ͐ᮢడңȯ
ņⴍ҉ⳍໞ➦ᶝံ᱿ߌ׆Ň

ņ⳧ᡇℐȮᘜᖛםŇ

3

Install the bypass selector.
મ⡶Ӡᖛ〦
Install the filter without fail.
After installing the bypass selector, run water for about 5 seconds at the
“Unpurified” or “Shower” setting.
⦼Ֆൕમ⡶⳧ᡇℐ
મ⡶രŊ૽〦ӡဘ⎏ȵUnpurifiedȶȵShowerȶ᱿̤⇦Ŋ⩕ᖛ₎ᙟ 5 ấ⾝ȯ
Tighten up the nut securely

▼

ᷨ૪߸⽁ℤ➦
Install the parts
in the correct
sequence
⦼ʃ⣬၄⼂ㅯ
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Before Replacing the Cartridge/ ሩဘᡇൔԊ
Replacement display/〦ᅠሩဘㆴḻ
The volume of water which has run through the Alkaline Ionizer is totalized, and the balance cartridge life is
indicated on the LCD display. Use this display as a general guideline for when to replace the cartridge.
ዾჇⅶⳇᖛ⸇Ŋᇘㆴḻሳㆴḻᡇൔ᱿उلŊ⦼ͩᤫሩဘᐻⳖ⠗ሩဘȯ
The cartridge life (12,000 liters) is a figure based on tests involving a standard water quality and
water pressure (JIS S 3201: Testing methods for household water purifiers), and with tap water
in general there may a significant difference in the clogging time depending on the water quality
(turbidity, iron rust, etc.) and water pressure.
ᡇൔउلņ12000 ҝ֗Ňᆯ˫ᐻᖛ⫨Ȯᖛࣱ⥶㊹വ᱿ᄲϊŊɺ⎷⎊͗ᖛԅߌᖛ⫨ņᛜȮ⾪⺩ᾀŇȮᖛ
ࣱᾀߌ₪Ŋ≟⎐ぁࢩ᱿ᨊᗼሷബञదᯌȯ
LCD display/ᇘㆴḻ
Example/͛

Balance cartridge life display
ᡇൔउلㆴḻ
This indicates in per 1-liter the balance volume of water
which can be processed by the cartridge until the total runthrough water volume serving as the general guideline for
when to replace the cartridge.
When the display shows “150L“ or less, the “Cartridge near
end of life” message appears.
Obtain a replacement cartridge.

Indicator
྆ḻݽ
As the balance cartridge life
becomes shorter and shorter, the
blocks in the bar display change
from Ȍ to ș starting from the far
left.
ͩᡇൔउلᛧଇŊȵȌȶ᮫ఢ⩐ໞ
ȵșȶȯ

Ⳮᡇൔሩဘᐻ᱿ⅶⳇᖛ⸇᱿Ԙㇷᖛ⸇˫ 1 ҝ֗᱿̤܈ㆴḻȯ
ȵ150Lȶ˫ʁ᱿⥾ŊሳሷȵᡇൔउⲖ૽لȶ᱿ㆴḻӛȯ
⦼Јሩᅘᮢᡇൔȯ

Balance cartridge life/ 〦ᅠሩဘቅ⿵
Replace the cartridge when the following is indicated on the LCD display.
ᯍʁㄇ᱿ㆴḻӛᅠᇘㆴḻᆹ⦼ሩဘᡇൔȯ

Displays (shown alternately)/ ㆴḻņ˅ʻㆴḻŇ
About
2 seconds

₎2ấ

About
2 seconds

₎2ấ

Description/ ҙૌ
This display indicates that the cartridge has
come to the end of its life due to internal
clogging.
Ʃ When water is run through the Alkaline Ionizer,
the LCD display changes to “Flow”.
ら┮྆ḻぁࢩ᱿ᨊ๗ㆴḻᡇൔ᱿उلȯ
ƩņⳇᖛᆹŊᇘㆴḻ⩐ᣅȵᙟ⸇ȶŇȯ
This display indicates that the total runthrough water volume has reached
12,000 liters.
ⅶⳇᖛ⸇ᣅ 12000 ҝ֗ȯ
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Ș Even if U25 or U26 is not displayed, replace the cartridge when:
ଔᾰȵU25ȶȵU26ȶᗞሷㆴḻᆹŊ߱˫ʁᗼ⦼ሩဘᡇൔȯ
The water has an unpleasant odor or taste (this means that the cartridge’s ability to filter out
these impurities has deteriorated).
The period of time (about 1 year) that serves as a general guideline for when to replace the
cartridge has passed.
ሷᖎػሷⳬػᆹņᡇൔ᱿ぜԻ⩐̥Ň
ᡇൔሩဘ᱿ᐻ౺ሶņ₎ᣅ 1 ౺Ň

Ș Period of time serving as a general guideline for when to replace the
cartridge (when 30 liters are used daily)
ᡇൔሩဘ᱿ᐻ౺ሶȹɺट͐ᮢ 30 ҝ֗ᆹȺ
[Replacement cartridge: Model number TK7815C1ZEX) (see page 91)
ȹሩဘᮢᛍᖛᡇൔŘࠣ⚦ TK7815C1ZEXȺņא〇 91 ㅪŇ
Replacement guideline
ሩဘᐻ
About 1 year
₎1౺

Substances removed by cartridge/ ぜ᱿⫨
Free residual chlorine, turbidity, total trihalomethane, chloroform,
bromodichloromethane, dibromochloromethane, bromoform, tetrachloroethylene,
trichloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, CAT, 2-MIB (mold smell), soluble lead
ᔬᮽᖘȮᖸȮⅶɿ㓄ᮬᣤȮɿᖘᮬᣤȮʷᖘɺᮬᣤȮʷɺᖘᮬᣤȮɿᮬᣤȮ
߈ᖘʨᣟȮɿᖘʨᣟȮ1,1,1- ɿᖘʨᣤȮCATȮ2-MIBņ㔓Ⓥ⎌ŇȮ⤟ඖ

Ș Differences in usage period by water quality
ሷ〦ͩᖛ⫨≟͐ᮢቅ⿵ʃ

Volume of
water purified

Inside the cartridge is a hollow fiber membrane filter for removing microscopic dirt. The cartridge’s life
will be shortened when the Alkaline Ionizer is used with a quality of water containing many clogging
substances.
͐ᮢ᱿ᡇൔŊᣅʴぜ₳െ᱿㋢ᖸŊҙଶえሷʑἇ⃦⍍⳧ᡇℐŊߌᔍぁࢩ⫨ⰱघ᱿ᖛ⫨Ŋ͐ᮢᆹ⿵ሳⅧᵬȯ

Hollow fiber membrane Clogged hollow fiber
surface (new filter)
membrane surface
ʑἇ⃦⍍⠧ଶņᅘٴᆹŇ ぁࢩ᱿ʑἇ⃦⍍⠧ଶ

ᛍ
ᖛ
⸇

Clogging
guideline

ぁࢩᐻ (1)

(2)

Total volume of
run-through water

ⅶⳇᖛ⸇

(1) Water containing
many clogging
substances
(2) Water with standard
quality
(1) ぁࢩ⫨ⰱघ᱿ᖛ⫨
(2) ᐻ᱿ᖛ⫨

Note
The volume of water coming out of the Alkaline
Ionizer may be reduced when:
ĎThe water temperature is low (because the water does
not run through the cartridge so easily).
ĎThe Alkaline Ionizer is used in areas where the water
pressure is low (under 70 kPa).
ĎThe pressure of the tap water has dropped because of
the demand for tap water in the area concerned.
ĎImmediately after a period when the water supply was
shut off such as during plumbing work.

ʁㄇ᱿ᗼᆹŊӛᖛ⸇ሳ⩐ଇȯ
Ď ᖛᝐ̥ņᖛʃૌᆞⳇ⳧ᡇൔŇ
Ď ᖛࣱ̥᱿߸֒ņ70 kPa ˫ʁŇ͐ᮢ᱿ᗼ
Ď ͩᤫ֒ࡍ᱿⎊͗ᖛ͐ᮢᨊᗼŊ⎊͗ᖛᖛࣱ
ሳ⩐̥
Ď ᖛヅ⠗ᅡడԊരᾀŊϟᖛʠര
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Replacing the Cartridge/ሩဘᡇൔ
Replace the cartridge without disconnecting the power plug.
(The cartridge life cannot be reset when the power plug is disconnected.)
Before replacing the cartridge, turn off the faucet. Do not run water through
the Alkaline Ionizer with the cartridge removed. (Doing so will cause the
water to overflow.)
Do not replace it with the condition of main unit flat.
⦼խཥ࿚ヅတㆊŊⳖ⠗ሩဘȯņཥ࿚ヅတㆊŊ͵ᤀᘍⳖ⠗ᡇൔउ⸅لᅘ⥑હŇ
⦼〦ʀᖛ㕻ㆊരŊҪⳖ⠗ሩဘŊᡇൔབྷֲᨊ๗ʁŊ⦼խⳇᖛ͐ᮢȯņᖛሳᝉӛŇ
⦼ӡխ߱㋤⚠ᅠᄍΪᨊ๗ʁሩဘᡇൔȯ

1

Remove the cover, and then
remove the cartridge.
༌㋤क╾Ŋབྷʁᡇൔ

Push slightly
ɺⴗỆെࣱɺʁ

Take care since water will drip from the
cartridge. Water may also emerge from the
bottom of the unit (this does not indicate
that there is a leak).
Do not place the unit on its side or upside
down with the cartridge removed (since
water may get inside the unit and cause
malfunction).

Cover
क╾

Push down
1 on the top
ഺʀㄇദʁࣱ

ᡇൔҙ᱿ᖛሳᝉӛ͗Ŋ⦼ᘜาȯᖛˇሳഺ
㋤ಎⵒᙟӛȯ
ņʏភᖛŇ
૽ᡇൔབྷʁᆹŊ⦼խ૽㋤Ϊ┮ᄍוᅞ

Cartridge
ᡇൔ

2 Pull toward

მ┮ȯ

you
ദԊཚ

3

ņⴍ҉ᖛⲻᙟӷᑨݽҙŊ⎐ᄑゃ᱿ߌ׆Ň

Pull up and out
ദʀཚӛ

2

Install the new cartridge
મ⡶ᅘᡇൔ
After putting the cartridge in place, push
it up.
મ⡶രŊ⦼૽ᡇൔʀȯ

New cartridge
ᅘᡇൔ

1
3 Push up
ʀ

2

Align the center of the bottom of the
cartridge with the center of the cartridge
hole, and while pressing it down, push the
cartridge in.
ଃಎⵒʑൔɺⴗࣱɺⴗ⡶Ҙ
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▼

3

Press
(for about 3 seconds).
ྈ

⸹ņ₎ 3 ấ⾝Ň

The “Reset completed” screen appears,
and about 3 seconds later the “Cartridge
life” display appears.
Refer to the displays on the right, and
check whether the balance cartridge
life has been reset correctly.

Reset completed screen Cartridge life display
Ś⸅ᅘ⥑હરᯃᯉㄇŜ
ŚᡇൔउلㆴḻŜ

ȵ⸅ᅘ⥑હરᯃᯉㄇȶㆴḻŊ₎ 3 ấരŊ⩐
ໞȵᡇൔउلㆴḻȶȯ
⦼א〇⦦⤟ⲩŊᷨ⦓ᡇൔउلᔌᷨ⡕⸅ᅘ
⥑હȯ

4

LCD display
ᇘㆴḻ

Open the faucet, and

run water through the
Alkaline Ionizer (for about 3 or
4 minutes).

Drain outlet
ᖛם

༌ᖛ㕻ㆊŊ

⩕ᖛⳇ⳧㋤ņ₎ 3 Ɯ 4 Ӡ⾝Ň
When water is run through the Alkaline
Ionizer, “Preparation time” blinks for about
20 seconds on the LCD display.
While water is running through the Alkaline
Ionizer, check that water is not leaking from
the area where the cartridge was installed
and that water is coming out of the drain
outlet.
ⳇᖛᆹŊȵЈʑȶㆴḻሳᥨ 20 ấȯ
ⳇᖛʑŊ⦼ው᳖ഺᡇൔ↲ⵒӠሳʃሳភ
ᖛŊഺᖛםʑᷨ⦓ᆯ؋ሷᙟӛᖛ͗ȯ

Continued on next page/ʁㅪ
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Replacing the Cartridge (continued)/ሩဘᡇൔņ↲Ň

5

Turn off the faucet, and

put the cover back on.
〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊŊ

⡶ߊ㋤क╾
2
1 Engage the
tabs here.
֦Ҙ

Important

Dispose of the used cartridge in accordance with the applicable ordinances in the area
concerned.
In order to display the balance cartridge life correctly, the cartridge life should be reset with step 3.

͐ᮢ⳧᱿ᡇൔ⦼ͩᯍ߸྆હ᱿ጻ͛ʵ˫ፑʎ⇦ȯ
ᣅʴ⋱चᔌᷨㆴḻᡇൔ᱿उلŊՖൕͩᤫᔎ㊾ 3 Ҫ⥑હᡇൔ͐ᮢउلȯ

Note
When alkaline ion water is poured into a glass after the cartridge has been replaced, it may contain
white bubbles: this is normal and does not indicate any trouble. (See page 74.)

ሩဘᡇൔരŊ㓇ඖサઈᖛᘜҘቸઈᆹŊሳሷᱺ⏨ᘗᗩŊʏᯌ⩽ȯ
ņא〇 78 ㅪŇ
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Automatic Electrode Cleaning/ ヅᏎ⎊Ւᘺᛍ⳥Ⱨ

When the Alkaline
Ionizer has not been
used for 24 or more
hours
⬢⳧ 24 ଅᆹቍ͐ᮢᆹ

▼

Automatic electrode cleaning is
performed for up to 50 seconds
or so.

Ʃ If, while the
Continue lamp is
lighted, the lamp
goes off

“Electrode cleaning” blinks on the LCD
display.
Water comes out of the drain
outlet, but do not use it.
Do not run water through the
Alkaline Ionizer during automatic
electrode cleaning.
Automatic electrode cleaning is not
performed while the timer is being
used.

ᖛ㕻ㆊ〦ℤᆹ

ሱघⳖ⠗₎ 50 ấ⾝᱿ᘺᛍ⳥Ⱨȯ

When the faucet
is turned off

Ʃྃ↲ᑁೣㆴḻᥨˌ
ᥨʑŊᥨᝥ᱿⥾

▼

▼

When the faucet
is turned off
ᖛ㕻ㆊ〦ℤᆹ

ㆴḻⵒ᱿ȵヅᏎᘺᛍʑȶ᱿ㆴḻᥨ
ഺᖛםӛ᱿ᖛŊ⦼խ͐ᮢȯ
ᘺᛍ⳥ⱧʑŊ⦼ʃ⣬ⳇᖛȯ
͐ᮢ⤺ᆹݽᆹŊʃሳⳖ⠗ヅᏎ⎊Ւᘺᛍȯ

When alkaline
ion water or
purified water
runs through the
Alkaline Ionizer
㓇ඖサઈᖛᛍᖛ
ⳇᖛᆹ

Automatic electrode cleaning is
performed for about 15 seconds.

▼

Whenever total runthrough volume of
alkaline ion water or
weak acidic water
reaches about 10 liters
㓇ඖサઈᖛඖᖛ
ⅶᙟᖛ⸇ӷ 10 ҝ֗

▼

Whenever alkaline
ion water or weak
acidic water has been
produced 10 times
㓇ඖサઈᖛඖᖛᕓ
͐ᮢ 10 ᓝ

▼

After producing weak
acidic water
͐ᮢඖᖛര

▼

This operation automatically removes the calcium deposits on the electrode plates inside the main unit.
ᣅᚉぜ⹀ջ⩽ŊヅᏎኈሳ⎊Ւᘺᛍᑨ㋤ҙⵒȯ

The buzzer beeps for about 3 seconds.

₎Ⳗ⠗ 15 ấ⾝᱿ᘺᛍ⳥Ⱨȯ
⨸ḻὢȵܶܶƥȶ㏦ ₎פ3 ấ⾝
“Electrode cleaning” blinks for about
10 seconds.
ȵヅᏎᘺᛍʑȶ᱿ㆴḻ₎ሳᥨ 10 ấ⾝

Note
Water may drip or trickle from the main spout during
automatic electrode cleaning: this is normal and does
not indicate any trouble.
Even after the “Electrode cleaning” display has stopped
blinking, water may still come out of the drain outlet.
Automatic electrode cleaning is not performed while
the Continue lamp is lighted.

ᘺᛍ⳥ⱧʑŊӛᖛם᱿ᖛሳȵកᾊȶភᖛŊⳆʏʃᆯᯌ
⩽ȯ
ଔᾰȵヅᏎᘺᛍʑȶ᱿ㆴḻᥨᚉदŊഺᖛⴒםᆯሳ
ሷᖛᙟӛȯ
ྃ↲ᑁೣㆴḻᥨˌᥨʑᆹŊʃሳⳖ⠗ヅᏎᘺᛍȯ

Drain outlet
ᖛם

Main spout
ӛᖛם

Do not turn off the water supply
until automatic electrode cleaning is
completed.
Do not use the water which comes out
of the main spout or drain outlet. Start
using it after the buzzer has beeped three
times.
ӷᘺᛍ⳥ⱧታᆹŊⵣʃ˫רႽ̳ᔋᖛՒ
̳ȯ
ȵヅᏎᘺᛍʑȶ᱿ㆴḻᦗʑŊഺӛᖛُם
ᖛםᙟӛ᱿ᖛŊ⦼խ͐ᮢȯ
⨸⊖بȵܶܶܶȶ㏦ פ3 ᓝരҪ͐ᮢȯ
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When the Power or Water Supply is Cut Off/ϟヅŊϟᖛᆹ
When the power supply is cut off
Turn off the faucet if the power is cut off while the Alkaline Ionizer is being used.
Purified water comes out of the main spout if water is run through the Alkaline Ionizer while the
power is off.
After the power is restored, the Alkaline Ionizer can be used again as usual. (After the power
comes back on, the “Alkaline 1” (New Users) setting is automatically restored.)
Even when the power has failed, the settings establishing in the setting mode will not be lost.

When the water supply is cut off
The Alkaline Ionizer cannot be used.
If the water is cut off during use, turn off the faucet.
When the water supply is restored, set the bypass selector to “Unpurified” or “Shower”, and first
run unpurified water (tap water) into the sink to flush out the air and turbid water inside the pipes.
The Alkaline Ionizer may then be used again as usual.
(This is because the cartridge life will be significantly reduced if water with air or turbidity is run
through the Alkaline Ionizer.)

ϟヅᆹ
͐ᮢʑϟヅᆹŊ⦼〦ʀᖛ㕻ㆊȯ
ⳇᖛരŊҪᙟӛᛍᖛȯ
ⳇヅരŊ⦼ྈᤫɺ⎷͐ᮢᅞᘍ͐ᮢȯņⳇヅരŊሳ⎊Ւ߸ߊӷȵ㓇ඖ 1ȶŇ
ଔᾰᆯϟヅʴŊ⥑હ᱿ҙૌʏʃሳ⡕⤟ぜȯ

ϟᖛᆹ
ᤀᘍ͐ᮢ
͐ᮢʑϟᖛᆹŊ⦼〦ʀᖛ㕻ㆊȯ
ᖛ͗᱿ᆹαŊ⦼҅૽Ӡᖛ〦ӡဘӷȵUnpurifiedȶȵShowerȶ̤⇦Ŋ㈪҅⣬ᙟӛ⎊͗ᖛņ׆ᖛŇŊ
॑⩕ⶪᾷҙ᱿ἇᖎᖸᙟӛ͗ȯʠരŊଔᾰᤫ౹ɺᑂ↧↲͐ᮢʬᗞۊ㆛ȯ
ņߌᣅἇᖎᖸᙟҘ㋤ҙŊଔሳञౘⅧᵬᡇൔ᱿उلȯŇ
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When Moving the Alkaline Ionizer/㋤Ẽᑨᆹ
Follow the steps below to drain off the water in the Alkaline Ionizer.
⦼ⴃᤫ˫ʁ᱿ㅯӛ㋤ҙⵒ᱿ᖛȯ

1

Disconnect the power plug,
and connect it again.
ཥぜヅတㆊŊҪတҘ

Drain outlet
ᖛם

“Preparation time” blinks for about
15 seconds on the LCD display, and water
comes out of the drain outlet.
Repeat this step two or three times, and
disconnect the power plug.

Power plug
ヅတㆊ

ᇘㆴḻȵЈʑȶሳᥨ 15 ấ⾝Ŋᖛם
ሷᖛᙟӛȯ
⸅⣰ⳆΤᔎ㊾ 2 Ɯ 3 ᓝŊ⦼ཥぜヅတㆊȯ

2

Remove the cap, turn the unit upside
down, and

drain off the water inside.
חʁ╾ઈŊ༴㋤Ϊ⳧͗Ŋ

LCD display
ᇘㆴḻ

1

Cap
╾ઈ

2

࿚ҙⵒ᱿ᖛ

3

Disconnect the water supply
hose from the bypass
selector.
ഺӠᖛ〦

ֲʁͧᖛᾷ
After disconnecting the water supply hose,
put the hose fastening nut back on the
bypass selector (to ensure that the nut is
not misplaced or lost).
Drain off the water inside the bypass
selector.

Water supply hose
ͧᖛᾷ
Loosen the hose
fastening nut
Ⱨ㌂ᖛᾷ᱿➦

ͧᖛᾷֲʁരŊ➦⦼⽁߱Ӡᖛ〦ʀȯ
ņ˫〾⽁ℤᖛᾷ᱿➦ೝʎŇ
⦼ΪӛӠᖛ〦ҙ᱿ᖛȯ

Continued on next page/ʁㅪ
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When Moving the Alkaline Ionizer (continued)/㋤Ẽᑨᆹņ↲Ň

4

Remove the cartridge.
חӛᡇൔ
Do not place the unit on its side or upside
down with the cartridge removed (since
water may get inside the unit and cause
trouble).

Push slightly
ɺⴗỆെࣱɺʁ

૽ᡇൔחӛരŊ⦼ʃ⣬૽㋤Ϊ⇦ᅈᄍȯ
ņᖛሳⲻᙟӷᑨݽҙⵒŊᱹᮝᄑゃŇ

Cover
क╾

Push down
on the top
1
ഺʀㄇദʁࣱ

Cartridge
ᡇൔ

2 Pull toward
3

you
ദԊཚ

Pull up and out
ദʀཚӛ

5

Put the end of the water supply hose at
a position lower than the bottom of the
unit, and

Water supply hose
ͧᖛᾷ

drain off the water inside the
hose.
ͧᖛᾷԊὉ̤⇦ᅠ㋤̤⇦Ệ̥˫

ぜᖛᾷҙ᱿ᖛ
Disconnect the acidic water and drain
hoses from the acidic water stand, and
put them at a position lower than the
bottom of the unit.
Return the cap and cartridge to their
original positions.

Acidic water and
drain hoses
ඖᖛᖛᾷ

૽ඖᖛᖛᾷഺඖᖛಚཥʁŊ⦼૽
㋤⇦ᄍᅠሩ̥᱿̤⇦ȯ
ֲʁ᱿╾ઈُᡇൔŊ⦼મ⡶ߊ̤׆ȯ

Important

Not all the water may be adequately drained off in this process so factor in water leaks and pack the
Alkaline Ionizer accordingly when transporting it.

ᮢᔍᅞᘍʬ⋱רᤀᘍൌಎᯛᖛŊᄑ⳥Ⲷᆹධሷភᖛʠ⚥Ŋ⦼҅Խ˫ծ⡶ȯ
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Q&A
Before use
Isn’t it possible to use underground water for the Alkaline Ionizer?
Underground water cannot be used.
The quality of undergoround water is unstable, so please use the tap water.

What is the point of the effects that the properties of source water (tap water) have on the water
produced by the Alkaline Ionizer?
Consult the table below.
The water obtained using the Alkaline Ionizer may not be sufficiently alkaline if the water has a high carbonic acid content.
In a case like this, boil the alkaline ion water to remove the carbonic acid and obtain the intended alkalinity. Also, in areas
where the hardness of water is high Ʃ , the water may be turbid and white.
With underground water or source water containing underground water, set the alkalinity to “Stronger” using the “pH
fine adjustment” since alkalinity may be hard to obtain when using the Alkaline Ionizer.
Water with a high
concentration of carbonic
acid (underground water)
Carbonic acid gas is mixed in
with the source water which
tends to be acidic; the water
has a high concentration of
minerals so it is easier for
electricity to be conducted.

The water has a
high concentration
of minerals so
it is easier for
electricity to be
conducted.

The water has a
low concentration
of minerals so
it is difficult for
electricity to be
conducted.

Tends to make
alkaline ion water
more neutral due to
the sulfate ions.

Tends to be more neutral due
to the carbonic acid gas.

Tends to more
alkaline.

Tends to less
alkaline.

Use the “Stronger”
setting for the
alkalinity. Reduce the
flow of water at the
faucet so that only
a small volume of
water is run through
the Alkaline Ionizer.

Use the “Stronger” setting for
the alkalinity. Reduce the flow
of water at the faucet so that
only a small volume of water
is run through the Alkaline
Ionizer.

Use the “Milder”
setting for the
alkalinity.

Use the “Stronger”
setting for the
alkalinity. Reduce
the flow of water at
the faucet so that
only a small volume
of water is run
through the Alkaline
Ionizer.

Coastal areas,
islands

Hot spring areas

Properties of
source water

Salt water may
be mixed in
with the source
water.

The source water
contains sulfur so it
tends to be acidic.

Properties of
electrolyzed
alkaline ion
water

Tends to more
alkaline.

Use the
“Milder”
setting for the
alkalinity.

Points on
using alkaline
ion water

Hard water

Soft water

Ʃ Hardness of water: Whether water is classified as hard or soft depends on the concentration of the calcium and magnesium
in the water.

During use
I just drank some acidic water by
mistake. It is OK?
Small quantities (a glassful or so) will not cause any
problems.
However, you should not keep drinking acidic water.
If you have drunk large quantities by mistake and do
not feel well, consult a doctor.

What does a service life of 850 hours for
the electrolyzer mean?
This figure represents the total time that electrolysis
can be performed by the electrolyzer, and it means
that the electrolyzer will last for about 7 years when
the Alkaline Ionizer is used for 20 minutes a day.
The electrode plates are worn down by the electricity
passing to the electrolyzer. If the “H31” code appears
on the display, it means that the electrolyzer has
come to the end of its service life. Ask your dealer to
replace the electrolyzer.

Will the Alkaline Ionizer remove lead
(soluble lead) from the water?
Yes, it will.

Continued on next page
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Q&A (continued)
What should I do when I’m not going to
use the Alkaline Ionizer for a prolonged
period (more than a week or so as a
general guide)?
Ď Remove the cartridge from the unit, put it
inside a plastic bag, remove the air from the
bag and close it, and then store the bag in the
refrigerator.
Ď Disconnect the power plug.
Ď Before re-using the Alkaline Ionizer, install the
cartridge, re-connect the power plug, and run
water through the Alkaline Ionizer for about 3
minutes.
If you are not going to use the Alkaline Ionizer for a
month or more, the water inside the cartridge may
have gone bad so it is recommended that you replace
the cartridge.

Do I leave the Alkaline Ionizer’s power on
when I won’t be using the Alkaline Ionizer?
Leave the power on even while you’re not using the
Alkaline Ionizer.
One reason is so that the electrodes need to be
automatically cleaned. Another reason is that the
volume of all the water which has run through the
Alkaline Ionizer will not be totalized if the Alkaline
Ionizer is used with its power off and, as a result, the
cartridge life will not displayed correctly.
Ʃ The power consumption in the standby status is
approximately 1 W.

What are the proportions of the water
that comes out of the main spout and
the water that drains out of the Alkaline
Ionizer?
The ratio is 4:1, but attention should be paid to how
the amounts are measured.
The only way of comparing the amounts is to use
the same container for the same period of time while
water is coming out of the main spout and acidic
water spout.
Ď At the beginning, slightly more water comes out of
the acidic water spout.
Ď After the flow of water has been stopped, water
will drain off from inside the Alkaline Ionizer so a
lot of water will accumulate on the acidic water
spout side.
Ď If the flow is low, slightly more water comes out of
the acidic water spout.

Why doesn’t any water come out of the
acidic water spout or drain outlet while
alkaline ion water or weak acidic water is
being produced?
If this is the case, it means that the acidic water and
drain hoses are bent or flattened.
Trouble may occur if you use the Alkaline Ionizer
while no water is coming out of the acidic water spout
or drain outlet. Neither will electrolysis be performed
properly so check the acidic water and drain hoses,
and re-position the Alkaline Ionizer so that the water
comes out.

What’s the maximum temperature of the
hot water that can be run through the
Alkaline Ionizer?
35°C for the main unit, and 80°C for the bypass
selector. (See page 37.)

Why is it that it has become difficult to
obtain the same pH level compared with
when I first started using the Alkaline
Ionizer?
Calcium has built up inside the Alkaline Ionizer,
reducing the electrolysis effect.

Why has the “U25” code (end of cartridge
life due to clogging) appeared on the
LCD display before the general guideline
for when to replace the cartridge has
appeared?
“U25” will also appear when the volume of water
passing through the Alkaline Ionizer or its pressure
has dropped. (See pages 62 and 63.)
Check whether the water volume has dropped
because of a reduction in water pressure or whether
the water supply hose is bent or flattened. Also, the
cartridge may already be clogged due to the kind
of water source used, in which case replace the
cartridge.

What is “total trihalomethane”?
This term refers to four compounds: chloroform,
bromodichloromethane, dibromochloromethane and
bromoform.

What is “2-MIB”?
This stands for 2-methylisoborneol, a substances
which causes tap water to have a musty odor.

Why does the weak acidic water have
an odor (it smells like swimming pool
water)?
It’s because weak acidic water contains a lot of
hypochlorous acid. There’s no problem if you use it
as is.
Electrolysis causes the chlorine ions in the water to
collect in weak acidic water, forming hypochlorous
acid.

Will I get noise interference in my radio
reception if I put a radio near an Alkaline
Ionizer?
Yes, you may. If so, move the radio away from the
Alkaline Ionizer.
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What do the braille characters on top
of the water quality selector buttons
represent?
Refer to the table below.
Water quality
selector button Display

Description

4
3
2

These represent alkaline
strength levels using the
number 1 to 4.
Ʃ The higher the number,
the stronger the alkaline
level:
1 → 2 → 3 → 4.

1

㘝㙌

㘚

This stands for “jo” in “josui”
(purified water).

This stands for “sa” in
“sansei” (acidic).

Alkaline ion
water
I’m a new user of alkaline ion water. What
steps do I need to take?
If you’re a new user, use the Alkaline Ionizer at the
“Alkaline 1” (Drinking water for new user) setting first.
Use small volume (1 to 2 cupfuls) every day for about
two weeks to get used to alkaline ion water. Then
change the setting to “Alkaline 2” (Drinking water for
Experienced user) setting or “Alkaline 3” (Drinking
water in daily life).

I’m on medication. Is it ok for me to drink
alkaline ion water?
Use the Purified Water setting for the water to take
your medicine with.
You can use alkaline ion water for drinking, cooking
and purposes other than taking medicine.

What should I do if I get diarrhea or a
rash after I start drinking alkaline ion
water?
Stop drinking alkaline ion water, and consult a doctor.
While consulting the doctor, say that:
Ď The alkaline ion water you’ve been drinking has
more calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium and
other minerals than tap water.
Ď The water you’ve been drinking has an alkalinity
with a pH level of 8 to 9 (at the New Users setting).

I have kidney trouble. Is it ok for me to
drink alkaline ion water?
Consult a doctor before drinking alkaline ion water.
While consulting the doctor, say that:
Ď The alkaline ion water you are thinking of drinking
has more calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium
and other minerals than tap water.
Ď The water you are thinking of drinking has an
alkalinity with a pH level of 9.5 or so.

How much calcium is contained in
alkaline ion water?
Due to electrolysis, there are 20 to 30% more calcium
ions in alkaline ion water than in the source water.

How long does the alkaline ion water
“keep”?
Use it within 24 hours at room temperature.
When alkaline ion water is produced, the chlorine
(sterilizer) in the tap water is removed off, making it
easier for bacteria to proliferate.
Even when storing alkaline ion water in the
refrigerator, keep it in a clean sealed container, and
use it within 2 days.
Ʃ Also use weak acidic water within 2 days.

Can I use alkaline ion water to make
ice?
Yes, you can.
Use the ice made from alkaline ion water in the same
you would with the ice made from tap water.
If you store alkaline ion water in the tank of a
refrigerator equipped with an automatic ice-making
function, change the water within 2 days.

What else can I do with alkaline ion water
besides drinking it?
You can use it for cooking, making rice, making tea
or coffee just as you would with regular water. (See
page 30.)

Continued on next page
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Q&A (continued)
When alkaline ion water is poured into a
glass, white bubbles are formed.
What is this about?
It means that air has become mixed in with the
water inside the Alkaline Ionizer or that the bubbles
(hydrogen gas) were formed during the process of
electrolysis. Lots of bubbles may be formed after the
Alkaline Ionizer has been installed or the cartridge
replaced. There is no problem if you continue to use
the Alkaline Ionizer.
Ʃ The bubbles which form with weak acidic water are
oxygen gas.

Why does alkaline ion water sometimes
appear shiny?
Ʃ The same is also sometimes true of purified water.
It is due to the precipitation of the components
(mainly minerals) which are dissolved in the water.
There is no problem if you drink the water, but if it
bothers you, use the Alkaline Ionizer at a reduced
pH (ion concentration) level. The same kind of
thing happens when the cartridge function has
deteriorated, in which case replace the cartridge with
a new one.

What is the white powder that’s deposited
on the inside of the kettle and thermos
flasks?
It’s the calcium from the water.
There is no problem if you drink the water, but if it
bothers you, clean the containers concerned. If the
white powder is not removed by cleaning, obtain
some citric acid from a pharmacy, mix 50 g with one
liter of water, leave to soak in the containers for two
or three days, and then rinse the deposit off.

What is the white stuff that floats in the
water which is produced when ice made
using alkaline ion water has melted?
These are minerals contained in the water.
When water is frozen, the minerals solidify on the
surfaces of the ice. There is no problem if you
swallow the white bits.

When I use alkaline ion water to cook
rice, the rice becomes sticky. What can I
do about this?
The rice may be sticky or yellow depending on
the amount of water and the type of rice and rice
cooker used. Either reduce the pH (hydrogen ion
concentration) level of the alkaline ion water or use
the Alkaline Ionizer at the “Purified Water” setting.

What kind of water should babies be
drinking?
Water produced at the “Purified Water” setting is
recommended for babies.
As babies are weaned, start using alkaline ion water
gradually with the “Alkaline 1” (Drinking water for new
user) setting.

Cartridge
I’ve been using the cartridge for over a
year and the replace cartridge display has
still not appeared. Does this mean I don’t
have to replace the cartridge?
You should replace the cartridge.
Although it has seen less use and its filtering
performance is still satisfactory, its activated charcoal
may deteriorate rapidly due to changes in the water
quality or other factors so replace it after using it for a
year.

I want to replace the cartridge.
What type should I use?
Use the cartridge with the TK7815C1ZEX model
number.

Acidic
water
What is the pH level of the acidic water
which comes out of the acidic water
spout while alkaline ion water is coming
out of the main spout?
Refer to the table below.
The pH level differs depending on the quality and
volume of the water and pH fine adjustment level.

Water
quality

pH level of acidic
water from acidic
water spout

Application

Alkaline 4
(Strongly
Alkaline)

2.8 to 3.5
(pH3 or so when the
“pH3” water quality
indicator has lighted)

● For removing
tea stains.
● For removing
odors after
cooking fish.

Alkaline 3

3.0 to 4.5

Alkaline 2

4.0 to 5.5

Alkaline 1

5.0 to 6.5

For storing to be
used for laundry,
bath water, etc.
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ଇŝ

ᖘ˸ȮɺʷᖘᮬᣤȮʷɺᖘᮬᣤȮ˸
ᾀ߈Ớջ᱿ⅶờȯ

ӛᖛᕗ͛ 4Ř1Ŋ⦼ᘜาᛵ⸇ᅞᘍȯ
ʃࠣ๗᱿ᖛ⦼⡶Ҙᑂ᱿ૌݽҙŊ⦼˫ᑂ᱿
ᆹ⿵ጻ˴ϝʻᕗⰱȯ
Ď ԑআᖛӛᖛם᱿ᖛሳϘघȯ
Ď ϟᔋᮢᖛരŊߌ⣬ぜ㋤ҙ᱿ᖛŊᖛӛ
ᖛםϳሳߎỬⰱघ᱿ᖛȯ
Ď ᙟ⸇ⰱଇᆹŊᖛӛᖛםϳ᱿ᖛሳỆെ⩐घȯ

ᣅˑ㓯͐ᮢʑ᱿㓇ඖサઈᖛȮඖᖛᗞ
ሷ᮫ᖛӛᖛםᖛםᙟӛŝ
ሷ⋱רඖᖛᖛᾷ༛Ⱨ⩐ഐȯ
߱ᖛӛᖛםᖛםᤀᘍᙟӛᖛ᱿ᨊ๗ʁ͐ᮢ
ᆹŊᆞⳍໞᄑゃ᱿ߌ׆ȯ
ᔍकŊߌᤀᘍᔌᷨӠ⤟Ŋ⦼ᒑውඖᖛᖛᾷŊ
⦼⸅ᅘ⡶⇦ӷᖛᙟӛᣅᔋȯ

ⳇᖛ͐ᮢ᱿ᥖᖛרᮢӷಂಙᣅᔋخŝ
㋤ⵒӠʃ⬢⳧ 35ƫŊӠᖛ〦ӷʃ⬢⳧
80ƫȯņא〇 41 ㅪŇ

2-MIB ᆯˑ㓯ŝ
Ő- ᮬࡣҺᦸ᱿ⅶờŊⳍໞ߸ʁᖛハ⎌̤Ḯ
⫨᱿ɺỚȯ

ඖᖛሷᯌػᆹŊᣅ̬ሳⳆᑂŝņㆩ̙
ᜀᘦᖷ᱿ⳬػŇ
ߌᣅඖᖛؐሷബघᓝᖘ᱿〦ȯଔⳆ
ᑂ᳅ᮢᆯᗞۊ㆛᱿ȯ
ߌヅ⤟ʑᖛʑ᱿ ᖘ サઈሳؚᄇඖᖛᮟᮝᓝ
ᖘȯ

૽ヅ⤟ᖛᮝໞݽᄍ߱ᄇㅠᑨえⲖሳሷグㅠ
ӛŝ
ㄅⲖ㋤ᷨ૪ሳ⩕ᄇㅠᑨᮟᮝグㅠȯ˫⦼
૽ᄇㅠᑨᄍ⇦サ㋤ɺ㔄ȯ
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ᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹ʀ᱿㔄ҙૌᆯˑ㓯ŝ
ྈᤫʁ⠧⦦ᆙȯ

আ㇞ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛരŊӛཚ⊱ઈᱹ
ᯱ⩽ŝ
⦼Ἴ֯ϟᔋ㇞ᮢ᳖ⷪᮝȯ

ᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹

ㆴḻҙૌ

بᵧ

4

3

2

㓇ඖ᱿ಙ˫ȵ1 Ɯ 4ȶ
ㆴḻȯ
Ʃ 1-2-3-4 ㅯ㓇ඖⳀ
ិ⩐ȯ

᳖ⷪᮝᆹ⦼⥆വⱧ ب2 ˴ʶȯ
Ď ۺʁ᱿ᖛ᱿⹀⫨Ȯ⼴Ȯ⸰Ȯ⹔ᾀ᱿Ḯ⫨ؐ
⸇ᕗ⎊͗ᖛघȯ
Ď ㇞ᮢ᱿ᖛ pH ϊ߱ 8 Ɯ 9ņ㇞ᮢӮቅŇʠ⿵Ŋ
଼㓇ඖȯ

෧ሷ⌚᯼᱿ː⋱㇞ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛܜŝ
㇞ᮢԊ⦼⥴ⷪۊᮝȯ
᳖ⷪᮝᆹ⦼⥆വⱧ ب2 ˴ʶȯ

1

Ď ᓥ㇞ᮢ᱿ᖛ᱿⹀⫨Ȯ⼴Ȯ⸰Ȯ⹔ᾀ᱿Ḯ⫨
ؐ⸇ᕗ⎊͗ᖛघȯ

Ď ᓥ㇞ᮢ᱿ᖛ pH ϊᆯ 9.5Ŋ଼㓇ඖȯ
㘝㙌

ㆴḻᛍᖛ᱿ȵᛍȶȯ

㓇ඖサઈᖛʑŊؐሷघଇ⹀サઈ⸇ŝ
㘚

ㆴḻඖ᱿ȵȶȯ

⎞׆ᖛⰱʁᖛʑ᱿⹀サઈ⳧ヅ⤟രሳ
࣑Խ 20ŃƜ 30Ńȯ

˫רΎએघʝ᱿ᆹ⿵ŝ

〦ᅠ㓇ඖサ
ઈᖛ

ᝐʁרΎએ 24 ଅᆹ˫ҙȯ
㓇ඖサઈᖛᆹŊߌぜ⎊͗ᖛʑ᱿ᖘņᕃⓋ
ԵŇŊ ⰱૌᆞઠᮝ₳Ⓥȯ͐ᮢҺᾼΎએᆹŊ⦼
⡶Ҙʯᛍ᱿ૌݽҙרΎએ 2 ट˫ҙȯ
Ʃ͐ᮢඖᖛᆹŊʬרΎએŐट˫ҙȯ

Ὦɺᓝ͐ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛŊ⥿㓯ϝŝ
Ὦɺᓝ͐ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛ᱿ᅞᘍŊ⦼᮫ȵ㓇ඖ
1ȶআ㇞ᮢȯ
Ӯቅଇ⸇㇞ᮢŊ⳧ 1 Ɯ 2 ⳕരŊ⣶⯿㋤ᨊᗼ͐ᮢ
ȵ㓇ඖ 2ȶȵ㓇ඖ 3ȶ᱿ᖛȯ

ሷሺ♑᱿ːʬۺ⋱ר㓇ඖサઈᖛܜŝ
ሺ♑ᆹ⦼㇞ᮢȵᛍᖛȶȯ
ሺ♑ᆹ᱿㇞ᮢȮ⦲᱿⥾Ŋ⦼͐ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛȯ

㓇ඖサઈᖛཱྀ͗˫ר⢌Һܜŝ
͐˫רᮢ᱿ȯ
⢌ໞҺ᱿ᆹαŊ⦼ᕗᤫ⎊͗ᖛ᱿ᅞೣɺᑂ⢌Һ֯
רȯҺᾼえሷ⎊Ւ⢌ҺЈᮢᖛᐥᆹŊ⦼ 2 टҙ
ሰဘɺᓝȯ

㓇ඖサઈᖛŊぜʴר᳅㇞ᮢʠकŊʃ⋱
ሷҢ˟ᮢⳂܜŝ
ϝⓖᤰ㇝͐ᮢ᱿ᖛŊᘗ⑭ٖ۔ᾀŊ⦼ᕗ
ᤫɺ⎷ᖛ͐ᮢ֯רȯņא〇 32 ㅪŇ

ʁㅪ
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Q & Aņۊ㆛⎞ߊᾊŇņ↲Ň
Ϊᅠቸҙ᱿㓇ඖサઈᖛሳӛᱺ⏨ᘗᗩŊ
ᆯˑ㓯ŝ
ᆯ㋤ʑᛜҘἇᖎヅ⤟ᆹᮟᮝ᱿ᘗᗩ
ņᖕサઈŇŊ⥑⇦രُሩဘᡇൔരሳᱹᮝŊ
Ѣᾷ͐ᮢʃሳሷۊ㆛ȯ

ಀҊ㇞ᮢ̬Ớᖛᕗⰱ॑ŝ
ಀҊ⦼͐ᮢȵᛍᖛȶȯ
ၒⶪサʮ㇔ŊͩិⳖ߸͐ᮢȵ㓇ඖ 1ȶȯ

ƩඖᖛᆹŊሳᮟᮝ᱿ᘗᗩᆯᖒサઈȯ

〦ᅠᡇൔ
㓇ඖサઈᖛ᳖⬚͗ˌˌ᱿ŊⳆᆯˑ㓯ŝ
Ʃ ᛍᖛᆹʬሳӛ⩽ȯ

Ⳇᆯ⤟ᅠᖛʑ᱿ໞӠņʙ⣬ᆯḮ⫨ໞ
ӠŇȯ
֯͐ۺʁʬʃሳሷۊ㆛Ŋ̟߱า᱿⥾Ŋԅר
૽ pH ϊņサઈಙŇが̥രҪ͐ᮢȯנकŊᡇ
ൔᑨ⋱が̥ᆹŊʬሳᮟᮝ᱿⩽ŊⳆᆹ⦼ሩ
ဘᡇൔȯ

ᖛइᥖᖛᮁᾀૌݽʑえ┮ɺଶᱺ⏨
⫨Ŋʃᵧⳬᆯˑ㓯ŝ

͐ᮢ 1 ౺᱿ᡇൔᗞሷӛሩဘㆴḻ᱿ᗼ
ᆹŊʃᮢሩဘܜŝ
⦼ሩဘᡇൔȯ
ߌ͐ᮢ⸇ⰱଇŊオᤋⴒሷ⳧ᡇᑨ⋱Ŋ̟ߌᣅᖛ⫨
᱿⩐ջŊሳ͐ᙙඖᷦඔԮံࣺ᱿ᗼᱹᮝŊ⦼ሩ
ဘ͐ᮢ 1 ౺᱿ᡇൔȯ

บဘᡇൔŊڊỚᡇൔᆯ⳺ᮢ᱿ŝ
⦼͐ᮢࠣ⚦ᣅ TK7815C1ZEX ᱿ᡇൔȯ

Ⳇᆯᖛʑ᱿⹀ȯ
⦼મൔ͐ᮢȯॖኞૌݽʀ᱿ᱺ⏨⫨ᤀᘍᘺ࿚
ᆹŊרӷ⣫♑⫵⫀ᒟᒗŊ ˫ 1 ҝ֗ 50 ҝ
҇᱿ᕗ͛Ŋᙺᘗ 2 Ɯ 3 टരᮢᖛᛤᘺȯ

〦ᅠඖᖛ

ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛϝໞ᱿Һ⤟രŊሳᙳʀɺ
ଶᱺᱺ᱿⫨ᆯˑ㓯ŝ

㓇ඖサઈᖛ͐ᮢʑŊ᮫ᖛӛᖛםӛ᱿
ඖᖛ pH ϊᆯघଇŝ

ᆯᖛʑ᱿Ḯ⫨ໞӠȯ

⦼א〇ʁ⠧ȯ

ᯍᖛӉᆹŊḮ⫨ሳӐߗ߱Һ⠧ㄇŊଔᾰۺʁ
ʬʃሳሷۊ㆛ȯ

pH ϊሳߌᖛ⫨Ŋᙟ⸇ŊpH െ⦲ᐻ≟ሷదᯌȯ
ᖛ⫨

ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛᤰ㇝ᆹŊሷᆹ㇝ሳ⩐᱿ബ㓸Ŋ
⥿㓯Ⲅ༇॑ŝ
ሷᆹሳߌᖛ᱿घଇȮ›ヅ⼎᱿ỚㆩŊ⎐͐
ᤰӛ͗᱿㇝㓸ổ⩐㓳ȯॖኞሷⳆᑂᗼ᱿
⥾Ŋר૽ pH ϊņサઈಙŇが̥Ŋ͐
ᮢȵᛍᖛȶȯ

᮫ᖛӛᖛםᙟӛ᱿
ඖᖛ pH ϊ

㓇ඖ

2.8 Ɯ 3.5
ȹȵpH3ȶ ᱿ ᖛ ⫨ ㆴ
ḻᥨˌᥨᆹŊpH ᣅ
3Ⱥ

㓇ඖ 3

3.0 Ɯ 4.5

㓇ඖ 2

4.0 Ɯ 5.5

㓇ඖ 1

5.0 Ɯ 6.5

ᮢⳂ
ᘺ⑭࠲
ぜᤰ㌽ര᱿
ⳬػ

Ჰ⬚͗ᘺ᷑
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Error Code
When one of the following codes appears on the LCD display, take the suggested action described
below. If a code from H31 to H39 has appeared, do NOT attempt to disassemble and repair the
Alkaline Ionizer yourself, but contact your dealer.

Error code

Cause and remedial action

U21ĎU27 ►

Depending on the water quality and environment, electrolysis may be
suspended in order to protect the Alkaline Ionizer. (Purified water will come
out of the main spout.)
Turn off the faucet, wait about 3 minutes, and then resume use.

U22ĎU23 ►

Depending on the water quality and environment, electrolysis may be
suspended in order to protect the Alkaline Ionizer. (Purified water will come
out of the main spout.)
Turn off the faucet, discontinue use, and wait about 30 minutes.
(Depending on the water quality and environment, you may have to wait
more than 30 minutes.)

U25
Ʃ This appears
alternately with the
“Replace Cartridge”
message.

U26
Ʃ This appears
alternately with the
“Replace Cartridge”
message.

U28

►

►

►

The water flow does not exceed 1.2 liters/minute. (When water is run
through the Alkaline Ionizer, the LCD display changes to “Flow”.)
The cartridge has reached at the end of its service life due to clogging.
Replace the cartridge. (See pages 64 to 66.)

The total run-through volume of water serving as the guideline for
cartridge replacement (12,000 liters) has been exceeded.
The cartridge has reached at the end of its service life.
Replace the cartridge. (See pages 64 to 66.)

This is the electrolyzer service life warning. (It warns that the total
electrolysis time has reached about 847 hours.)
Consult your dealer.
The service life of the electrolyzer is about 850 hours. When the
water supply is shut off and the power plug disconnected and then
re-connected, the electrolyzer can be used for the remaining hours of its
service life (for about 3 weeks at a daily rate of 10 minutes).

The electrolyzer has reached the end of its service life.

H31

►

H32 Ɯ H39 ►

Total electrolysis time: About 850 hours (only the ion water production time
and cleaning time)
Ask your dealer to replace the electrolyzer.

The Alkaline Ionizer has failed.
Disconnect the power plug, and consult your dealer.
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ᯍӛॖʁㆴḻᆹ
ᯍᇘӛॖʁㆴḻᆹŊ⦼ϝ׳Ớ⚠⇦Ŋ̟ӛ H31 Ɯ H39 ᱿ㆴḻᆹŊ⃑ଃʃ⎊ר⠗Ӡ⤟ΔŊ⦼
⎞⺨⃘⊓ۄȯ

ᯌㆴḻҙૌ

⇦⚠ُߌ׆ᅞᘍ

U21ĎU27 ►

ߌᖛ⫨Ȯ᭔ࣀᄊ⩐ᾀߌ₪Ŋ⦼ϟᔋ͐ᮢ˫Ύ⩂ᑨݽȯ
ņ᮫ӛᖛםᙟӛᛍᖛȯŇ
〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊŊ⦼ᾀ₎ 3 Ӡ⾝രҪ͐ᮢȯ

U22ĎU23 ►

ߌᖛ⫨Ȯ᭔ࣀᄊ⩐ᾀߌ₪Ŋ⦼ϟᔋ͐ᮢ˫Ύ⩂ᑨݽȯ
ņ᮫ӛᖛםᙟӛᛍᖛȯŇ
〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊʑᔋ͐ᮢŊ⦼ᾀ₎ 30 Ӡ⾝ȯņߌᖛ⫨Ȯ͐ᮢ᭔ࣀト⫄
ᆹ 30 Ӡ⾝˫ʀŇ

U25
Ʃ ⎞⣬ᖣሩဘᡇൔʠ⤻
˅ʻㆴḻ

U26
Ʃ ⎞⣬ᖣሩဘᡇൔʠ⤻
˅ʻㆴḻ

U28

H31

ᙟ⸇ʃ⬢⳧ 1.2 ҝ֗ / Ӡ⾝ȯ

►

►

ņⳇᖛᆹŊㆴḻ⩐ᣅȵᙟ⸇ȶŇ
ᡇൔӷ͐ᮢቅくȯ
⦼ሩဘᡇൔȯņא〇 64 Ɯ 66 ㅪŇ

⬢⳧ሩဘᐻ᱿ⅶⳇᖛ⸇ņ12000 ҝ֗Ňȯ
ᡇൔӷ͐ᮢቅくȯ
⦼ሩဘᡇൔȯņא〇 64 Ɯ 66 ㅪŇ

►

ヅ⤟ᐥउلㅷبȯ
ņヅ⤟ᆹ⿵Ř₲Ử₎ 847 ଅᆹŇ
⦼ᙛ⺨ۄȯ
ヅ⤟ᐥ᱿उ₎لӷⳭ 850 ଅᆹŊ⦼〦ᖛ㕻ㆊŊʏཥ࿚တㆊŊ
ҪᓝတʀヅᆹŊヅ⤟ᐥ᱿͐ᮢउ₎لԘ 3 Τଅᆹ
ņᕓᅺ͐ᮢ 10 Ӡ⾝Ŋ͐↲↧רᮢ 3 ⳕŇ

►

ヅ⤟ᐥ͐ᮢउلᲵȯ
ヅ⤟ᆹ⿵Ř₲Ử₎ 850 ଅᆹņХサઈᖛᮝໞᆹ⿵Ȯᘺᛍᆹ⿵Ň
⦼এ⥅⺨ۄሩဘヅ⤟ᐥȯ

H32 Ɯ H39 ►

ᑨݽᄑゃȯ
ཥ࿚ヅတㆊᙛ⥴⺨ۄȯ
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Troubleshooting
If you think that something is wrong with the Alkaline Ionizer, check out the following points before requesting
repairs. If you decide that trouble has occurred, do NOT attempt to disassemble and repair the Alkaline Ionizer
yourself, but contact your dealer.
Ʃ Sometimes suspected trouble is remedied by disconnecting the power plug and then re-connecting it.

Ș When the LCD display shows the following:
Symptom

Cause and remedial action

Reference
page

English is not displayed on
the LCD.

This is because the English display mode has not been
selected.
Take the steps to switch to the English display mode.

29

English is displayed on the
LCD.

This is because switching to the English display mode has
been undertaken.
Take the steps to switch the display language, and return
to the Chinese displays.

29

The displays in the setting
and check modes are not in
English.

The displays cannot be shown in English in the setting and
check modes.
This is not a malfunction.

29

No display at all or LCD
display is cleared suddenly

The display is cleared automatically when the Alkaline Ionizer
is not being used.
This is not a malfunction.
Ʃ The LCD display is also cleared if no buttons are operated
for two minutes or more in the setting mode or check
mode. In this case, the settings or checks are aborted so
perform the operation again from the start.
Is the power plug disconnected?
If it is, connect it.

31

—

The “Preparation time”
display blinks

This display appears for about 20 seconds when water runs
through the Alkaline Ionizer immediately after installation or
cartridge replacement.
The air inside the cartridge is being expelled. Keep running
the water for 3 or 4 minutes.

The “Electrode cleaning”
display blinks

Has the Alkaline Ionizer not been used for over 24 hours?
(The buzzer beeps for 3 seconds.)
The electrodes are being automatically cleaned. Keep
running the water for about 15 seconds.

67

The display changes to
“Alkaline” after “Alkaline 4
(Strongly Alkaline)”, “Weak
Acidic” or “Purified Water”
was used

When the faucet is turned off after the Alkaline Ionizer is
used at the “Alkaline 4 (Strongly Alkaline)”, “Weak Acidic” or
“Purified Water” setting, the “Alkaline” setting is automatically
restored.
This is not a malfunction.

35

The display does not return
to “Alkaline” after the
Alkaline Ionizer was used at
the “Purified Water” setting

Has “OFF” been selected for “Alkaline priority” so that the
Alkaline setting will not be returned?
Set “Alkaline priority” to ON.
Does this happen while the Continue lamp is lighted?
This is not a malfunction. The “Alkaline” setting will be
returned after about 10 minutes.
Continued on next page
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Troubleshooting (continued)
Ș When the LCD display shows the following (continued)
Symptom

Cause and remedial action

Reference
page

When the water flow is
reduced at the faucet during
use, the display suddenly
changes to “Cartridge life”

This happens when the water flow is reduced too much or the
flow is diminished due to a change in the water pressure.
When using the Alkaline Ionizer at the “Alkaline 4 (Strongly
Alkaline)”, “Weak Acidic” or “Purified Water” setting, press
the water quality selector button again, turn on the faucet,
and adjust the flow.

36

“Disconnect power plug
and re-connect it” message
appears on the display

The flow has diminished because of cartridge clogging or
some other reason.
Disconnect the power plug and then re-connect it. If
operation is continued and the “U25” code appears,
replace the cartridge.

62

The “U25” or “U26” code is
not cleared even after the
cartridge is replaced

Have you forgotten to reset the cartridge life?
Refer to step 3 in the procedure of “Replacing the
cartridge”, and reset the cartridge life.
Did you reset the cartridge life with the power plug disconnected?
Connect the power plug, and then reset the cartridge life.

64
65

The “U26” code does
not appear even after
the time (approx. 1 year)
representing the guideline
for when to replace the
cartridge has passed

Has the Alkaline Ionizer seen less use so that the total runthrough volume of water serving as the guideline for cartridge
replacement (12,000 liters) has not been reached yet?
This is not a malfunction. Check the cartridge life display.
Ʃ Although the filtering performance is still satisfactory, the
cartridge’s activated charcoal may deteriorate rapidly due
to changes in the water quality or other factors so replace
it after using it for a year.

62

Ș Is this a malfunction?
The water inside the Alkaline Ionizer is draining off.
This is not a malfunction.

No water comes out
when the Alkaline
Ionizer is used at the
“Weak Acidic” setting

Are the acidic water and drain hoses bent or flattened?
Straighten out the hoses.
Has the “Reduce flow” appeared on the LCD display?
Reduce the water flow at the faucet slowly until the
message is cleared.

No water comes out
when the Alkaline
Ionizer is used at
the “Alkaline” or
“Alkaline 4 (Strongly
Alkaline)” setting

Are the acidic water and drain hoses bent or flattened?
Straighten out the hoses.
Have the acidic water and drain hoses been connected
correctly?
Check the connection of the hoses to the acidic water stand.
Has the “Reduce flow” appeared on the LCD display?
Reduce the water flow at the faucet slowly until the
message is cleared.

Water is leaking from
a place other than the
selected spout

The build-up of calcium or other minerals inside the bypass
selector may be to blame.
Obtain some citric acid from a pharmacy, dissolve 50 g in
one liter of water, and after immersing the bypass selector
in the solution for about 12 hours, rinse with water.

Drain outlet

Water comes out after
the faucet has been
turned off

Acidic water spout

Cause and remedial action

Bypass selector

Symptom

Reference
page

35
20, 21
36

20
21

36

—
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Symptom

Very little or no water
is discharged from
the Alkaline Ionizer
Ʃ “Flow reduced”,
“Too much
tightened at the
faucet?” or “Bent
hose?” displays
appear alternately.

Other

When water is run
through the Alkaline
Ionizer, the water that
comes out is warm

The buzzer does not
sound even when
using the “Weak
Acidic” setting

Cause and remedial action

Reference
page

Is the water pressure too low?
Open up the faucet all the way. Check the flow.
Has the flow at the faucet been reduced too much?
Open up the faucet.
Is the filter of the bypass selector clogged?
If it is, clean the filter.
Has the cartridge been installed properly?
If it has not, install it properly.
Has the water supply been cut off?
Wait until the water supply is restored.
Is the water supply hose bent or flattened?
If it is, straighten it out.
Ʃ If the display appears again even after taking the above
action, the flow has diminished because of a clogged
cartridge or other such reason.

50

When water starts to run through the Alkaline Ionizer, water
which was kept at room temperature while no water was
flowing to the Alkaline Ionizer or water warmed by the heat
inside the Alkaline Ionizer may come out.
This is not a malfunction. Allow the water to keep flowing
to the Alkaline Ionizer.

Has “OFF” been set for the “Weak acidic buzzer” setting?
If so, set “ON for “Weak acidic buzzer”.

—
60, 61
64 – 66
68
20, 21
—

—

55

The water produced
by the Alkaline
Ionizer has an odor or
unpleasant taste or is
turbid

The ability of the cartridge to remove odors, unpleasant
tastes and turbidity has deteriorated.
Replace the cartridge.

64 – 66

The pH level of the
water produced by
the Alkaline Ionizer is
not within the rough
pH level range

The pH level may be a little high when a new cartridge is
used (for the first week or so).
This is not a malfunction. Measure the pH level again
after a week.

—

The pH level of weak
acidic water is neutral

If the pH level of weak acidic water is 6.5 or so, it may not be
possible to distinguish it from the pH 7 level (neutral) in the
pH measurement table.
Test the water coming out of the drain outlet while using
the “Weak Acidic” setting, and if it is 10 to 11, it means that
the pH level for weak acidic water is 6.5 or so.

—

Water comes out
from the bottom of
the unit

Depending on the temperature conditions, water formed from
condensation may collect inside the unit.
This is not a malfunction.

19

Continued on next page
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Troubleshooting (continued)
Ș Is this a malfunction? (continued)
Symptom
Sounds are heard from
the unit after the faucet
has been turned off

There is a big
difference between
the water output
display and actual
output of water

Other

When a dryer is used,
sounds are heard
from the unit

Cause and remedial action

Reference
page

These sounds are made by the water inside the unit draining
off.
This is not a malfunction.

—

Are the acidic water and drain hoses bent or flattened?
If they are, straighten them out.
Is the height difference between the main spout and acidic
water spout more than 10 cm and under 50 cm?
Adjust the height difference to a value ranging from 10 to
50 cm.

20
21

Have you set the height difference between the main spout
and acidic water spout?
Set the height difference.

46

Ʃ If there is still a big difference between the water output
display and actual output of water even after taking the
above action, follow the steps of “Correcting the water output
display”.

48

Sounds may be heard with some dryers.
This is not a malfunction.

Is “Alkaline”
set for the water quality (or has “Weak Acidic” or
B ̪
㘳ᖛ㙗ᖛ㘜㘫㘉㙐ㅠ㘬㘞ȯ
“Purified Water” been set)?
ᄑゃ㘬㘴㘇㙏㙃㘠㙘ȯ

Switch to “Alkaline” using one of the water quality selector
buttons.

—

34

Depending on the water quality, the water’s alkalinity may not
be indicated (because of the effects of carbonic acid in the
water).
This is not a malfunction. Using “pH fine adjustment”, set
the alkalinity to “Stronger” for use.

42
71

Are the acidic water and drain hoses bent or flattened?
If they are, straighten them out because otherwise
electrolysis will not be performed properly.

20
21

It is becoming difficult
for the pH level to rise

Calcium has built up inside the Alkaline Ionizer, causing a
deterioration in the electrolytic performance.
This is not a malfunction.

—

The weak acidic water
has an odor (it smells
like swimming pool
water)

Electrolysis causes the chlorine ions in the water to collect in
weak acidic water, forming hypochlorous acid.
This is not a malfunction.

72

The pH level of
alkaline ion water
does not indicate
alkalinity

84
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Cause and remedial action

Reference
page

White suspended
matter is mixed in
with the alkaline ion
water

This is calcium which has built up inside the Alkaline Ionizer.
This is not a malfunction.

—

Not much water
comes out of the
Alkaline Ionizer after
the cartridge has
been replaced

This happens because the air inside the cartridge is being
expelled.
This is not a malfunction. (Keep running the water for 3 or
4 minutes.)

—

Water drips or trickles
out of the main spout
even when the water
is cut off

The water inside the outlet pipe is being expelled.
This is not a malfunction.

35

Other

Symptom

Ș When there is a water leak
Where water is leaking

Area where the bypass
selector is connected

Area where the water supply
hose is connected

Area where the outlet pipe is
connected

Cause and remedial action
Has the bypass selector been installed on the faucet
securely?
If not, install it securely.

12 – 17

Have the parts inside the bypass selector been inserted
properly?
If not, insert them properly.

61

Has the water supply hose been connected securely to the
bypass selector?
Insert the hose as far as it will go, and tighten it using the
hose fastening nut.

20

Has the outlet pipe been connected to the unit securely?
If not, screw it in securely until it will go no further.
Did you install the gasket? Or is the gasket twisted?
Install the gasket properly.

Top of the unit

Has the cap been installed securely on the unit?
Tighten the cap as far as the “  ” position.

Bottom of the unit

Has the cartridge been installed securely?
If not, install it securely.

Faucet area

Reference
page

Is the faucet gasket old?
Call in a plumber.
Is the faucet (insulating cap, etc.) cracked?
Call in a plumber.

21

69

64 – 66

—
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ᄑゃぜ
┋ɺ⤌॑ЭᄑゃᆹŊ߱ቍⲶΔԊŊ⦼҅ᒑውʁⲩᗼȯנकŊॖኞᱹᮝᯌ⩽ᆹŊ⃑ଃʃ⎊ר⠗
བྷ⤟ᑨݽŊ⦼ᙛ⺨ۄȯ
Ʃʬሷཥ࿚တㆊŊҪတɺᓝ֯ുᔌ᱿ഐȯ

Ș ӛⳆᑂ᱿ᇘㆴḻᆹ
᯽ᨊ

⇦⚠ُߌ׆ᅞᘍ

א〇ㅪᄲ

ᇘㆴḻʃ˫ᄽㆴḻ

ߌᣅᗞሷӡဘໞᄽㆴḻ᱿ᑁೣȯ
⦼ӡဘໞᄽㆴḻᑁೣȯ

29

ᇘㆴḻ˫ᄽㆴḻ

ߌᣅӡဘໞᄽㆴḻ᱿ᑁೣȯ
⦼Ⳗ⠗ӡဘ༆↲˫ߊӷʑᄽㆴḻȯ

29

⥑હȮᷨ⦓ᑁೣ᱿ㆴḻᗞሷ
⩐ໞᄽ

⥑હȮᷨ⦓ᑁೣᤀᘍ˫ᄽㆴḻȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ

29

ᥨʃˌᇘㆴḻἌᤋᚉद

ȵЈʑȶ᱿ㆴḻᥨᥨ

ȵヅᏎᘺᛍʑȶ᱿ㆴḻᥨ
ᥨ

ȵ㓇ඖȶ
ȵඖȶȵᛍᖛȶ
͐ᮢരŊㆴḻ⩐ᣅȵ㓇ඖȶ

ȵᛍᖛȶ͐ᮢരŊㆴḻᤀᘍ
ߊӷȵ㓇ඖȶ

ዾჇヅԼ⋱Ŋ߱ቍ͐ᮢᆹŊᑨ㋤ሳ⎊Ւ〦࿚ㆴḻȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ
Ʃ ⥑હᑁೣȮᷨ⦓ᑁೣᆹŊॖኞྈ⸹Ⴝ̳ 2 Ӡ⾝˫ʀቍ
ҪϝҢՒ̳᱿⥾Ŋᇘㆴḻሳᚉदȯߌᣅ⥑હȮᷨ
⦓⡕ʑᔋŊ⦼⸅ᅘҪႽ̳ɺᓝȯ

33

ᆯʃᆯཥ࿚ヅတㆊŝ
⦼တʀヅတㆊȯ

—

મ⡶രဘᡇൔരŊ㈸ʀⳇᖛ᱿⥾Ŋሳㆴḻ 20 ấ⾝
ᣅ͐ᡇൔ᱿ἇᖎӛŊ⦼ⳇᖛരᙟ 3 Ɯ 4 Ӡ⾝ȯ

10
65

ᆯ؋ 24 ଅᆹ˫ʀᗞ͐ᮢŝ
ņ⨸⊖بሳȵܶܶƥȶⳐ פ3 ấ⾝Ň
Ⳗ⠗ヅᏎ⎊Ւᘺᛍ⳥ⱧŊ⦼₎ⳇᖛ 15 ấ⾝

67

ȵ㓇ඖȶ
ȵඖȶȵᛍᖛȶ͐ᮢരŊ〦ʴᖛ㕻ㆊരŊ
ሳ⎊Ւߊӷȵ㓇ඖȶȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ

39

⡕⥑હᤀᘍߊӷȵ㓇ඖȶņȵ㓇ඖѭ҅ȶOFF ⥑હŇŝ
⦼⥑હȵ㓇ඖѭ҅ȶONȯ

56

ྃ↲ᑁೣㆴḻᥨˌᥨŝ
ʏʃᆯᄑゃȯ₎⳧ʴ 10 Ӡ⾝രŊሳߊӷȵ㓇ඖȶ

39

86
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᯽ᨊ

⇦⚠ُߌ׆ᅞᘍ

͐ᮢʑŊᖛ㕻ㆊ᱿ᖛᙟ⸇⡕
〦᱿ठଅŊἌᤋ⩐ໞȵᡇൔ
उلㆴḻȶ

ᖛ㕻ㆊ〦᱿ठℤᖛࣱ⩐ջ⎐ᙟ⸇⩐ଇȯ
͐ᮢȵ㓇ඖȶȵඖȶȵᛍᖛȶᆹŊҪྈɺʁ
ᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹Ŋ༌ᖛ㕻ㆊŊ⦲ᄮᙟ⸇ȯ

40

ӛȵ⦼ཥ࿚ヅတㆊŊҪ
⸅ᅘတҘȶ᱿ㆴḻ

ߌᣅᡇൔぁࢩŊ⎐ᙟ⸇⩐ଅȯ
⦼ཥ࿚ヅတㆊŊҪ⸅ᅘတҘȯྃ↲͐ᮢӛȵU25ȶ
ᆹŊ⦼ሩဘᡇൔȯ

62

ଔᾰሩဘᡇൔരŊ˜⎡ᤀᘍ
⩕ȵU25ȶȵU26ȶᚉद

ᗞሷ⸅ᅘ⥑હᡇൔउلŝ
ͩᤫȵሩဘᡇൔȶᔎ㊾ 3Ŋ⦼Ҫ⸅ᅘ⥑હȯ
ཥ࿚ヅတㆊŊ⸅ᅘ⥑હᡇൔउلᆹŝ
တҘတㆊŊ⦼⸅ᅘ⥑હᡇൔउلȯ

64
65

⬢⳧ᡇൔሩဘᅺቅņ₎
1 ౺ŇʴŊִᗞሷӛȵU26ȶ
᱿ㆴḻ

͐ᮢ⸇ଇŊቍⳭ⥿ဘᡇൔ᱿ⅶⳇᖛ⸇ņ12000 ҝ֗Ň
ᐻ،ŝ
ʏᄑゃȯ⦼ᷨ⦓ᡇൔउلㆴḻȯ
Ʃ オᤋⴒሷ⳧ᡇԼ⋱Ŋ̟ߌᣅᖛ⫨⩐ջ͐വᙙඖᷦඔԮ
ံЛŊ⦼ሩဘ͐ᮢ 1 ౺᱿ᡇൔȯ

62

א〇ㅪᄲ

Ș ᆯʃᆯᄑゃŝ
᯽ᨊ

ᖛם

͐ᮢരŊᖛ㕻ㆊ〦Ŋ
ሷᖛᙟӛ

⇦⚠ُߌ׆ᅞᘍ

א〇ㅪᄲ

ᖛӛᖛם

㋤ҙ᱿ᖛᖛȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ

39

ȵඖȶ͐ᮢʑŊᖛ
ʃሳӛ

ᆯʃᆯඖᖛᖛᾷ༿ӷʴࣱӷʴŝ
⦼ཚ᳅ȯ
ᇘㆴḻӛȵ⦲ଅӛᖛ⸇ȶౡᆹŝ
Ҫ〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊŊӷౡᚉदᣅᔋȯ

22
23

ȵ㓇ඖȶȵ㓇ඖȶ
͐ᮢʑŊᖛʃሳӛȯ

ᆯʃᆯඖᖛᖛᾷ༿ӷʴࣱӷʴŝ
⦼ཚ᳅ȯ
ඖᖛᖛᾷᆯ؋ᔌᷨȯ
⦼ᷨ⦓ᆯ؋ᔌُᷨඖᖛಚȯ
ᇘㆴḻӛȵ⦲ଅӛᖛ⸇ȶౡᆹŝ
Ҫ〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊŊӷౡᚉदᣅᔋȯ

Ӡᖛ〦

ഺⴆႹ᱿ӛᖛםភ
ᖛ

40

22
23

40

Ӡᖛ〦ҙⵒሷ⹀⫨Ӡઈえ┮᱿〦ȯ
⦼ӷ♑ଞ⫀ᒟᒗŊ˫ 1 ҝ֗᱿ᖛ⤟ 50 ҝ҇᱿ᒟ
ᒗŊᙺᘗӠᖛ〦 12 ଅᆹരŊ˫ᖛᛤᘺʯᛍȯ

—

ʁㅪ
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ᄑゃぜņ↲Ň
Ș ᆯʃᆯᄑゃŝņ↲Ň
᯽ᨊ

ӛᖛ⸇ଇŊ
ᖛᗞሷӛ
Ʃȵᙟ⸇ሳ⩐̥ȶȮ
ȵᖛ
㕻ㆊᆯ؋⽁ठℤȶ
ȵᖛᾷᆯ؋༿ӷȶ
᱿ㆴḻሳʻӛ

⇦⚠ُߌ׆ᅞᘍ
ᆯʃᆯᖛࣱठ̥ŝ
⦼૽ᖛ㕻ㆊҚŊ⦼ᷨ⦓ᖛ⸇ȯ
ᆯʃᆯᖛ㕻ㆊ⽁ठℤʴŝ
⦼ᖛ㕻ㆊȯ
ᆯʃᆯӠᖛ〦᱿ᡇℐぁࢩʴŝ
⦼ᛤះᡇℐȯ
ᡇൔᆯ؋ᷨ૪મ⡶॑ŝ
⦼ᷨ૪મ⡶રᯃȯ
ᆯʃᆯϟᖛʴŝ
⦼ᾀᖛ͗ȯ
ᆯʃᆯͧᖛᾷ༿ӷࢎ̦ʴŝ
⦼૽ᖛᾷೝ᳅ȯ
Ʃ ॖኞᤫ˫ʀ྆ḻ⚠⳧Ŋㆴḻⴒᆯͩ⎡ӛ᱿⥾Ŋר
⋱ᆯᡇൔぁࢩ⎐ᖛᙟ⸇⩐ଅȯ

א〇ㅪᄲ

50
—
60
61
64 Ɯ 66
68
22
23
—

ԑⳇᖛᆹŊ߱ᔋᖛ᱿ᗼʁŊߌાᝐ㋤ҙ᱿ᝐಙŊ
ሷᆹሳᙟӛᝐᖛȯ
ᗞሷᄑゃŊ⦼⩕ᖛᙟӛ͗ȯ

—

֯͐͐ᮢȵඖȶ
⨸ḻㅠʬʃሳ㏦פ

ᆯʃᆯȵඖ⨸ḻㅠȶ⡕⥑હᣅ OFF ŝ
⦼૽ȵඖ⨸ḻㅠȶ⥑હᣅ ONȯ

55

ሷᖎػⳬػʃठ॑
ᆹŊ˫דᖱぜ
ʃ࿚

ᡇൔ᱿⳧ᡇԼ⋱が̥ȯ
⦼ሩဘᡇൔȯ

Ң˟

㋤ⳇᖛᆹŊ
ᖛሳ⩐ᝐ

64 Ɯ 66

ဘʀᅘᡇൔᆹŊņ₎ɺⳕŇŊpH ϊሳỆെϘ㋧ʃ
ʢᐻȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ₎ɺⳕരŊ⦼߱ᛵ⥶ pH ϊȯ

—

ඖᖛ᱿ pH ϊ˫
ʑඖ⠧ḻ

ඖᖛ᱿ pH ϊᣅ 6.5 ఢᆹُᛵહ⠧᱿ pH7ņʑඖŇ
ബザ֒Ӡȯ
͐ᮢȵඖȶᆹŊᖛםӛ᱿ᖛ᱿ pH ϊᣅ 10 Ɯ
11 ᆹŊඖ֯ᣅ pH ϊ 6.5 Ễಙȯ

—

㋤ʁㄇភᖛ

ߌᣅಙ᱿〦Ŋ͐വ㋤ҙⵒӛヮᖛ⩽ȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ

19

サઈᖛ᱿ pH ϊʃ߱
ȵpH ϊᐻȶߣҙ

88
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᯽ᨊ

͐ᮢരŊ〦ℤᖛ㕻ㆊ
രŊഺ㋤ሳᱹӛ⊖ㅠ

ӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻُ૪も᱿
ӛᖛ⸇దᯌठञᆹ

⇦⚠ُߌ׆ᅞᘍ

א〇ㅪᄲ

ᆯ㋤ҙᖛ᱿⊖ㅠȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ

—

ᆯʃᆯඖᖛᖛᾷ༿ӷࣱӷŝ
⦼ཚ᳅ȯ
ӛᖛُםᖛӛᖛם᱿㋧̥దᆯ؋߱ 10 ҝӠ˫ʀדʃ
⬢⳧ 50 ҝӠʠ⿵ŝ
૽㋧̥ద⥑હᣅ 10 ҝӠ˫ʀדʃ⬢⳧ 50 ҝӠȯ
ӛᖛُםᖛӛᖛם᱿㋧̥దᆯ؋⦲ᄮ॑ŝ
⦼⥑હ㋧̥దȯ
Ʃ ଔᾰϝʴ˫ʀ⚠Ŋӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻُ૪も᱿ӛᖛ⸇దᯌ˜
ञᆹŊ⦼ϝȵӛᖛ⸇ㆴḻ᱿⡵ᔌȶȯ

Ң˟

͐ᮢ؛ㆺᑨᆹ⿵Ŋ
㋤ሳሷグㅠӛ

㓇ඖサઈᖛ᱿ pH ϊ
ᗞሷㆴḻȵ㓇ඖȶ

pH ϊʀʃ͗ᆹ

ඖᖛሷᖎػ
ņሷឍᱺᖛⳬػŇ

22
23

46

48

ሳߌ؛ㆺᑨ᱿ỚㆩʃŊ≟ሷ⊖ㅠӛȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ

—

ᗞሷᙟӛ㓇ඖᖛ᱿ߌ׆ŝ
ņߌᣅ⚠ᅠņȵඖȶȵᛍᖛȶ
Ňᨊ๗Ň
⦼⥑હᖛ⫨ӡဘ⸹ᣅȵ㓇ඖȶ

—
38

ͩʃᖛ⫨Ŋˇሷᤀᘍاȵ㓇ඖȶȯ
ņטӷᖛʑ᱿ᷦഛㅨŇ
ʏᄑゃȯ⦼Ⴝ̳ȵpH ϊെ⦲ȶ
Ŋ૽㓇ඖ⥑હᣅȵȶȯ

42
75

ඖᖛᖛᾷᆯ؋༿ӷࣱŝ
ሳⳍໞᤀᘍᔌᷨӠ⤟ȯ⦼ཚ᳅

22
23

ߌ㋤ҙえ┮⹀Ḯ⫨Ŋ͐വヅ⤟⋱Ի⩐దȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ

—

ヅᖎӠ⤟ᖛʑ᱿ᖘサઈሳゝʑඖᖛŊ≟ᮟᮝᓝᖘ
ȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ

76

ʁㅪ

89
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ᄑゃぜņ↲Ň
Ș ᆯʃᆯᄑゃŝņ↲Ň
᯽ᨊ

⇦⚠ُߌ׆ᅞᘍ

א〇ㅪᄲ

Ң˟

㓇ඖサઈᖛʑᛜ┮
ᱺ⏨ᙳᜀ

ߌ㋤ҙⵒえ┮⹀Ḯ⫨᱿ℳᄑȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ

—

ሩဘᅘᡇൔരŊӛᖛ
⸇⩐ଇ

ߌᣅʴᡇൔҙ᱿ἇᖎᗞሷӛȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ₎ 3 Ɯ 4 Ӡ⾝Ⳗ⠗ⳇᖛȯ

—

ϟᖛരŊӛᖛםሳក
ᖛ

ӛᖛᾷҙᖛ᱿ℳᄑȯ
ʏᄑゃȯ

39

Ș ᱹᮝភᖛᆹ
ភᖛ߸ᅞ

ُߌ׆ଃະҙૌ
ᷨ૪મ⡶॑Ӡᖛ〦ʴܜŝ
⦼ᷨ૪મ⡶ȯ

א〇ㅪᄲ

12 Ɯ 17

Ӡᖛ〦⚠ם
Ӡᖛ〦ҙ᱿ダ˴ᆯ؋ᔌᷨᄍҘŝ
⦼ᔌᷨમ⡶ȯ

61

ͧᖛᾷ⚠ם

ͧᖛᾷᆯ؋ᷨ૪મ⡶ᅠӠᖛ〦ʀŝ
⦼ᷨ૪တҘӷಎʏ˫➦⽁ℤᖛᾷȯ

22

ӛᖛᾷ⚠ם

ᆯ؋ᷨ૪મ⡶ͧᖛᾷᅠ㋤ܜŝ
ӷᤀᘍ⽁ℤᣅᔋŊ⦼ᷨ૪⽁Ҙȯ
ሷえࣆᦸܜŝנकŊሷᗞሷ༛Ⱨ⩐ഐŝ
⦼ᔌᷨમ⡶ᖛᾷᮢ᱿ࣆᦸȯ

23

㋤ʀⵒ

╾ઈᆯ؋ᷨ૪મ⡶ᅠ㋤ʀŝ
⦼⽁ℤӷȵȶ᱿̤⇦ȯ

69

㋤ಎⵒ

ᆯ؋ᷨ૪૽ᡇൔમ⡶॑ŝ
⦼ᷨ૪મ⡶ȯ

ᖛ㕻ㆊⵒ˷

ᖛ㕻ㆊⵒ̤᱿ࣆᦸᆯ؋≘⎡ŝ
⦼ᙛᖛヅ⠗ȯ
ᖛ㕻ㆊņᅜᥖ╾ᾀŇᆯ؋ሷ⡣ᰈŝ
⦼ᙛᖛヅ⠗ȯ

64 Ɯ 66

—
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Optional Accessories/ⴆ ⫵ ٴ
Obtain all optional accessories from your dealer.
For details on how they are used, refer to the accompanying instructions.
〦ᅠⴆ⫵ٴŊ⦼ᙛ⺨ۄȯ
〦ᅠ͐ᮢᅞᘍŊ⦼א〇ٴۄ׳ʀえ଼᱿Ⴝ̳༆ҩȯ

Consumables/ᚉ≩ٴ
Replacement cartridge
Model No.: TK7815C1ZEX
ሩဘᮢᛍᖛᡇൔ
ࠣ⚦Ř TK7815C1ZEX

For use with large faucet
ᖛ㕻ㆊᣅञࠣᆹ
Large-diameter Faucet Fitting
(inside diameter 32.5 mm)
Model No.: P-06JRC
For faucets whose end diameter is 24 mm
to 32 mm (see page 11)
ञࠣᖛ㕻ㆊᮢ⸉଼⛲םņҙലŘ32.5 ᕥ›Ň
ࠣ⚦Ř P-06JRC
⡶ᅠԊὉല 24 ᕥ›Ɯ 32 ᕥ›ᖛ㕻ㆊʀ
ņא〇 11 ㅪŇ

Wall mounting bracket/ࣦ⸉଼ኈ
Model No.: P-A3303ZEX
Used when mounting the unit on a wall
ࠣ⚦Ř P-A3303ZEX
ᯍࣦ߱ㄇ⥑⇦㋤ᆹ͐ᮢ

CAUTION
If you want to install the unit on a wall, ask an authorised dealer or service personnel to do the job.
Installing the unit yourself may cause the unit to fall and result in an accident.
The location where the unit is to be installed must be able to support a weight of over 6 kg.
If the installation location does not have enough strength to support the unit, the Alkaline Ionizer may fall,
resulting in an accident and kitchen damage.

ᘜา
ᓥᮢࣦᅞೣŊɺહ⣬⦼˩ר⦓ۄʠ⺨ۄᖛヅℋΔ༬డ͗Ⳗ⠗મ⡶ȯ
⎊⠗મ⡶Ŋᆯ⎐࿚┛ᱹᮝาक᱿ߌ׆ȯ
ࣦ⥑⇦᱿ࢍŊൕㅱⴆႹ⋱च༫ ט6 ҝᅏ˫ʀ⸅⸇᱿߸ᅞȯ
ॖኞࣦમ⡶ⵒಙʃचŊᆯ⎐ヅ⤟ᖛᮝໞݽ࿚┛Ŋⳍໞʶᄑ˫דುᶝံ᱿ߌ׆ȯ
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Specifications
Japan medical appliance approval number
Rating
Power consumption
Dimensions
Main unit
Weight
Temperature of water used by Alkaline Ionizer
Pressure of water used by Alkaline Ionizer
(dynamic pressure)
Usable water service pressure (static pressure)
Electrolysis method
Output water volume
(flow of water produced)
Electrolytic capability selection
Electrolysis

Continuous operation
capability
Electrolyzer life
Electrolytic cleaning

Purified water output volume
Filtration flow volume
Cartridge installed in the unit
Free residual chlorine
Turbidity
Total trihalomethane
Chloroform
Bromodichloromethane
Dibromochloromethane
Purification
Bromoform
capacity
(Note 1)
Tetrachloroethylene
Trichloroethylene
1,1,1-Trichloroethane
CAT
2-MIB (mold smell)
Soluble lead
Guide for time to replace cartridge
Filter material

Components which can be filtered out

Components which cannot be filtered out
Length of power cord
Power protection device
Overheating protection devices
(inside isolation transformer)
Manufacturer and retailer

21700BZZ00018000
220 V – 240 V Ɯ , 50 Hz, 0.8 A
Approx. 130 W (approx. 1 W during standby)
200(W) x 123(D) x 318(H) mm
Approx. 4.1 kg (approx. 4.6 kg when full of water)
Under 35°C (under 80°C for bypass selector)
70 kPa to 350 kPa
70 kPa to 750 kPa
Continuous electrolysis
2.0 liters/min. (at 100 kPa water pressure)
3.0 liters/min. (at 200 kPa water pressure)
Alkaline: 4 levels; weak acidic: 2 levels
Approx. 30 minutes at room temperature (approx. 10 minutes for
Stronger at Alkaline 3 (Drinking water in daily life), Alkaline 4
(Strongly Alkaline), Weak Acidic)
(Note 2)
Approx. 850 hours cumulative (ion water production time, cleaning
time only)
Auto cleaning method (cleaning time: approx. 35 seconds, waste
water drain time: approx. 15 seconds)
2.5 liters/minute (at 100 kPa water pressure)
2.5 liters/minute (at 100 kPa water pressure)
TK7815C1ZEX
12,000 liters
(Note 3)
12,000 liters
(Note 4)
12,000 liters
(Note 3)
12,000 liters
(Note 3)
12,000 liters
(Note 3)
12,000 liters
(Note 3)
12,000 liters
(Note 3)
12,000 liters
(Note 3)
12,000 liters
(Note 3)
12,000 liters
(Note 3)
12,000 liters
(Note 3)
12,000 liters
(Note 3)
12,000 liters
(Note 3)
Approx. 1 year
(Note 5)
Non-woven fabric, granular activated charcoal, ceramic, powdered
activated charcoal, hollow fiber membrane
Free residual chlorine, turbidity, total trihalomethane, chloroform,
bromodichloromethane, dibromochloromethane, bromoform,
tetrachloroethylene, trichloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, CAT,
2-MIB (mold smell), soluble lead
Iron dissolved in water, heavy metals (silver, copper, etc.),
salt (seawater)
Approx. 3 m
Current fuse: 2.5 A
Overheating protector (automatic resetting type, activated at
temperature of 120°C)
Thermal fuse (activated at temperature of 145°C) x1
Panasonic Electric Works Co., Ltd.
1048, Kadoma, Osaka 571-8686, Japan
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Ʃ All figures given are for a water temperature of 20°C.
Ʃ This product cannot convert hard water into soft water.
Ʃ The total volume of water coming out of the main spout, acidic water spout and drain outlet is given as

the run-through water volume and daily volume of water used.
Note 1: The water which can be used as alkaline ion water and weak acidic water is equivalent to about
80% of the filtration flow volume.
Note 2: This period may be shorter depending on the water quality and usage environment.
Note 3: This value is for a removal rate of 80% based on JIS S 3201 tests.
Note 4: This value is for a filtration flow volume of 50% based on JIS S 3201 tests.
Note 5: This period applies when 30 liters of water are used a day. If 60 liters are used a day, the cartridge
usage limit will be approximately one-half. The period may also be significantly less depending on
the amount of water used and on its quality and pressure.
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⣳ጁ
ᅺߡⷪ᱗⦓⨢⚦

21700BZZ00018000

હ㆜

˅ᙟ 220 V - 240 V Ɯ , 50 Hz, 0.8 A

ᚉ≩ヅԻ
㋤

₎ 130 WņഩᑨᆹŘ₎ 1 WŇ
ଙ

૰ 200 ᕥ› ć ᛖ 123 ᕥ› ć ㋧ 318 ᕥ›

⸅⸇

₎ 4.1 ҝᅏņដᖛᆹŘ₎ 4.6 ҝᅏŇ

㋤⳺ᮢᖛᝐ

ʃ⬢⳧ 35ƫņӠᖛ〦ʃ⬢⳧ 80ƫŇ

㋤⳺ᮢᖛࣱņՒᖛࣱŇ

70 kPa Ɯ 350 kPa

ᖛᾷ⳺ᮢࣱԻņᖛࣱŇ

70 kPa Ɯ 750 kPa

ヅ⤟

ヅ⤟ᅞೣ

Ⳑ↲ヅ⤟ᅞೣ

ӛᖛ⸇ņᮝໞᖛᙟ⸇Ň

2.0 ҝ֗ / Ӡ⾝ȹᖛࣱ 100 kPaȺ
3.0 ҝ֗ / Ӡ⾝ȹᖛࣱ 200 kPaȺ

ヅ⤟⋱Իӡဘ

㓇ඖŘ4 べᕀ

͐↲Ⳑ˫רᮢᆹ⿵

ඖŘ2 べᕀ

ᝐᆹ₎ 30 Ӡ⾝
ņ㓇ඖ 3 ᱿ȵȶȮ㓇ඖȮඖᆹŘ₎ 10 Ӡ⾝Ň

ņ⥘ 2Ň

ヅ⤟ᐥउل

₎ᣅ 850 ଅᆹŊņХծᚠサઈᖛᮝໞᆹ⿵Ŋᘺᛍᆹ⿵Ň

ヅ⤟ᘺᛍ

⎊Ւᘺᛍᅞೣņᘺᛍᆹ⿵₎ 35 ấ⾝Ȯᖛᆹ⿵₎ 15 ấ⾝Ň

ᛍᖛӛᖛ⸇

2.5 ҝ֗ / Ӡ⾝ȹᖛࣱ 100 kPa ᆹȺ

⳧ᡇᙟ⸇

2.5 ҝ֗ / Ӡ⾝ȹᖛࣱ 100 kPa ᆹȺ

㋤⳺ᮢᡇൔ

TK7815C1ZEX
ᔬᮽᖘ

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 3Ň

ᖸ

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 4Ň

ⅶɿ㓄ᮬᣤ

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 3Ň

ɿᖘᮬᣤ

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 3Ň

ʷᖘɺᮬᣤ

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 3Ň

ʷɺᖘᮬᣤ

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 3Ň

ɿᮬᣤ

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 3Ň

߈ᖘʨᣟ

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 3Ň

ɿᖘʨᣟ

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 3Ň

1,1,1- ɿᖘʨᣤ

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 3Ň

CAT

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 3Ň

2-MIBņ㔓Ⓥ⎌Ň

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 3Ň

⤟ඖ

12000 ҝ֗

ņ⥘ 3Ň

ᡇቨņᡇൔŇሩဘᆹ⿵

₎1౺

ņ⥘ 5Ň

ᡇቨỚㆩ

᧚ᔢᡇలȮ⁋ᨊᙙඖᷦȮ᧚ᔢとᮂȮ⁆ᙙඖᷦȮʑἇ⃦⍍

רぜໞӠ

ᔬᮽᖘȮᖸȮⅶɿ㓄ᮬᣤȮɿᖘᮬᣤȮʷᖘɺᮬᣤȮʷ
ɺᖘᮬᣤȮɿᮬᣤȮ߈ᖘʨᣟȮɿᖘʨᣟȮ1,1,1- ɿᖘʨᣤȮ
CATȮ2-MIBņ㔓Ⓥ⎌ŇȮ⤟ඖ

ʃרぜໞӠ

⤟ᅠᖛʑ᱿⾪Ȯ⸅⸉଼ņȮ⺁ᾀŇ㓈˷ņᙹᖛŇ

ヅℬಙ

₎ 3 ҝଙ

ヅᙟΎ⩂⡶⇦

Ύる⃦Ř2.5 A

㋧ᝐ⳧ᥖΎ⩂⡶⇦ņ⃑ℳ⩐ࣱݽҙŇ

⳧ᥖ〾ᔋݽņ⎊ՒുೣȮۓՒᝐಙŘ120ƫŇ
ᝐಙΎる⃦ņۓՒᝐಙŘ145ƫŇ1 Τ

⢌ⳍೇۄ

ኇʁヅడዳೣሳḽ
571-8686 ᅺञ〷ಓ᳠ఱञ᳠ 1048 ᯈ߸

ᛍᖛ⋱Ի
( ⥘ 1Ň
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Ʃᄲϊᆯ྆߱ᖛᝐ 20ƫᆹ⳺ᮢ
Ʃᤀᘍ૽ᶶᖛⱧ⩐ᣅⰖᖛ
Ʃͧᖛ⸇ُɺट᱿ᮢᖛ⸇ᆯ྆ӛᖛםȮᖛӛᖛםȮᖛםᙟӛ᱿ⅶᖛ⸇ȯ
ņ⥘ 1Ň͐ᮢ㓇ඖサઈᖛȮඖᖛᆹŊ⳧ᡇᙟ⸇⳧דᡇ⋱Ի₎ 80Ńȯ
ņ⥘ 2Ňߌᖛ⫨͐דᮢ᭔ࣀʃŊሷ⋱רⅧᵬȯ
ņ⥘ 3ŇͩჇ JIS S 3201 ⥶㊹Ŋぜ᪓ᣅ 80Ńȯ
ņ⥘ 4ŇͩჇ JIS S 3201 ⥶㊹Ŋᣅ⳧ᡇᙟ⸇ 50Ń᱿ϊȯ
ņ⥘ 5Ňɺट͐ᮢ⸇ᣅ 30 ҝ֗ᆹȯɺट͐ᮢ⸇ᣅ 60 ҝ֗ᆹŊᡇൔ͐ᮢቅくᣅ 1/2ȯ
ߌ߸֒Ȯᖛ⫨Ȯᖛࣱᾀߌ₪Ŋሩဘᆹ⿵ሳሷᆙㆴదᯌȯ
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Ď Nothing appears on the
LCD display even though
the power plug has been
connected.
Are any of
Ď An error code (U21 to
the following
U28) has appeared, and
it re-appears even after
symptoms
taking remedial action.
applicable?
Ď An error code (H31 to
H39) has appeared.
Ď Some other trouble or
failure has occurred.

ൔᒑው

Ȝ

Check the Alkaline Ionizer you’ve been using for years!
If any of these symptoms
have occurred,
disconnect the power
plug from the power
outlet in order to prevent
accidents, and be
absolutely sure to ask
your dealer to check out
your unit.

ະଃ౺₲ሶ͐ᮢ᱿ヅ⤟ᖛᮝໞⳖݽ⠗ᒑው

ᆯ؋ሷⳆᑂ
᱿⩽ŝ

Ď ଔᾰ૽ヅတㆊတҘŊ˜
ᗞሷ˶̬ㆴḻӛ
Ď ӛ  ᯌ  ㆴ ḻņU21 Ɯ
U28ŇŊ֯͐⚠ᯌㆴḻ
ͩ⎡ӛ
Ď ӛᯌㆴḻņH31 Ɯ H39Ň
Ď ӛҢ˟ᯌ⩽ᄑゃ

Ȝ

Inspection

ӛ˫ʀ⩽ᆹŊ⦼ϟᔋ͐
ᮢŊⴍ҉ᄑゃʶᄑᱹᮝȯ
ഺတಚཥʁヅတㆊŊՖൕ
এ⥅⺨ۄːڂᒑው

1048, Kadoma, Osaka 571-8686, Japan
Printed in Japan
ኇʁヅడዳೣሳḽ
571-8686 ᅺञ〷ಓ᳠ఱञ᳠ 1048 ᯈ߸
ᅺ֬ӽ
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